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Abstract 

This thesis investigates the effects of damage characteristics on residual compressive 

strength (RCS) of 4-mm thick preconditioned carbon/epoxy quasi-isotropic panels 

through the study of their compressive behaviour. Results of 2-mm thick preconditioned 

panels mostly from a previous study are also analysed. The preconditions of varying 

sizes include impact damage, quasi-static damage, single and multiple artificial 

delaminations of circular and elliptical shapes embedded at different through-the

thickness (TTT) locations, hemispherical-shaped domes of different curvature and depth 

and open holes. The mechanisms of impact damage and the characteristics of energy 

absorption were dependent on panel thickness and incident kinetic energy (IKE). A 

damage threshold for compressive strength (CS) reduction was found at 455-mm2 and 

1257 mm2 for 2- and 4-mm thick panels, respectively. Panels affected by the presence 

of internal delaminations followed a sequence of prebuckling, local and global buckling 

(mode I) and postbuckling (mode 11) in both the longitudinal and transverse directions. 

Their compressive failure was related to mode I to 11 transition. Possibility of 

delamination propagation was examined using response characteristics on the basis of 

the sequences. Evidence of delamination propagation was found only in panels with 

large damages and was not sensitive to RCS. For low and intermediate IKEs the effect 

of impact damage could be simulated with a single delamination (2-mm thick panels) 

and 3 delaminations of medium size (4-mm thick panels). For high IKEs, the additional 

effect of local curvature change was significant. The combined effect of delamination 

number, size and curvature change determines the RCSs. It was demonstrated that the 

present method of embedding artificial delaminations proves to be very useful for 

studying RCS of impact-damaged panels via the establishment of response 

characteristics and their links to the effects of the preconditions on them. This thesis 

also presents two analytical models, one for deflection of transversely loaded panels and 

the other one for the prediction of compressive strength retention factor (CSRF) based 

on the correlation between the ratio of maximum transverse force to initial threshold 

force and the CSRF, observed experimentally in thick panels. 

Keywords: composite panels, impact damage, delamination, topology change, open 

hole, buckling, compression-after-impact, damage tolerance, compression-after-impact 

prediction. 
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1 Introduction 

Composite laminates are widely used in the aerospace industry and other sectors. They 

have an outstanding specific modulus, specific strength and the capability of being 

tailored for a specific application, offering substantial advantages over traditional 

metallic materials. Composite structures could encounter impact loads during 

component manufacture, normal operation or maintenance. Such impact loads could 

occur at relative low velocities, in the events of tool dropping on the structure or runway 

debris during take-off or landing. They could also occur at high impact velocities when 

hailstones hit the structures during flight. The situation could become critical when 

invisible internal damage further propagates during subsequent loadings. Impact 

damage is generally manifested in the form of matrix cracking, fibre fracture and 

delamination. The presence of damage can degrade the structural response of the 

components, in terms of strength and stiffness. In particular the in-plane compression 

strength is susceptible to impact damage. An important requirement in the design of 

composite structures is the ability to tolerate impact damage, thus the damage tolerance 

assessment is a key process in design and applications of composite structures. 

Therefore, a thorough understanding of the compressive behaviour of impact-damaged 

composite structures is essential. 

In the past two decades, a significant amount of work has been done on impact damage 

and the determination of residual compressive strength (RCS) of composite structures. 

The present chapter reviews relevant work in recent years, focusing on studies done 

from the 90's onwards. Early studies are reviewed in [1-3]. A summary of the literature 

reviewed in this chapter is presented in Tables 1.1.1 to 1.1.3. At the end of this chapter 

the main aims and objectives of the project are listed, taking in account the research 

issues identified along the literature review. 

1.1 Overview of in-plane compression-after-impact research 

The determination of RCS involves two phases, the phase for damage introduction and 

the phase for in-plane compression. RCS results are highly dependent upon factors such 

as specimen geometry, lay-up, indenter geometry, indenter weight, impact force, 
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incident kinetic energy (IKE) and boundary conditions for a given composite material 

with a constant fibre volume fraction. Thus, they are specific to the geometric and 

physical conditions involved. Numerous combinations of irnpactor mass and velocity 

can be obtained for the same level of IKE. If the resin system is strain-rate sensitive 

then the damage mechanisms induced by impact are dependent on impact velocity. This 

study is restricted to low velocity impact only, with low impact energy level so that 

composite panels will not endure perforation, instead suffer mainly from internal 

delarnination with moderate surface damage at the upper end of impact energy range. 

The in-plane cornpressive strength of composite panels is particularly dependent on the 

particular aspect ratio [ 4-6]. Thus most research on RCS, including this one, is based on 

panels as the cornpressive properties derived from small coupons do not represent the 

behaviour of the larger panels. The RCS of preconditioned panels has been intensively 

studied in recent years. Preconditions include impact damage, damage induced by 

quasi-static transverse loading, artificial delarninations and open holes. However, there 

is no unified international standard for the determination of RCS. Instead, there are a 

few major methods, which have been developed as the result of research by various 

organizations, as shown in [7, 8]. Five major testing methods have been reported in 

literature and they are NASA, Boeing-SACMA (Suppliers of Advance Composites 

Materials Association), QMW (Queen Mary and Westfield College) [8], CRAG 

(Composites Research Advisory Group) and IC/LU (Imperial College and 

Loughborough University). A substantial amount of studies have used the specimen 

configuration of Boeing/SACMA method. As shown in Table 1.1.4, in this method the 

same panel size is used for both impact and in-plane cornpressive phase with a specific 

level of impact energy. On the contrary the IC/LU method uses a larger impact testing 

area so that a slightly wider range of IKE could be delivered. 

The advantage of NASA and Boeing/SACMA methods is that the rectangular specimen 

geometry represents a more realistic scenario for practical structures. Nevertheless, in 

the impact phase, impact at the centre of the specimen is an event that the panel tends to 

deform concentrically. If the rectangular panels are used as in the NASA and 

Boeing/SACMA methods, then deformation reflection from different straight 

boundaries may affect the impact event differently, particularly if induced damage areas 
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are relatively large. This could be avoided by keeping the damage far away from 

boundaries and/or by choosing a circular testing area, as in the QMW, CRAG and 

IC/LU methods. 

Table 1.1.4 Compression-after-impact testing methods 

Parameter Unit NASA 
Boeing/ QMW 

CRAG IC/LU 
SACMA college 

Specimen 
Square Rectangle Rectangle Circle Circle 

geometry 

Specimen 254x177.8x 150x100x 
89x55x2 140x3 

500-
size a 

mm 
6.35 4.6-5.6 100x10-25 <l) 

V> 

"' '§= Impact test 
127x127 127x76.2 Dia. 40 Dia. 100 

Dia. 100-- area 500 <.) 

g Boundary c Cat four c c c E conditions b points ...... 

Impactor 
kg 4.5 4.6-6.8 3.96 

As As 
mass required required 

Impact 
J 28 

As As As As 
energy required required required required 

350x250x 
Specimen 254x127x 150xlOOx 

89x55x2 180x50x3 
10-25 or 

size • mm 
6.35 4.6-5.6 150x100x 

<l) 1-6.4 V> 

"' '§= End tabs, Epoxy 

= End End End potted .s Loading b shear 
V> loading, C loading, C loading, C ends, end V> loading, C !:l loading, C 
E Side edges o 
0 

ss ss ss ss ss 
u To cause 

Loading rate 
mm/ 

1.27 0.5 0.3 
failure 

1 min within 
30-90 s 

a The spec1men s1ze IS g1ven by length, Width and thickness (LxWxt) for rectangular 
specimens and diameter and thickness (Diaxt) for circular specimens 

b C and SS stand for clamped and simple supported boundary conditions, respectively 

1.2 Damage characteristics 

Damage tolerance assessment requires a detailed description of a state of damage in 

terms of damage mechanisms, damage size and through-the-thickness (TTT) 

distribution of size. Damage mechanisms induced by low velocity impact can be 

divided in two categories, material damages and associated localised geometric change. 
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Material damages include internal delaminations, matrix cracks and fibres fracture. 

Local change of geometry around the impact site is due to the impact-induced 

indentation. The determination of damage size is usually given by delamination area, 

either the projected area or the cumulative contribution of individual delaminations 

distributed in the TTT direction of the laminate. 

The damage generation process is determined by the interaction between the impactor 

and the target laminates. On the one hand, laminates with low flexural rigidity develop 

large bending strains when they are loaded transversely, causing tension failure on the 

back-face and compression failure on the front. Additionally large deflections could 

induce membrane stresses [9]. The damage starts locally around the impactor, 

continuing in the TTT direction as a 'shear cone' that contains matrix cracks and 

delaminations in a 3-D spiral pattern [10]. On the other hand, the transverse response of 

stiffer laminates has much higher transverse forces, giving rise to high internal shear 

stresses [11, 12]. Thus, the damage is dominated by the interlaminar shear stress (ILSS) 

[13]. A large delamination tends to appear near the mid-plane in addition to a 

significantly smaller shear cone, as shown in Figure 3.2.4(c). The shear cone develops 

locally starting on the upper surface and stopping at the ILSS-induced delamination. 

The conical pattern of TTT damage distribution has been studied using cross sectioning 

[1, 14-17] and thermal deply [10, 18] for relatively flexible targets. In [18] a 32-ply 

quasi-isotropic (QI), CFRP laminate plate was impacted at 25.2 J. The delamination 

areas were smallest near the upper surface (2 cm2 per interface) and were the maximum 

near the bottom surface (10 cm2
). Intra-ply matrix cracks were generated near the 

impact centre, running parallel to the ply orientations and propagated until they reached 

interfaces between plies with different orientation and then continued as delamination. 

Similarly it was observed [10, 11, 18-20] that delamination initiated and grew only 

between adjacent plies of different orientations and its shape depends on the relative 

angle between those plies [21] as shown in Figure 1.2.1. It was clear that the projected 

area of delaminations tended to a circular shape. 

The relationship between surface topology change and delamination area has not shown 

conclusive results. While some studies showed that there was no correlation between 
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the two by using thin CFRP [22, 23] and thick QI CFRP [23, 24], other studies showed 

that indent depths correlated to the degree of internal damage in 16-ply QI CFRP panels 

[25] and GFRP woven roving plates [26]. 

1.3 Factors affecting damage characteristics 

1.3.1 Laminate thickness 

The effect of laminate thickness on damage initiation and propagation depends on the 

flexural stiffness of laminates. As mentioned earlier, the damage induced in relatively 

flexible panels was dominated by tensile stress and characterised by the presence of a 

shear cone. On the contrary, damage induced in relatively stiff panels was dominated by 

ILSS and characterised by a large delamination near the mid-plane. Thicker and stiffer 

QI CFRP panels had significant larger delamination areas than thinner and flexible 

panels [9]. At an 1KE of 0.5 J/ply the delamination area of 32- and 16-ply panels were 

15% and 49% of the correspondent 48-ply panels with the in-plane dimensions and 

impact conditions remaining constant. Similarly [11] increasing the thickness from 2 to 

4 mm (16 to 32 plies) of 127x75 mm CFRP Ql panels resulted in a delamination area 

nearly 3.5 times higher, at the similar IKE of 0.4 J/ply. When the total cumulative area 

was used instead of the projected delamination area [27] similar results were obtained. 

An increase in panel thickness from 9 to 21 plies resulted in a delamination area 7.5 

times larger for an IKE of 2.1 J/ply and using a lay-up of [OJ1903/03]n. However, an 

inverse relationship between delamination rate and thickness was observed in [11] when 

the variation of thickness was not large enough to produce a significant change in the 

panel stiffness (i.e. damage governing mechanism). In this case, increasing the 

thickness from 1 to 2 mm of 127x75 mm CFRP QI panels was reflected in a decrease of 

20% of projected delamination area, at 0.38 J/ply. 

The effect of panel thickness on the peak load was studied in [28, 29], rectangular 

laminate plates made of GFRP were impacted at various IKE levels, ranging from 6.64 

to 360 J using a 12.5-mm diameter hemispherical impactor. In that study, three sizes of 

square panels were used, 125, 84 and 12-mm and two thickness values, 6.69 (51-ply) 

and 2.24 (18-ply). The peak loads were related linearly to low levels of IKEs, varying 
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from 0 to 16.2 kN (0 to 106 J) and 0 to 4.2 kN (0 to 30 J), for thick and thin panels 

respectively. However after the fibre breakage onset, the peak load remained relatively 

constant for a wide range of IKE, 16.2 to 19 kN ( 190 to 390 J) and 4.2 kN (35 to 360 J) 

for thick and thick panels respectively. Despite the bending stiffness of the thick panel 

being nearly 9 times higher than the thin panel, the maximum peak load was just over 

4.5 times higher, suggesting that there were additional factors apart from bending in the 

panel impact response. 

1.3.2 In-plane dimensions 

The panel in-plane dimensions affect the damage generation in two ways. On the one 

hand, together with the thickness they determine the flexural response of the panel and 

consequently the governing damage mechanism. On the other hand, they are one of the 

factors in the determination of the contact pressure, alongside with the indenter size and 

shape. The influence of in-plane dimensions in the determination of the damage 

dominant process was observed for CFRP QI panels [11]. When the in-plane 

dimensions were increased with a constant thickness, there was a drop in delamination 

area that indicated the influence of panel dimensions on the panel stiffness and the 

governing damage mechanisms. The delamination area of 1-mm thick panels was 

reduced by 53% at an IKE of 3 J by changing the in-plane dimensions from 127x75 to 

200x200 mm, keeping constant the impact conditions. For 4-mm thick panels the 

reduction was 61% at around an IKE of 20 J. In [30] 2-mm thick cross-ply (CP) GFRP 

woven plates of 102- and 337-mm diameter were impacted. Sizes of delamination were 

relatively close and for the large plate the area was only 11% less than that of the small 

plate at an IKE of 7.2 J. This result suggested that both plates had similar dominant 

damage mechanisms. 

The effect of in-plane dimensions on the panel response measured through the 

transverse peak force depends on the relative size of the impactor to the panel. On the 

one hand for a relatively small contact area between the impactor and the panel, the 

effect of in-plane dimensions is negligible. In [31], 32-ply QI CFRP plates of 50.8 and 

76.2 mm diameter were quasi-statically loaded with a hemispherical indenter of 6.35 

mm diameter. There was a linear trend between the width of delamination and the 
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maximum applied load and both panel thickness had a proportionality constant of 24.1 

mm/kN. Similarly, 102 and 337 mm diameter [30], and 127x75 and 200x200 mm 

panels [11] were transversely loaded with a 12.7-mm diameter hemispherical-ended 

indenter. A change of in-plane panel dimensions (keeping the same thickness) did not 

affect the relationship between transverse peak force and the delamination area. On the 

other hand, for relatively large impactors the effect of varying the panel size may 

become significant. In [32] 40 and 120-mrn diameter CFRP (woven) circular plates of 2 

mm thickness were quasi-statically loaded to a complete failure with indenters of 

different size (8 and 20 mm diameter) and shape (hemispherical and flat-ended). The 

average reduction of peak load due to increasing the in-plane dimensions (from 40 to 

120 mm) was 23% and 33%, respectively for the 8-mm and 20-mm indenters. 

1.3.3 lmpactor size and shape 

The respective effects of indenter size and shape on the damage generation are closely 

linked with the effects of in-plane dimensions. The relative size of the indenter with 

respect to the panel dimensions determines maximum panel deflection and stress 

distribution. Additionally, the interaction of the impactor and the laminate determines 

the distribution of contact stress and the distribution of ILSS inside the laminates, 

thereby dictating the delamination onset and propagation. The effect of the impactor 

shape and size on the delamination rate was studied in [33], with 100x150 mm panels of 

woven CFRP impacted at IKE levels ranging from 5.5 to 10.6 J. Two sizes of 

hemispherical indenter were used, 21 and 6.3 mm. The absorbed energy varied from 70 

to 79% of the total IKE, for the large indenter, whereas the variation was from 87 to 

94% for the small indenter. Similarly the area of delamination increased 2.3 times by 

shifting from large to small imp actor diameter, at an IKE of 10.6 J. 

The effect of impactor size and shape on the critical load for delamination onset was 

shown in [32]. Hemispherical and flat indenters of 8 to 20 mm diameter were used to 

apply quasi-static transverse load to 9-ply woven CFRP panels. A change in indenter 

size from 8 to 20-mm diameter (hemispherical) increased the threshold force for 

delamination onset by 25%. Moreover, a change in shape from hemispherical to flat 

changed the panel response so that the threshold value and the maximum force were 
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practically coincident in the flat indenter case. In [34] similar results were reported for 

25.4-mm diameter QI CFRP laminate plates, quasi-statically loaded. Varying the size of 

a flat indenter from 3.8 to 18-mm was reflected in a threshold range from 10 to 24 kN. 

Additionally, the threshold force for delamination onset was determined as 13, 9 and 5 

kN for flat, hemispherical and conical indenter shapes, respectively. 

The impactor shape and size effect on the transverse peak force was shown in [32]. 

Changing the indenter nose shape from flat to hemispherical resulted in 47% and 73% 

decrease in the peak load recorded, for small (8-mm diameter) and large (20-mm 

diameter) indenters respectively. These results agreed with a previous study [34] in 

which 6.15-mm thick CFRP laminate circular plates were subjected to quasi-static 

loading until failure. The peak loads were 23, 15 and 9 kN, for flat, hemispherical and 

conical indenter nose shapes respectively. The nominal diameter for all the indenters 

was 7.6mm. 

1.3.4 Composite lay-up 

The effect of lay-up on damage depends on the relative angle between adjacent plies 

and the number of plies of the same orientation. On the one hand, increasing the relative 

angle between plies [10] from [(-45:V902/45v%hls to [(-45:V90:VO:V45zhls decreased the 

total cumulative area by 22.5% at an IKE of 16 J. Similarly in [35, 36] two QI lay-ups 

were impacted at various IKE levels. At the maximum IKE level, the delamination 

width values were 60 and 49 mm for [45(90/-45h(0/45):VO]s and [45(0/-

45h(90/45):V90]s respectively. On the other hand, increasing the number of equally

orientated adjacent plies was shown to reduce the cumulative area of delamination, 

since it only appears between adjacent plies of different orientations. The effect of ply 

groups on delamination rate was studied in [10, 27, 35, 36]. In [27] two lay-ups were 

used for 21-ply GFRP laminate panels, (07/907/07) and (03/903/03)n. The correspondent 

cumulative delamination area of the former was around 85% of the latter, at an IKE of 

27 J. However ply grouping facilitates early matrix cracking, since the cracks develop 

within fibres with the same orientation [10], leading to an increase in the projected area 

of delamination. This effect is shown in [35, 36] using CFRP laminate panels with two 

different lay-ups, subjected to impact loading. The two lay-ups were (453/903/-453/03)s 
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and (45/90/-45/0)Js. At the maximum IKE level of 40.7 J the projected delamination 

diameters were 81 and 28 mm respectively. 

For the effects of matrix toughness and fibre architecture on impact damage, the 

interested reader should refer to [ 16, 34, 37 -39] for the former and to [ 40] for the latter. 

1.3.5 Impactor mass, impact velocity and IKE 

The projected and total delamination areas are related to the main parameters of the 

transverse loading response, in terms of IKE and load. As a general trend, increasing the 

IKE level leads to an increase in delamination area. However the linearity of this trend 

depends on the governing damage mechanism. For low IKEs, delamination is the main 

mechanism and fibre breakage is the dominant one at higher IKEs. Consequently two 

constant slopes of IKE-delamination areas may be identified as summarised in Table 

1.1.1 [10, 11, 27, 30, 33, 37, 39, 41-43] and were used to identify the change of damage 

mechanisms from delamination to fibre breakage. The delamination areas were also 

related to peak load, analogous to IKE level [9, 11, 22, 30, 31, 38, 42, 44]. However, the 

second linear range with a reduced slope as observed with IKE, was not observed [11, 

30, 42]. 

The impactor mass effect on the damage generation was studied in [ 45]. CFRP laminate 

panels of 48 plies were impacted at various energy levels. Four impactor masses of 

1.13, 2.27, 4.54, and 9.08 kg were used and each one delivered an IKE range from 13.6 

to 33.9 J. The study concluded that for panels impacted at the same IKE level, the 

damage area increased as the mass of the impactor decreased. However there is 

insufficient information to either support or contradict these findings. 

Low-velocity impact and quasi-static transverse loading induce similar type of damage 

as proved by numerous studies [16, 20, 24, 38, 41, 46]. This similarity is valid provided 

that the resin is not strain-rate sensitive. An analysis of the impact response of 

composite panels was presented in [47] with a two-degree-of-freedom spring-mass 

model. It was concluded that the low-velocity impact can be considered as a quasi-static 

response provided that the duration of the impact event is many times longer than the 
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time for generated stress waves to travel to outer boundary of the plate and return. This 

is indeed the case of large-mass low velocity impact, where the contact stiffness is 

several orders of magnitude larger than the structural stiffness. 

1.3.6 Boundary conditions and panel shape 

The effect of the type of boundary condition (i.e. clamped or simply supported) on 

damage is related to the panel flexural stiffness and the governing damage mechanism. 

The additional stiffness introduced by clamping the panel boundary could be large 

enough to result in a change from damage dominated by tensile stress to ILSS, although 

this effect depends on the panel dimensions. In [11], 1- and 2-mm thick panels of two 

different in-plane dimensions were impacted. In the case of 200x200 mm panels, the 

projected areas were 56% (at 2.5 J for 1-mm thick panels) and 150% higher (at 4.2 J, 2-

mm thick panels) in clamped panels than in simply supported panels. On the contrary, 

127x75-mm panels (1, 2 and 4-mm thick) and 200x200-mm panels (4-mm thick) did 

not show any significant difference between clamped and simply supported conditions. 

The rigidity of the support also affects the damage extent. In [48], two sets of CFRP 

laminate panels were impacted at 27.1 J. For the first set, the panels were simply 

supported using a fixture made of wood and aluminium, providing a relatively flexible 

substrate. The other set used a fixture made of steel, much more rigid. The damage area 

values were 516 and 710 mm2 respectively, suggesting that the absorbed energy of a 

panel supported on a relatively flexible fixture is lower than the one supported on a 

rigid fixture. 

A change in the boundary conditions affects the transverse force only for relatively 

large impactor sizes. In [11], a 12.7-mm diameter impactor was used. The 

proportionality between peak force and delamination area was the same for both 

clamped and simply supported panels. For panels loaded quasi-statically [32], the 

results between clamped and simply supported conditions offered no significant 

difference when a 8-mm diameter indenter was used. However, as the diameter of the 

indenter increased to 20 mm, the peak load values of the clamped plates were higher 

than the simply supported. 
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The effect of panel shape (circular or rectangular) on damage is related to the effect of 

the relative size of the impactor respect to the panel. Two studies used both circular [38] 

and rectangular [44] panels. In both, the panels were impacted by a hemispherical

ended impactor of 12.7 mm diameter, and they were made of the same composite 

system (AS4/3501-6) with a similar lay-up (48 plies, Ql). The relationship between 

transverse peak force and delamination diameter had similar proportionality constants, 

13.9mrnlkN and 12.5 mrnlkN, for circular (102 mm diameter) and rectangular 

(76.2x76.2 mm) plates, respectively. The threshold value for the damage initiation was 

higher for the rectangular (12 kN) than for the circular (7 kN) shape, probably as a 

consequence of the larger relative size of the impactor with respect to the in-plane 

dimension in the rectangular case. 

1.4 Factors affecting damage tolerance 

Damage tolerance assessment of preconditioned panels is based on the understanding of 

the relationship between the damage state and the reduction of compressive strength 

(CS) in terms of delamination size, IKE and transverse peak load. A relative measure of 

the reduction in CS is provided by the compressive strength retention factor (CSRF) 

that compares the intact and the post-impact compressive properties. The effect of the 

damage presence on the in-plane compressive behaviour is reflected on the reduction of 

critical values of compressive stresses, such as local delamination buckling, global 

buckling and delamination propagation stress. This section reviews the effect of the 

damage state and testing parameters on the compressive behaviour and on RCS. The 

parameters examined include composite system, specimen dimensions, impact testing 

conditions and environment effect. The damage state characteristics examined include 

delamination size, number, shape and orientation, and TTT location, apart from local 

change of geometry. A summary of the main studies reviewed in this section is 

presented in Tables 1.1.2 to 1.1.3. 
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1.4.1 Material effect 

Toughened composite systems fail at higher compressive loads because the initial 

delamination areas for the given IKE were smaller as a consequence of the higher 

resistance to delamination propagation exhibited by toughened matrix during impact 

loading [37, 39, 43, 49-52]. This was evidenced by the direct relationship found 

between the increase in CSRF and One [53-55]. The RCS properties were also 

improved via enhancing the toughness fibre/resin interface [49, 54]. 

Different fibre architectures can also improve the delamination resistance and damage 

tolerance of the material. A woven fibre architecture was found to have better RCS 

properties than UD-based system, as a consequence of the restriction of delamination 

initiation and growth between fibres with different orientation [56, 57] for the similar 

IKE levels. For a given architecture such as knitted textiles [58], increasing the total 

loop density improved interlaminar fracture toughness, thereby improving CSRF. 

Innovative TTT reinforcements have been used recently to tackle the inherent weakness 

of a laminate material towards ILSS, with a varying degree of success. The main 

concepts were reviewed in [59] and it included knitting [58, 60], braiding and special 

woven configurations [61, 62], Z-pins [63-65], stitching [66-69], interleaving [70, 71] 

and hybrid composites [72]. 

1.4.2 Lay-up effect 

The effect of lay-up on the RCS is dictated by its effects on the impact and compressive 

phases of CAI testing. On the one hand, one of the lay-up effects on the impact phase is 

seen when plies of equal orientation are grouped together matrix cracks develop easier, 

delamination tends to be larger and as a consequence the RCS is lower [35, 50]. In 

terms of damage tolerant design, it was shown that placing 45° fibres in the surface ply 

increased delamination energy initiation [73]. Consequently the trend for design should 

be in favour of a panel with damage tolerant skin, which means small proportion of oo 
plies (loading direction), and stiffer stringers with mainly Qo plies inside the composite 

[74]. On the other hand, fibre orientation affects mainly the compressive stage of CAI 
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testing as shown in [17]. Three QI lay-ups with different proportions of fibres aligned in 

the load direction were tested in CAI. Laminates with very low percentage ( <25%) of 

plies in the loading direction had similar failure loads but higher failure strain than 

laminates with higher (>25%) percentage. Similar results were reported in [75]. Panels 

with 17% and 67% of fibres in the loading direction had a reduction of 58% and 68% in 

the residual failure strain respectively, for the larger size of delamination studied. 

1.4.3 Overall panel dimensions effect 

Panel thickness has a marked effect on the damage generation and impact response, as it 

was discussed earlier in Section 1.3.1. It also affects the compressive panel behaviour, 

in particular the determination of the buckling load. 

The effect of an increment in thickness on the CAI performance was found to be 

detrimental in terms of CSRF. As discussed earlier, damage inflicted onto stiff 

laminates is more extensive than damage in flexible laminates, thus a thin laminate has 

a relatively better CAI performance than a thick one. In [52], IKE/ply levels of 1.6 and 

1.42 J/ply were applied to 26- and 96-ply laminates respectively. Despite the similarity 

in 1KE level, the CSRF was 0.75 and 0.42 respectively. In [76] 40 and 24-ply CFRP 

panels were impacted within a range of 2 to 3 J/mm and 1.6 to 3.3 J/mm respectively. 

For thick panels the reduction of CS was between 38% and 46%. The CS reduction of 

thin panels was significantly lower, between 4% and 27%. Additionally it was observed 

that the correlation between residual compressive strength and strain was good for the 

majority of the specimens. Similarly in [77] the CS was reduced by 41% when a thin 

panel (32-ply, 4 mm thick) was impacted at 2.4 J/mm, but by 64% for the 48-ply or 6-

mm thick panel. 

However when comparing relatively stiff panels, even thicker panels seem to provide 

better residual strength retention due most likely to the fact that buckling occurrence is 

not a concern and damage is governed by ILSS. In [78], thick panels had a better CAI 

performance than thin panels, especially when the transverse peak load was used as the 

impact parameter. GRFP woven panels of two different thicknesses, 10 and 25 mm, 

were tested in CAI. The peak loads were between 45 and 92 kN ( 400 to 1670 J) for thin 
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panels and 67 and 120 kN (350 to 2600 J) for thick panels. The reduction of CS was 

between 49% and 72% for the thin panels and between 45 and 60% for the thicker 

panels, indicating a better CAI performance. Similar results were reported in [79] for 14 

and 19 mm thick GFRP woven fabric panels. 

In-plane dimensions expressed as the aspect ratio, AR, have two major effects on the 

CS of intact panels. Firstly, AR and thickness are geometrical parameters involved in 

the buckling load determination. Secondly, an effect unique to composite materials has 

been observed as a direct consequence of the AR: the amount of unconstrained fibres 

(unloaded edges) vs. constrained fibres (by the loading platen) during compressive 

loading. In [4, 5] the compressive strength was found to be inversely proportional to the 

AR. However AR was found not to be a source of any stiffness trend. Instead, the 

specimen height played an important roll in the stiffness determination. Taller panels 

had a stiffer response compared with shorter ones. These trends were followed 

irrespective of the laminate lay-up. 

The effect of AR on the CAI strength has not been thoroughly studied and more 

research needs to be done. In [80] the AR effect was studied in composite panels 

subjected to impact loading during compression. No significant difference was found 

between the compressive failure strain ratio for panels with AR of 1, 1.5 and 2, after 

being impacted at similar IKE level. The IKE range was between 0 and 5 J. However 

the panel was held with the unloaded edges fully clamped, which might have provided 

support to unconstrained fibres. 

1.4.4 Material damage effect 

Material impact damage mechanisms consist mainly of fibre breakage, matrix cracks 

and internal delaminations. Among them, internal delaminations have the strongest 

influence on the CS reduction. The main parameters of describing internal 

delaminations are size, number, shape, orientation and TTT distribution. Due to its 

complexity, the individual study of each parameter is virtually impossible with impact

induced damage. However many authors (see Table 1.1.3) have simulated impact-
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induced delaminations with artificial delaminations, embedded during manufacturing 

process, thus each individual effects can be represented. 

Delamination size effect 

Increasing the delamination size is reflected in a reduction of RCS, as many studies 

have shown [1, 2]. This section reviews the effect of delamination size not only on the 

RCS, but also on delamination buckling, propagation and failure. 

The minimum size of delamination that causes a reduction of RCS depends on factors 

like panel thickness, delamination number and TTT depth. Below the threshold size of 

delamination, the compressive behaviour and failure of a delaminated panel is similar to 

an intact one. In [81] this value was between 12.7 and 25.4 mm diameter, for a single 

circular delamination in a 8-ply CFRP woven panel. In [82] this value was between 6 

and 9 mm major axis, for a single elliptical delamination (AR 1.72) in a 8-ply CFRP 

UD laminate. For multiple delaminations, the threshold size is also present, in [83] 4 

identical circular delaminations were embedded within one half section of a 32-ply 

CFRP panel, the other half section was left untouched. The smallest delamination, 12.7 

mm, did not show delamination propagation, suggesting that the threshold size was 

between 12.7 and 19.1 mm. The effect of the resin toughness on the threshold size of 

delamination is shown in [84]. Five circular delaminations of the same size were evenly 

embedded in the TTT direction in a 12-ply CFRP woven panel. Two composite systems 

were used based on the T400 carbon fibre. The system with conventional resin had a 

threshold size between 10 and 20 mm diameter. On the other hand the toughened resin 

system had the threshold size between 20 and 30 mm diameter. 

Delamination buckling and the propagation stresses are also affected by the size of 

delamination. In [85, 86] a single circular delamination was embedded at the 4/5 

interface of a 24-ply CFRP composite. Two panels with different delamination size 

were tested in compression, 12.7 and 25.4 mm diameter. The delamination-buckling 

load was 352 kN and 220 kN respectively. In [81] single circular delaminations of 12.7, 

25.4 and 38.1 mm diameter were embedded at the 2/3 interface of an 8-ply CFRP 

woven panel. Based on strain gauge readings (in back-to-back configuration) the 
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buckling and propagation stresses were determined. In the case of the panel with 38.1 

mm diameter delamination, it was observed that the thin sublaminate buckled first at a 

load of approximately 30 kN (101 MPa). This was followed by the buckling of the 

remaining six-ply sublaminate at approximately 64 kN (201 MPa). Subsequently strain 

reversal was detected at the outer strain gauges, indicating propagation of delamination 

at 243 MPa. Analogously for 25.4 mm size, the delamination buckling of the thin and 

thick sublaminates was at 211 MPa and 250 MPa, respectively. The delamination 

propagation stress was at 268 MPa. 

The reduction of RCS and the compressive failure mechanisms are affected by the 

delamination size. In [81] the failure mechanisms of the panel with the smallest 

delamination (12.7 mm) differed from the larger ones (25.4 mm and 38.1 mm). For the 

former, failure was similar to the intact panel in overall specimen crippling without any 

delamination propagation. For the latter, failure was triggered by delamination 

propagation. As a consequence, the reduction of RCS was 0%, 33% and 34% for 12.7, 

25.4 and 38.1 mm diameter respectively. The RCS values in [83] ranged from 323 to 

204 MPa for the four sizes studied, from 12.7 to 41.3 mm diameter. Additionally it was 

noted that buckling was not necessarily synonymous with failure and initial out-of

plane imperfections triggered ILSS and delamination growth before buckling. 

The size effect of multiple delaminations on the buckling and propagation stresses has 

also been studied using delaminations of constant size distributed through the thickness. 

In [83] four delaminations of equal size were embedded, with diameters of 12.7, 19.1, 

25.4 and 41.3 mm. Three replicates of each size were tested. Using shadow Moire, the 

propagation loads were determined as 250, 223 and 194 MPa for 19.1, 25.4 and 41.3 

mm diameter respectively. The smallest delamination of 12.7 mm did not show 

delamination propagation. In [84] the out-of-plane displacements of panels with 5 

delaminations were measured during compressive loading. It was observed that with an 

increase of the size, buckling mode shifts from global type to a mixed type, 

characterised by transverse delamination opening. The buckling load reduction becomes 

significant when the diameter of delamination exceeds certain value depending on 

specimen and composite system, in particular resin type. 
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The delamination buckling of panels with multiple delaminations of varying sizes in the 

thickness direction is determined by the largest delamination. In [87, 88] GFRP woven 

panels had 7 delaminations located at regular intervals in the thickness direction. The 

diameter of the delamination increased from the top surface to the bottom. The 

compressive behaviour was monitored using L VDT at both sides of the panel. Buckling 

started locally at the side of the largest delamination. Subsequently the global laminate 

tended to deform into the same direction. Therefore the size of the largest delamination 

determined the local buckling load. However the global in-plane stiffness was not 

affected until the deflection of the side with the largest delamination was significant 

[87]. Similarly delamination buckling was not directly related to the compressive failure 

of impacted panels. In [77, 89] buckling appeared well before the final failure load is 

reached. The buckle of the sublaminate had no effect on the variation of the strain-stress 

relationship, which was linear as measured at a point outside the damaged area. This 

means that the buckled sublaminate is such a small portion of the whole laminate that a 

change in the stiffness of this portion does not affect the overall behaviour of the 

laminate. 

Number effect 

The number of delamination has a direct effect on the CS reduction, an increase in the 

total cumulative area results in a reduction in CS of panels with embedded 

delaminations. In [90] this effect was investigated with 25.4 mm diameter circular 

delaminations evenly embedded in a 16-ply CFRP panel. The RCS of panels with 1, 3, 

5, and 7 delaminations were 306, 181, 168 and 168 MPa respectively. Another 

distribution was tested, with all the delaminations shifted towards one side of the panel 

in an asymmetrical arrangement, for 1, 3 and 5 delaminations the RCS was 358, 229 

and 194 MPa respectively. Nevertheless, the effect of delamination number is not linear 

and increasing a large cumulative area with an additional delamination may have a 

small marginal effect on the RCS. In this case, the size of the delaminations or even 

their depths, rather than their number, is more important in the degradation of RCS. 

The effect of the total cumulative delamination area on the RCS must consider the 

distribution of delamination size in the thickness direction. In [88] the out-of-plane 
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measurement of two panels was compared. One of the panels had 8 identical 

delamination of 30 mm diameter. The other panel had 7 delaminations evenly 

distributed, increasing from 22.5 mm on the front surface to 37.5 mm towards the back 

surface. Despite having similar cumulative delamination areas, the buckling and failure 

loads were much higher in the case of identical delaminations, 78% and 48% of the 

intact buckling and failure load respectively, compared with 55% and 33% of the panel 

with conical distribution. Contrastingly in [90], the total cumulative area provided a 

reliable measurement of the damage extent independently from the size distribution in 

the thickness direction. The RCS of two panels with similar cumulative area of 

delamination but different size distribution was compared. One of the panels had 3 

circular delaminations evenly distributed, with a constant diameter of 25.4 mm. The 

other panel had 7 delaminations evenly spaced in a conical distribution increasing from 

6.35 to 25.4 mm diameter. The RCSs were 181 and 184 MPa, respectively. 

In contrast, the buckling load was not affected by increasing the number of 

delaminations as shown in [85, 86]. Circular delaminations of 25.4 mm were embedded 

in 24-ply CFRP laminate panels. Panels with 1, 2 or 3 delaminations were tested in 

compression; their corresponding buckling loads were 220, 211 and 227 kN. 

Shape and orientation effects 

Delamination tends to propagate in the transverse direction [81, 87, 91-94]. 

Delamination shapes such as ellipse or rectangle have a major axis that can be 

orientated along the transverse axis in the width direction of the panel. This creates a 

region with high concentration of ILSS, therefore it is intuitively expected that such 

panels will tend to fail at lower stress levels as a consequence of the delamination 

propagation. On the contrary, circular shapes are neutral in this respect. However it was 

found that only the buckling load is affected by delamination shape and orientation and 

that the reduction in RCS is independent of these variables [82, 85, 86, 95]. 

The local buckling load of a sublaminate depends on the delamination shape and 

orientation. In [85, 86] two shapes were compared using 24-ply CFRP laminate panels 

with elliptical delamination of 25.4/12.7 mm (major/minor axis), 12.7 and 25.4 mm 
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diameter circular delamination, all embedded at the 4/5 interface. The ellipse was 

oriented in the width direction. The buckling load was 462, 352 and 220 kN, 

respectively. The trend of the results may be justified by the fact that narrow and long 

sublaminates aligned with the load direction tend to buckle easier than flat and short 

sublaminates. The effect of orientation in the buckling load was studied in [91] using 

elliptical delaminations of 38/20 mm of major/minor axis oriented at ±45°, in the width 

or in the loading directions. The delamination buckling stresses were 209, 215, 203 and 

189 MPa, respectively, confirming the previous relationship between sublaminate AR 

and buckling load. However the RCS values were 269, 295, 285 and 278 MPa 

respectively, without any apparent relationship. Thus, the orientation of delamination 

did not have any effect on the RCS of these panels, probably due to the complex shapes 

in which the sublaminates grow and propagate, that do not keep any relationship with 

the original delamination shape. In [95] 24-ply CFRP laminate panels had an elliptical 

delamination of 45/20 mm major/minor axis oriented in the width or in the load 

directions and embedded at the 3/4 interface. The buckling loads were 19 and 10 kN, 

respectively, showing a marked effect due to the orientation. Nevertheless, the 

propagation load was in both cases 53 kN. In [82] a single elliptical delamination of 

15.3/8.9 mm major/minor axis was embedded at the midsection of 8-ply CFRP UD 

laminate panels, oriented to 90° (width), 60°, 30° and 0° (loading) directions. The 

reduction in the local buckling load was 13%, 10%, 11% and 8%, respectively, showing 

a slightly decrease in the buckling load as the angle of the major axis with the loading 

axis increases. 

Through-the-thickness (TTT) location effect 

Embedding delaminations at different TTT depths intends to study the effect of 

eccentricity and unbalanced sublaminates on the RCS. As a general rule, the distribution 

of impact damage in the thickness direction is asymmetrical. When such damage 

interacts with in-plane compressive loading, the eccentricity is combined with the 

bending-stretching and bending-twisting couplings of the unbalanced sublaminates, 

producing non-linear behaviours that can trigger local and global buckling, 

delamination propagation and failure. In [85, 86] the load of delamination buckling was 

substantially increased from 462 kN to more than 500 kN by shifting an elliptical 
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delamination from the 4/5 to the 8/9 interface in a 24-ply CFRP laminate panel. 

Similarly, in [92] and [93] the buckling and propagation loads were determined in 35-

ply CFRP laminate panels with single circular delamination embedded at the 3/4, 5/6 or 

7/8 interface. The local load for delamination buckling was affected by the depth of the 

60-mm delamination, with values of 9.5, 41 and 70 kN for the 3/4, 5/6 or 7/8 interface 

cases respectively. However the global buckling load remained at a similar level, 104, 

107 and 103 kN respectively. For 55-mm diameter delamination the local buckling was 

at 17.2, 59.3 and 97.2 kN whereas the global buckling was determined at 106.4, 104 and 

111 kN for the 3/4, 5/6 or 7/8 interface cases respectively. Contrastingly for the 8-ply 

CFRP UD laminates used in [82], it was found that the buckling strengths decreased 

slightly as the delamination was located farther to the centre of the laminates. 

The depth of delamination in the thickness direction influences not only delamination 

buckling load but also out-of-plane displacements. In [96] stereo imaging was used to 

measure out-of-plane displacements. Single circular delaminations of 64 mm diameter 

were embedded in 24-ply CFRP laminate panels. Varying the depth of delamination 

from the 4/5 to the 5/6 interface resulted in a decrease from 1.25 to 1.05 mm in the out

of-plane measurement at the point of delamination growth. The correspondent 

propagation loads were 54 and 56 kN, respectively. Decreasing the depth of a given 

delamination reduces its effect on the RCS because the thicker sublaminate governs the 

global behaviour. In [90] single and multiple (3 and 5) circular delaminations of 25.4 

mm diameter were embedded in a symmetric and asymmetric TTT distributions. By 

shifting from the symmetric to the asymmetric distribution the RCS varied from 306 to 

358 MPa (single delamination), 181 to 229 MPa (3 delaminations) and 168 to 194 MPa 

(5 delaminations). Rectangular delaminations were studied in [97, 98]. The tests on 8-

ply GFRP laminate panels showed that the failure load decreases with the TTT position 

of the delamination. The reductions in the failure load were 16%, 29% and 31% for 

single rectangular de laminations (25 mm square) embedded at the 1/2, 3/4 and 4/5 

interfaces respectively. 
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1.4.5 Local curvature change 

The effect of local change of curvature induced by the impactor nose on the RCS has 

not been widely investigated. In [26] the permanent indentation related linearly with the 

crack length. In turn the crack length related linearly to the CSRF, thereby linking the 

reduction of CS and the permanent indentation value. However other findings [22] have 

shown that the dent depth cannot be used as a damage measurement. In [99] the effect 

on the compressive behaviour of the local change of geometry around the impact 

damage area was described and later incorporated to an analytical model. Previous 

experimental investigations had indicated that the impact produced a dent on the 

impacted surface and a bulge on the non-impacted surface. The entire damage region 

tended to buckle locally in compression in the direction of the geometrical imperfection. 

As a result, the fibres located within the damage region bended seriously under 

compressive loading. The contour of the dent was approximately circular before loading 

but it changed gradually to a transverse ellipse. As the load increased, the dent depth 

increased and the major axis of the ellipse expanded transversely. 

1.4.6 Environmental effects 

Humidity and temperature could have the detrimental effects on the CAI performance. 

The effect of high temperature (up to 150 C) during testing on the RCS of thermoplastic 

and thermoset resin based composite systems was investigated in [100, 101]. In the case 

of the thermoset system, panels impacted at high temperatures performed similarly in 

the CAI test (compression at room temperature) than panels impacted at room 

temperature. Compression at high temperature resulted in a further reduction of the 

RCS for both intact and damaged panels. Nevertheless the CSRF was higher for 

compression at high temperature than at room temperature, using as a reference intact 

panels compressed under similar conditions. In the case of the thermoplastic system 

there was no significant effect on the CSRF of the testing temperature at impact or 

during compression. The results shown for the thermoplastic system had a large scatter 

that could have masked any minor effect of the temperature on the CSRF. The 

temperature effect on the CAI strength was also investigated in [25]. CFRP laminates 

impacted at IKE levels up to 50 J were subjected to temperatures of 300°F, 350°F and 
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400°F for up to 17500 hours. The decrease in CAI strength was roughly 10% after 500 

hr, remaining constant from 5000 to 17000 hr. Specimens impacted before heating 

showed a slightly greater degradation than specimens heated before impact, although 

the differences were within the data scatter. Degradation in CAI strength was 

independent of temperature for the temperatures studied. 

The effect of moisture absorption was studied in [ 1 02]. Some of the specimens tested in 

CAI were saturated at 70 C and 95% humidity before impact. The results revealed that 

only in the case of very brittle matrix materials did a slight increase in RCS occur due to 

moisture. The reason for this was attributed to the plasticizing effect of water leading to 

a higher fracture toughness. The combined effect of humidity and temperature on the 

RCS combined was explored in [103]. Woven-carbon/epoxy panels were subjected to 

CAI with three different hygrothermal cycles. This cycles controlled the temperature 

(range over -30C to lOOC) and humidity (range over 40 to 99.5%) over a certain period 

of time. The hygrothermal effect applied before or after impact testing was reflected on 

matrix cracking that affected the CAI performance similarly. 

1.5 Main aims and objectives of this project 

The present project intends to study experimentally the reduction of RCS of 

carbon/epoxy panels that contain various preconditions at room temperature. A three 

bounding approach is taken to simulate low-velocity impact damage using well-defined 

damages of different sizes. The first one uses open holes as a representation of complete 

material damage and has been one of the damage tolerance criteria in the aerospace 

industry. The second one of more recent time uses artificial delamination embedded in 

different configurations, to simulate as many elements of impact damage characteristics 

as possible. The third one is a new type of precondition that uses hemispherical-shaped 

domes to represent the local curvature change induced by impact. Eventually in this 

way, realistic damage can be approximated through a controlled refinement. The 

particular advantage is that this approach provides a quantified state of damage, which 

is deemed to be closer to low-, intermediate and high-energy impact damage. The main 

objective of this project is to develop the introduction of preconditions, (artificial 

embedment and hemispherical domes) from experimental techniques into a systematic 
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method to simulate impact damage, establish response characteristics in compression 

and use such characteristics to evaluate the contribution of preconditions to the 

reduction of CSRF. 

Some of the reviewed studies lacked consistency in the presentation of compression-test 

results. Often neither buckling response nor failure mechanism of the intact panels was 

reported. In particular, the longitudinal global buckling or bending of the damaged 

panels was regarded as being synonymous with delamination propagation without 

comparison with the intact panels. Moreover, the examination of the possibility of 

delamination propagation was carried out using either the longitudinal strain responses 

or out-of-plane displacements. In this thesis, the compressive and buckling behaviours 

of 2- and 4-mm thick carbon/epoxy preconditioned and intact panels of 150 mm by 100 

mm were characterised through compression-after-impact (CAI) tests in terms of 

surface strains with emphasis being placed on transverse SGs. Study of CAI and 

damage tolerance on T700/LTM45-EL carbon/epoxy system has not been previously 

reported. 

The parameters selected for studying with artificial delaminations are size (10-, 20-, 40-

and 60-mm transverse width), number (single and multiple x3), shape (circular and 

elliptical), orientation (loading and width directions), TTT location (mid-plane and 

quarter location) and TTT distribution (symmetrical and asymmetrical). Similarly, the 

main parameters of local change of geometry (hemispherical-shaped domes) are dome

depth and dome curvature. For open holes, size is the main parameter studied. Impact 

damage is generated via drop-weight by using a purpose-built impact rig and a 

hemispherical-ended impactor. During the test force-history and incident and rebound 

velocities are recorded. Quasi-static transverse loading tests for damage generation are 

carried out using a uni versa! testing machine. In this case the surface strains and force

displacement response are monitored during the tests. The introduction of preconditions 

is presented in Chapter 2, impact and quasi-static damage generation are presented in 

Chapter 3 and compressive response and failure results are presented and discussed in 

Chapters 4 and 5. 
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Previous studies have shown the effect of flexural rigidity and indenter-nose shape on 

damage generation and propagation. This project intends to investigate these 

relationships by studying the force-displacement response, surface strains, damage 

mechanisms and projected delamination area of 2- and 4-mm thick panels quasi

statically loaded with either hemispherical- or flat-ended indenters. To add more 

understanding to the experimental observations, an analytical model is developed to 

predict the intact panel response under similar conditions of load. The effect of flexural 

rigidity on the energy absorption characteristics is also investigated, using the force 

histories and damage characterisation of impacted panels. 

Finally, this project intends the development of a model to predict CSRF. The model 

should be characterised by its simplicity and by including the main geometrical, 

material and impact loading parameters. The different strategies of previous models to 

tackle the problem of predicting CSRF are reviewed in Chapter 6. 
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451ayer 

90 l.l)'<f 

90 4S k/o 

Figure 1.2.1 Schematic diagram showing three-dimensional damage structure in a 
quasi-isotropic laminate (taken from [10]) 
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TABLE 1.1.1 Uterature re~lew ror damage Induced by tran<ivtrse loading 

Ref. Author P=l Impact parameters IWd respo!ISC Damage N•~ 

LxW,mm Thick. mm System c.,., ."'""., Impactor IKE,l IKEJply, Jfply AE,l Velocity Critical loads, kN Method Size, nun Dent, mm 
fibl'l:lrcsin ro•l. mass/size ""' ""'""'m 

CFRPud API2pty• 2edges C 1.53JI2.7di&H 1:0 to5.5 •AP: 15,45,60,90 
QI16 ply 2 edges C 1.53/12.7diaH I 

0.144/ply T:IM7GJ AP 12ply 2edgesC I.S31!2.7 dill H QS 
X&SS3-SO AP 12 ply RF 1.53/12.7 dia H QS 

2S2x89 0 to23 
[20] Log~ API2ply ledges C I.S3112. 7 dia H I M O.SS, 0.93, 1.48 X-ray Mo• 

92 AP 12ply I.S3JI2.7 dia H I 
B: AS41 AP 12 ply 2edgesC l.S3112.7 dia H QS M O.SS, 0.93, 1.48 X-ray ""' 0.134/ply 3S01-6 AP 12 ply I.S3112.7 dia H QS 

AP 12 ply l.S31!2.7 dia H QS 
CP20ply ledges C I.S312S.4 dia H QS 

AP ~~~~ RF I.S3JI2.7diaH QS 
CP20 RF I.S312S.4 dia H os 

CFRPud 
[38] 

·~ 
102dia B: AS41 I M0-14;T7;PIS c-· 0-S7 dia • Damage: spiral staircase pattern MC+D 

(refl3 127 dia 3SOI-6 QS M0-14;T7 MC,D 
Jaocbon 7 Q148 ply c 4.63112.7 dia H Similauesults QS and I 

92') 102dia T:IM7/ I M0-19; T IO.S;P20 0-40 dia • Good style for revision 
127dia 8SS1-7 QS M0-19;TIO.S 

[44[ Srini~asan CFRPud dia,rnm 
(ref9 76.2x76.2 3.43 B; AS41 QI24ply c 2.74112.7diaH I M0-IO;T3.8 C•= 0-SS 

Jacl:son) 6.81 3501-6 ""'''' M 0-20: T 12 D 0-85 
50.8dia CFRPI.Id 6.35 diaH QS M0-8.4; T 3.2 c- dia,rnm Sirni1u" results QSIWd I 

[31) KwM 76.2dia 4.54 B: AS41 QI32ply ss 6.35 diaH QS D 0-67 
(ref8 

Jackson 102dia 3501-6 25.4diaH QS M0.5.1;T4.3 0-40 
92•) 50.8 dia 25.4 dia H I' • Impact with pendulum 

Layup• 6.64 0.13 I.(J6 • Layup thin 2 ply sroup, thick 3 ply group 
6.69 CP 51 ply 85.6 !.68 3.8 

176.3 3.46 5.46 PI6 
Square • • Panel dimensions no effect on damage 

[28) LN 12Sx125 GFRPoo 0-I(J6 0-2.08 lOO% M 0-16.2 c-
98 84x84 6.69 3M glass( CP SI ply c 11.9/12.5 dia H 106-190 2.08-3.73 100% Ml6.2-19 High ligtw Absorbed energy from force history 

(29] Raju 12xl2 epoxy 190-390 3.73-7.65 0% p irtcnsity CAI afterwards 
98 LSC 

0-30 0-1.67 100% M 0-4.2 D,MC,FB 
2.24 CP IS ply 3<l-3S 1.67-1.94 lOO% - M 4.2-4.2 p 

35-360 1.94-20 O% p 

'R3 • R 5.4 • R 4.01 • comparill.l!; !hick ratio with IKE-foree !Biios 
15 ply'" CP 0.89 0.98 M3.34 • Ply thickness 0.25 mm 
21 pJy CP 0.84 0.98 M4.41 

(IS9J LN IS ply CFRPoo AP• 0.81-0.89 0.97-0.98 M3.33-3.50 • Layup AP 90, 30, 4S, 60 

D""' IOOx7S AS41 c 12.5 diaH - Angle did not affect impact response 
98 9 ply 3501-6 CP 1.04 0.99 M 1.78 

··~ 
CP 1.59 MT2.95 ,,. CP 25.8-24.8 3.40-4.49 M3.7-3.32'.T2.9 

Cum. Area 
21 ply. """""' 15-29 0.71-1.38 20-39 cm2 • Ply thickness 0.25 mm 

[27] "'"' 9p!y GFRPoo <l,I90;Il, 14-26 1.56-2.89 6-15cm2 Laminal:ion, thickness, angle effccu 
u, 152x152 3M glass! c 12.SdiaF 20to 100 Cro5ssec No differell(;C in lamination for same thick. 

" 21 ply epoxy ::::: 2S length. 27-46 1.29-2.19 each5 nun 43-75 cm2 • Impact: gas gun 
9ply 14-27 1.56-3.00 6-15 cm2 Total clelam increases as thick increases 



Ref. Author Panel Impact p;u-ameters and response Damage No~ 
LxW,mm Thick. mm System ... ,., Boundary Imp;u:tor IKE,J IKFJply, Jlp1y AE,J Velocity Crilicalload5, kN Method Size, mm Dent, mm 

fibre/resin 0000. mllSs/size ml• •nechnsm 
CFRPw projected 
IM7-6K/ <m2 

4.4.'1 Tacdx 123 13 1.08 6 2.4 M7 . .'l~ T3.9 c~ 4.6 
[391 M- 127x76 QI 12 layer ss .'l.44/16diaH 29 2.42 26 3.6 M6 . .'l;T4.0 LowiKE 6 CAI afterwards 

98 4.22 Epon862 13 1.08 '·' 2.4 M 7.5~ T 4.2 D,MC 2.3 
29 2.42 27 3.6 M .'1.2; T I.S (?) HighiKE 3.6 

4.4.'1 LIO 13 1.08 s.s 2.4 M8;T3.9 FB,D,MC 4.3 
29 2.42 29 3.6 M8.2;T 1.2 7.2 

GFRPw 
(114) Zhoo 10 Eglass/ M4.'l;TI9 
[127] 96, 98• IOOdia " polyester c 20diaF QS MI02;T60 Cscan• '""' • Concemric amllar shape of delarn 

• Concept ofl'nuiXIPihresh c CSRF 
14 s glass/ M99;T2S 
19 phenolic M 123;T35 

Jhrun 

" 2.S I 
IOOdia 10 270 27 I TJ8;146;M60 0-78 . .'1-78 . .'1 

[78) Davies '" " I • Eq. Ultinwe lhreshold force delarn growth 
96' GFRPw -~ QS -30%• projected • QS force -30% of impact force thin panels 

[127) Zhoo E glass/ in the 0 dif c 8-7.'l/20diaF C•= '"" QS force -22% of impact foru: thicl: panels 
98 polyester 320 12.8 I 

.'lOO dia " 16.'10 66 I T 62; I 124; M 145 200-1500- CAiafterwll!"ds 
2600 104 I 1950 

dill, mm 
102dia 2 CFRPw CPIOply variable •t 0.4-5.5-10.9 0.04-0.55-1.09 M O . .'l-2.2-2.2 0-3S 0-JOdia • Impactor mass 1.15, 1..'19, 2.04 fairly good 

[30) Robinson 0365 6.3.'ldiaH agreement 
92 c 

c ""' Dell! VI delam damage good ~lation 
102 dia 2 GFRPw 1.1516.35 diaH 0.5-1.2-8.6 0.04-0.6-{1. 72 0-8.5 M 0.45-1.6 Visual 0-18-17 0-14 . .'1 dia Good revision style 
337 dia 2 ""' CP 12pl 1.70/6.35 dia H 1.5-8.4-11.4 0.13-0.7-0.95 0-10.9 M 0.45-1.8 0-20-18 0.14 dia 

mm2 
125x75 I Q18ply c,ss 0.7-2-3 0.09-0.25-0.38 T0.7; M0.7-Ll5~P !.IS 35-120.300 
12.'lx75 2 QI16ply c,ss 1.6-6.8-9 0.1-0.43-0.56 T 1.7; M 1.7-2.4;P2.4 125-262-450 

[ill Davies 125x7.'l 4 CFRPwl QI32ply c. ss ~20 0.13-0.63 T 5.5; M 5.5-1.4 c~ 350-1300 Thicker the panel, the larger the de lam for lhe 
[42I 95,00 liT AI 0.4-2.5kgl by same force 

200x200 I 6376 QI8ply c 12.7diaH 0.9-3 0.11-0.38 T0.7; M 0.7-l.l.'l;P 1.15 Optical 25-140 
ss 1.0-2.5-3.0 0.13-0.31-0.38 equaltoC """""" 0-90-175 Fracture and stress bllSed predictions 

200x200 2 QI 16ply c 4.2-7.0-9.0 0.26-0.44-0.56 T 1.7;M 1.7-2.4;P2.4 125-260-425 
ss 4.2-8.2 0.26-{1.51 equaltoC 50-210 Cimllar del.am shape 

200x200 4 QI32ply c 14-35 0.44-1.09 T5.5;M5.S-7.4 350-950 
ss 14-32 0.44-I C(JualtoC 400-750 Buuertlyde\am shape 

CFRPwl total nun2 Fibre breakage, mm2 
4.7 B:IM6 3.5-25 0.15-1.04 1.5-15 I 0-

f>37 25-34 1.04-1.42 15-25 ·2SOOO 0-SO 
34-SO 1.42-2.08 " 25000-l<XXXl 50-80 

4.6S T:TSOOH 17.5-22 0.73-0.92 4-8.5 I 0-1200 
13900-2 22-60 0.92-2.50 8.5-46 1200-5000 0-130 

[41] "'"- 76.2xl27 4.7 B:IM6 QI24ply ss 6.141:gl 34 1.42 I Ml2 c- G~ Gii detennirw:d rrom slope kllmm2 total 
91 Boeing "" 25.4diaH proj• delamination area 

Cross sec: 
4.6j T:T800H 34 1.42 I T li;M 13 total area' • Ratio " Iota! area I projected area 

6900-2 46 1.92 3Q I T JI;M 13 Dep!ying: B: 3.2-4 for 9-46 J; T: 3.4-4.4 for 18-58 J 
Note5 • QS T 11.5;M 12.5 FB - •QS equivale111 energy 10 46 J 

9 0.38 2 I M1.5 AE and damage llle(:h are functions of lhe IKE 
30 I.2S 16 I Ml2 . .'l therefore Pm.ax constant 

" 2.42 43 I M 12.5 It Includes dia ram ene distribution 



Ref. Author P~l Impact pararnelers 111111 ~pouse Damage N-
LlcW,nun Thick. nun System UY"P ."""""' Imp- IKE,J IKI'Jply, Jlply AE,J Velocity Critical loads, kN Mo<hod Size, nun DeDI, nun 

fibre/resin omd. mllSs!size ""' mechnsm 
6.67S LQS 17.6;Ml3.3 QS=I 7 dia • • ttt phcllograph, I 00.150 e-6 m in depth 

CFRPwi Jlmm dent made of radial and central cracks 
AS4/ 19.1 dia QS T 12.5 Impact is force controlled 

(16) Loua Boeing epoxy: Ql ss IS.9dia QS T9 c.~ EA= hyste~is load displacemenl curve 
94 76.2xl27 32·40ply 1/mm kNim D,MC '"" B:A 3.61 I T 1277; M 2452 28.4 CAI afterwards 

81:8 4.32 I T 1518; M 2854 20 
TB:C - 3.71 I 1 1214; M 2732 15.5 
1:0 2.03 I T 1583; M 2662 14.8 

mm• Do~h * E1liplical proj area, size (a+b)/2 
0.804 AP•6ply 0.8 0.13 11.0 M0.5 2.5 0.04 •AP ((+45/-45]lli'On)s 
0.804 CFRP'd 6ply 3.2 0.53 12.0 MI.O 7.5 0.04 There is not a relationship between deDI depth 

'"' w""" 1.608 AS41 12 ply 1.60 tg 7.2 0.60 13;QS M2.0 X my 27 0.17 and de lamination extent or thickness 
97 102xl02 1.608 3501-6 12 ply 12.8 1.07 I 4.0 M2.4 28.5 0.13 Oenr depth measured L VDT mounlcd on a 

2.412 18 ply 12.8 0.80 14.0 M2.4 28.5 0.11 digital milling machine 
flat• 2.412 18 pi: 12.8 0.71 14.0 M2.4 29 0.085 • Also cylindricalsbells 

QI•,32 ply Totalcm2 • Layups DP1 ((-45~45Ahls 
10.9 0.34 6.0 """"" 40 DP2 f(-45~4Szhls 

DPI 12.8 0.40 •• deply ss 
16.0 0.50 10.7 MC,D 80 MC open near impact site= permarent 
18.9 0.59 13.1 Micrograph 8S deformation 

114x76 CFRPwl """''" D initiated by MC 
(10) H,u Boeing T300I ss - _,.., - • Effect of superposing individual de lam 

" 914C 10.6 0.33 6.2 """'I 47 
DP2 12.6 0.39 7.4 S4 Distrttt bat shape: near impact small; 

1.5.9 0.50 10.9 62 backside big 
18.8 0.59 13.2 72 Node lam between adjacenr plies same orienl. 

Include §_16-17 
0.5 CP• 4 ply 10.Z5;PI.O T 0.06; P 0.25 mm2 

·~ 1.0 8 ply ss 10.65; p 3.0 10.08;1'0.38 0-260-220" •IKE0-3·91 
2Sx150 2.0 16ply 3PB T 1.1; P7.0 1 0.07; P 0.44 

4.0 32 ply 10.9;P26 T 0.03; P0.8l 0-54{)' *IKE0-27 J 
8.0 64ply TO.S 10.01 

4,8,16 ply J.arninates had lowersurl"ace damage ··= 1.0 AP• 8 ply ss Tl.O 10.13 32, 64 ply lamina!C$ had upper surface damage 
25x\SO 2.0 CFRPud 16ply 3PB T 1.65 TO.IO c- •cp ((+-45)nls 

(12) CanrweU 4.0 X A-51 32ply 0.68kg T0.45 10.01 I X my - •AP ({-0/+-45)n]s 
89 BSL914C 6dlaH Cross see 

05 CP4 ply T0.2S~P0.8 T0.06;P0.2 Includes energy distribution diagram 
120dia 1.0 8p!y c T0.46,P3.0 1 0.06; P 0.38 

2.0 16ply 1 1.3;P8.0 T 0.08; P 0.50 

Beam2Sx 
25-80-150 2.0 AP 16ply ss T0.7-3.4-5.6 10.04-0.21-0.35 

SO-ISO 3PB P6.S-l0.3 • P0.4t-0.64 •u r surface-lower surface d~e 
area cm2/ttt local 

CFRPwl 5.11 tg 2/top Nodelam between adjiiCCl1l plies same orient. 
1181 G'M 126x76 3.76 T3001 Q132ply c 12.7 diaH 25.18 0.19 225 I M1.0 D<:ply 51 mid sed. 

02 QY8911 4/314 
10/boltom 



Ref. A"OO< P~l lmplld JNU1lllleters and response Damage N•~ 
LxW,mm Thict nun System ,.,, ."""""" ImP"'~ IKE.J lKEiply, J/ply AE,J Velocity Critical loads, kN Method Size, mm "'""= fibre/resin """'· mass/silc ml• ~l=m 

CFRPud API-AP2 • mm2 "'""' APl :[10/80/IO)n • AP2;(40/50/IO)n 
API96 ply 140 1.46 104 4.5 M56.5 7839 0.235 Nonnaliscd depth: 1 
APl 74 ply 140 1.89 124 4.5 M41.8 5239 0.298 1.65 
AP2 73 ply 140 1.92 135 4.5 M38.2 4284 0292 1.63 

IM71 AP148 ply 140 2.92 131 4.5 M30.0 2852 1.353 11.51 
5260 BM! AP2 49 ply 140 2.86 127 4.5 M30.2 8535 1.226 10.22 

API26 ply 72 2.77 72 4.6 M 10.8 2561 2.356 37.02 
AP227 ply 81.3 3.01 82 4.6 M 11.4 2594 2.705 4Q,94 
API9ply 17.15 1.91 16.2 3 Ml.l 974 !.I62 52.76 

[23] "'~" 127xl27 AP29ply c 25.4diaH 15.3 1.70 15.4 2.8 M4.2 c- 1542 1.441 65.44 
92 

AS41 AP96ply 140 1.46 13548 3.2 Denr depth measured wilh dial gauge 
3501-6 74ply 140 1.89 14839 0.826 Damage area increases with thickness for 

48 ply 140 2.92 12903 0.444 similar IKE 

IM6/ 96 ply 140 1.46 17097 0.813 CAI afterwards 
CYCOM 74ply 140 1.89 15161 0.508 

3100 48p[ 140 2.92 [4194 0.444 
AP 0 4ply 1.4-P 5·6.3 0.35-P 1.25-1.58 0.6-4.1-6.3 T 1.6:Ml.7 *AP layup [0160/-60]n 

8 ply 4.1-P 13-14.7 0.51-P 1.63-1.84 3-12.1-14.7 I T2.5:M3 
16ply 10.8-P 38-39.2 0.68-P 2.38-2.45 ~" T5;M5.8 EA ~ases with number of Layers 

CP4p1y 5.1-13 1.28-3.25 4.1-13 T 1.7;M 1.8 Foree T and M with consunr values (this is 
8 ply 5-21 0.63-2.63 3-21 I T3.2;M3.9 wrong for M),justi(lcd with AE increase with 
16ply ll).{jO 0.63-3.75 5-60 T5.2: M 6.6 IKE 

1461 Belin&ardi 76.2 dia CFRhl c 20kg . . 
03 AP4p!y lOdi.aH M2.1 Factor of damage degree de(med in tenns of 

8 ply QS M3.2 liCE, AE and RE 
16ply T4.8;M6.1 

CP4ply M2.4 
8 ply QS M4.1 
161 T6.8:M9.1 
AP' gm/diaH mm2 • AP Layup [(+-7Z)~n]s n=1,2,4 

[160] Q ... 50rl0 1.072 CFRPwl 8 ply 2.86/6.35 0.85 0.11 24.4 20 • Same n:Lative area if w:\odt)"2 is propon. 10 
90 100xl00 2.14 AS4/ 16p\y c 22.9/12.7 3.83 0.24 18.3 c- 130 . plate length"· I 

200x200 4.29 3501-6 321 183125.4 13.62 0.43 12.2 470 lm wit.h_g_as " CFRPud SS on 27.1 0.85 3.9 I M 12.9 516 CAI afterwards 
[48) .....,, 76xl27 4.04 IM11 QI32ply wood+alum 6.21:g c- mm2 . IKE6.7 Jhnm 

91 Boc:ing X5260 SSM 16diaH 27.1 0.85 4.5 I M 12.9 710 Wood is mo~ Hexible than Aluminutn 
aluminum • • Aluminum was used instead of steel 

CFRPud Proj.IIJell 
AS <I p p mm2 CAI afterwards 

T: 2220-1 13.6-54.2-67.8 0.28-1.13-1.41 1032-3065-2194 
T: 1806 27.1-81.3 0.56-1.69 1032-2452 AS6 fibres have 75% dia of AS4 
B: 3502 5.4kg 13.6-67.8 0.28-1.41 1032-1935 

(43) Griffm 127d27 6.35 T:974 QI48 ply c IOdi.aH 27.1-54.2 0.56-1.13 C scan 1097-2710 Topology photograph 
87 

HSC/ 
T: 1806 13.6-81.3 0.28-1.69 1032-2900 

AS6/ 
T: 2220-1 13.6-40.7 0.28.{).85 1032-3613 



Ref. Aut !to£ P~l lmpad parameters and response Damage No~ 
I..xW,nun Thick. nun System i.oY"P BoundiU)' lmi""M IKE,J IKFlply, Jfp\y AE,J Veloci!Y Criticallo!lds, kN Mo<hod Size, nun Dent, nun 

fibre/resin rood. massJsae ml• ~ru.m 

ss SdiaH M\.2 
c SdiliH T 1.2;M I.S 
ss 20diaH MJ.3 

40dill c 20diliH TU;M2 
ss 8diaF M2.2 
c 8diaF M3 

[32) """ CFRPw 2x2!will ss 20diliF MS 
99 2 TlOO/ 9 ply c 20diliF QS M7.3 QS at 5 mm1min 

LTM45-EL 
c 8diaH MJ.2 

120dia c 20diaH M 1.25 
c 8diaF M2.2 
c 20dia F M5.2 ,,_ CFRP* QJ H '"" depth• Crack length, nun 

152.4 I m '"' 8 ply c ,,,. 7.2 0.90 LQS M 1.73-1.93 x~, 0.12-0.2 10-90 depth and c:rack dala w:ry u:atten::d 
ss 2.4 kg 10.5 1.31 l,QS M 1.86-1.87 proje<:ted 0-0.1 0-32 depth and crack dala w:ry scattered 

304.8 2.04 Fl" 16ply c 2.4 kg 28.7 1.79 I,QS M 6.8·7.6 ~ 6.2·8.2 • Ratio length square I thickness = 
ss 2.4kg 35 2.19 LQS M 4.8-5.8 4.2-5.8 . Flexible: ISO; Medium: SO; Stiff: 2S 

101.6 2.04 Mod 16ply c,ss 2.4kg 8.4-11.65 0.53-0.73 LQS M2.9-4.1 1.6-4.9 QS at o.oz and 0.42 mmls 
50.8 2.04 Stiff 16ply c 2.4kg 7.8 0.49 LQS M2.9-3.3 3.8-6 Transverse load is the main parameter 

[24] N<ttko ss 2.4kg 12A 0.78 LQS M 2.76-3.36 2.6-3.6 
02 101.6 4.06 Stiff 32 ply c 2.4 kg 167 O.S2 I M7.5 8.8·11.2 

QS M7.5 
ss 2.4kg 23.3 0.73 LQS M8.7-ll 10-16 

304.8 6.1 Mod 48 ply c 13.3kg 155.8 3.25 I M23.2-28.2 32-42 band • Delll dep!h upper surf/ crack leng!h bottom 
QS M23.2-28.2 32-42band 

ss 13.3 ks ISS.S 3.25 LQS M 23.4-29.6 26-32band Cracklengtb 
152.4 6.1 Stiff "ply c 13.3 kg 82.8 1.73 I M 22.1·23.5 30-60 0.3-U 32-62 

QS M 22.1-23.5 30-60 0.3-I.S 32-62 
ss 13.3 kg 82.8 1.73 I,QS M 21-22.7 32-42 0.3-I.S 3<1~3 

CFRPud 1- Duration mm2 •AP layup [+-1Bm/+-18]s 
[471 BudneU 76.2xl27 IM71M/ 5-25.1 kg 0-43 0-12.08 I low M0-2200 00 0-3000 •Low velocity imp~~et definition QS=I if 

91 Boeing 3.56 HBRF- c ss 15.9dia ~~oc.· 62-14.2 u.,._»(k;lkJrn....... 

'" 43-160 12.08-44.94 M2200o:onslant f(mass) 3000 Defiriliion ofkbs based on 2 DOF model 
itisnotf{!n~ constant Jm~ re~ns_e f(P t mass,IKE,k) . 

CFRPud 
25.4dia 3.3-8.3 B: T300I 7.6diaF QS T 5.5-17; M 6-18.2 

F593 

25.4dia 6.15 T: lM7/ 3.8-18diaF QS T 10-24: M 10-52 Sc:aling rules for panel thickness, impador 
8551-7 size in tenns of transverse force 

2Hdia 6.15 T: lM7/ 7.6diaF QS Tl3;M21 
[34] Delfosse 8S51-1 Ql ss H T9;M18 Csc:an 

95 c• TS;MIB """"" • Conical impactor with half angle or 18.5 -76xl27 6.15 T:IM7/ 7.6diaF QS TI3;M23 
8551-7 H T9;MI5 

c TS;M9 

25.4dia 6.1S T: fM71 6.14kg ? lO-S Ml6.5 
& 76xl27 8.m-7 7.6di.aH 



Ref. AudJOT P~l lmpiiCt parwneters and response Damage N•~ 
LxW,nun Thick. nun System u.,.., '"""""' !m- IKE,J IKE/ply, I !ply AE,J Veloc:ity Critical loads, kN Method Size, mm Dent, mm 

fibre/resin 0000, mass/size ml• -hmm 
GFRPr *A 38%; B-C 34% fib-re volume fraction 
Egtass/ CAI afterwat& 
polyester Ilop<h Crack length 

6.35 A 0-3.2 0-85. no difference between A, B, C 
6.35 B c 12diaH QS 

(26] '"""' 4.75 c Dent depth upper surface crack length bottom 
96 IOOdia Ilop<h Crack length 

6.35 A ,_ M4.3 ~9 
6.35 B c 0.654-2.473 6.9 1.09 13 M4.25 ~28 
4.75 c !&Ll2diaH M3.0 042 

AS<I 
3501-6 Mu• • Max E in theE history diagram 

CFRPud CP 10 ply ll0.3 11.03 21.65 3.725 M3.22 corresJlOI>din& to Perforation E 
CFRPw IOply 105.6 10.56 15.55 3.645 M2.60 

Kevlar49 
[40[ Winkel 127x127 3 13.'i01-6 ss 15.9kg - In discussion it is wrong to ass\1111e that E at 

ss KFBP•d CP 10 ply 12.7diaH 105.1 10.51 21.76 3.636 M3.1.'i Pmax is theAE 
KFBPw IOply 110.3 11.03 17.92 3.725 M2.14 

Egtass! 
3501-6 

GFRP ud CP6ply 103.5 17.26 46.73 3.609 M7.19 
83.6 13.94 81.77 3.243 MI0.97 

GFRPw !Oply 109.5 10.95 13.33 3.712 Ml.83 
0.4/21 diaH '·' 38 mm2 

1 6 20-175 
0.6121 diaH 8.2 ., 

CFRPw 10.6 8.4 
(33] Siow IOOxlSO ' MIS-11 Ql c - c- - CAI afterwards 

" 4S%G939 0.4/6.3 dia H '·' 4.8 
7 6.6 80-400 

0.6/6.3 diaH 8.2 6.5 
10.6 10 

"'" [9] Kelkar 2.06 Q116ply 6.81 kg 2.34-11.0 0.!5-0.69 T 1.41; M 0-3.60 0.52-4.84 

" 127x127 4.17 CFRPud 32 ply ss 25.4diaH 5.71-18.7 0.18-0.58 10.61-2.82 T 3.64; M 0-6.84 c- 0.9-13.23 
6.35 48 pl 17.22-60.8 0.36-1.27 T 10.37; M 0-18.57 14.84-70.52 

CFRPud 

HT A/ mm2 CAI afterwards 
8:922 4*-20 0.13-0.63 T4.0S 440-1200 *FirSt value of energy rnnge is the threshold 

914 7-17 0.22-0.53 TS.38 S00-900 for damage initiation 
924 8.5-25 0.27-0.78 T6.53 620-1100 Fibre HT A similar to T300 

T:920 10-30 0.31-0.94 T6.79 240-780 Fibre strength IMS > HT A 
(37] Cartic 150xl00 4 QI32ply ss 16diaH - I C•= 

02 !MS/ Gik worked out from blitial load drop after 
8:922 3.4-19 0.11-0.59 T 4.11 250-1900 Ptbresb 

924 7-20 0.22-0.63 T6.SO 500-1300 
8552 T5.62 

CFRPud Notes• total nun2 * AEat 8, 10 and IS J ofiKE respeaivdy 
(119] G~ AS<I 7.3-10..30 0.46-0.63-1.88 2-4.5-U T5;MLS-6--6 ~lllllll *Slow cooling rate 

!Gm 15 dia 2 PEEK• QI16ply c 2.42 kg 10.6-1~-30 0.66-0.81-1.88 2-~-10 T 5.5: M 3.5-5.5-6 ~800 • Fast cooling rate 
01 2S.4diaH Total area vs IKE: SQR 

TIOOm3 3.3-10-30 0.2-0.63-1.88 4.4-11 T3.8; M 2-7.5-7.5 0..1650 CAI afterwards 



1 Rof. Ami~ I''"'-' 1:::-
••r 

luw.~ Thkt ""'' IKE.I 

' i m~'''"' 
TS~~d 0-{).0 

[8[ ""'- 924C 3.96 kg 
Hogg 40dia 2 Ql16ply c 20diaH 

90 AS41 0-2.02 
PEEK - 3.9-14.62 

6 
3.6 Ql24ply 9 

12 

CFRPud 2.57, 5.32 kg 12 
(76] Hosur 150lr:l50 6 T3001914 QI 40 ply c 12.7 diaH 15 

98 18 

8 
6 Ql40ply 11 

30 

I,.,, CFRPud ';~:~: 10.2-13.6-33.9 
AmM 228.6x127 AS41 Ql48ply ss 2.27 tg 13.6-33.9 

98 3502 4.54 kg 13.6-33.9 
908 k; 13.6-33.9 

B Briule AP angle ply C clamped H Hemispherical T ~sbold 
T Tough CP(TOSS ply RF fisid fOUDF Flat P Perforation 
w woven QI quasi isobSS simply suiC Conical 
ud unidirecliooal 
rroven 

lKF./ply, J/ply 

().(1.05 
0.05-0.47-0.7 

0-0.13 
0.24-<1.01 

0.25 
0.38 
o.so 

0.30 
0.38 
0.45 

0.20 
0.43 
0.75 

0.21-0.28-0.71 
0.28-0.71 
0.28-0.71 
0.28-0.71 

AE,J Velocity Critical loads, kN 

"'' 

M 6.2-12.45 
MS-16.9 

M 13.34-7.12 

I hnpact M Maximwn 
QS Qlwist T Threshold 

PPcrforation 

I?.M:"'.' 
~~:;::::m Size, mm 

worn.~ 

0 
131-32 

Proj :""" 

7IS 
878 

1029 
c~m 1470 

1413 

92 
1447 
1743 

p~l:: 
C Scan 839-2194 

161-1935 
0-2710 

MC Matrix cracks 

DDelam 
FB Fibre Breakage 
I Indentation 
SC Surface Cr<~Cb 
P perforation 

N«~ 

Dent, mm 

l,o, 

Mo~ 

M~""'''"'"' =•· mrn211 
-I-

658/2.4 
789/3.0 

964/5.1 

- 134715.1 
1342/5.1 

41/1.2 
4250/4.65 
!58614.95 

lm-<h"""' ... 
-



TABLE t.U Ut<rotur< r<<l<w for p.ontlo with lmp""t dOIIIII<' ond opm holo 

,_, F~&~;l«•llffe<liniii.CS 

Ref. ··- '-'W "''• S)'llem "'"" ~· "" o• '" NOioo 
~ ~ 1\ITe/n•in ' """ MPa..-% 

Ellipso 
[9l) "' 1Sill1SO 4.58 ""00 :l6ply,CP "" 60:)0 .-zw, RC~! mu Ellipse major axis WD Noi!Wcl 

" Aloo e!Me<lded <lclom 

' dio.JDJI 
27.1 JU -61% RCSI 

254d27 • ""'00 <lllplyQI .,., " -7tn RCSI """'""' "·' M ·12'1 RCSI 
[57[ .,_ 67.8 " ·71'1 RCSI 

~ 
27.1 " .).6%RCSI 

:2541121 • ""'"' 
l6plyQI "'·' 38.9 ·S2'.\RCS1 Fabric plain w.ave 

"·' " -48%RCSI 
~7.8 " -4R%RC"SI 

' Ellipti<.al Orimtalion 

" 11.2:7.) ·73.R%RCSI S7rcopcdtolD 
{145) Xiona: 152<10l '" """00 24 ply. Ql 30.~ 14:9.1 -S9.8'1RCSI 56.7 rcspcc110 lD Noi!Wcl 

" " 16.2:12 ·51.2'.\RC~I l5.1rcspccltolD 

" )9.9: 15.1 -48% RCSI 1~'::::::::: .. 19.1' 16.1 -41"-' RC".<;T 

'"' -48"-l's zl'lopllc.LD 

'" ·Sot% PS 
24 ply. Ql .. ·SS% PS Oebunbldlina .. ·SS% PS CI>O'i,1rel<a>O 

' '"" ·59% PS -1751 ·- 2S4xl21 l.11 ""'00 61<155 '"" ·""" Soflit>clwionFEA 

" Ql 0" dom. .. ..,., 67% p~ .. lD 
mo -68% PS 

Ql90"dom '" -411',1,FS ]7% plioslD 
uoo ·58•,1, PS 

1/nvn 
2S4x127 ,, 

' II)XJ.9 -38% RCSI ·-48p!yQI ... '" -43',1, RCSI 
[89) hhik.owa ... 931.7 ...S6% RCSI "'"""' " 210d27 • ""'"' ... ~34.5 -6l .. RCSI Nualmglbcffoa 

IS2x10l • ' 510.5 -44'l>RCSI =><A 

'" ' '' "" ·52'1 RC'S! 

' .. ~ 
[1611 ""'" " "' ·SO% RCSI OHC SwiB rmde1 

00 I Sill lOO • ""'"' l2 ply, Ql " "' ·SO'IIICSI oppmoclJ lo CAJ 

" " ...S7% IICSI wilb eq. Holco 

" ffi -61% RC.~I 

• 0 -13',1, RCSI 

""""' • '"' ·19% Rest 
PEEKIIM7 " 

,. ·24% RCSI 

" '""' ·32% Rest 
[51] Paulilcl! I Sill lOO • o• "' llOO ·33% Rest 

" • .. -42%Resi 

""'"' • '"" -4-t%RCSI 

""'"""' " '"" -S3%RCSI 

" ""' -S8%RCSI 

" noo -67'1 RC"SI 
Wodlllrrm 

OA ' ""oc.~ Dry ·Imp. CAI 

'·' ' 295 Rest ,, 
'' 160 RCSI 

1.75 " 2SO RCSI 

' " 251 RCSI """' • " 218 Rest otiffnoss reducli<» ... " 252 Rest ducl<lifi1"'CC ... " 2:l6Rest ... 
[10)) ~ 117191 .., ,.,_ llp!y.QI ... " 195 Rest due 10 cnvirollmcnlal 

~ 
,_ 

'·' ' 236RCSI Wol·imp·CAI ,, 
' 200RCSI ... • 2JORCSI ... " lOORCSI ... " 170Resl 

' ' ' 200RCSI Wet-Imp· SCH -CA! 

' " 175RCSI Hygrodtcrnllllcyclo ... " 160RCSI 

• " ISO RC".~! 
UPIU'• 10.5 SS433 ·9%RCSI 3layen 

111"'51 23.7 SS4JJ ·13% Rest •ooo .,.,., 42.1 5S43l ·19%RCSI 

""'""' IO.S 1!2756 ·53% RCSI 
gl.w. oramid n., )98110 -64% Rest 'AAG .,.., . .., -18)780 ..... "" 

1721 "" 1001100 
00 ""'""' 

,, )88031 -18~RCSI 

gloso. oramid n., '""' -S7%RCSI 'GM 
lopoxy 42.1 ""'' -65'l>RC~I 

""" IO.S 362835 ·S1%RCSI ..... 23.7 4JJJ86 -62% RC.~I 'AAA . ' 42.1 473701 -SR'I<RC"S\ 
40.5xl2.7 181 SU<: 
19.8xll 182SU<: 
10.8x!l AI'*. 48 ply 2U2SU<: 0 AP:[NS] 
7.68xll 217Suc 

19.9x27.1 '""" 
40x!l.7 8116Suc 

:10.8•23.2 .. ,. AReffoot ,., 
"'~ 11.2x2l.5 """'00 IJDO.<IIIply 917SII< •UD[O),ID>oO" ARpnlp<l'tiooaltoCS'1 

00 18.2xll..S _, ~ ... HoiglllfJI'tlp<YtiooaliOOiiffi><ss 

'" "'~ !0.4x14 878 Sue 
00 2Sdl 

,_,_ 

" AP<IIIp!y JntoetCS.MI'a Sliffncss,GI'a 
0.592-3.11 (-1--4S)l2o 211-178 7.96-7.24 
1.01-3.46 (+-l0)\21 2Hl-24l 18.2-2S.S 
2.23-5.27 (+-15)121 656-618 56.3-72.7 
0.74-1.91 "" R71\-R85 30.2-65.7 



""'' F...ttn a!I«:~UIJI RCS 

"' '""" L<W "'" S)'lt<m ... ,. ""' ... OH '"' ·-~ ~ ~"""''"in ' """ Ml'aa% 

' ,.. +l0%RCSI 

• +8% RCSI 

• 32ply.Ql ..• ·19% RCSI ,, ·15% RCSI Local inltonlos<n<ity ,., ·1'.1% RCSI Local~in 

' -51%RCSI mat.rial.propertics 
[77) ••• .., -4l'I.RCSI ........... 

w ISO.. LOO ""'~ 
'' +5% RCSI 

' OSRCSI 

• .a8 ply. QI ... -49'1.RCSI 

'' .61%RCSI 
11.1 -56%RCSI 
ll.l -58% RCSI 

" -M% RCSI 

'"'""' " "" -Uo% RCSI "' Dyruunic ... ~ 

" ~ ·21% RCSI I.OBL forinq>oct 
[162] - 170>2.10 ,, 

""'~ llply,QI " '" -19% RCSI l.lBL FilA model for post 
w "' '" -l-'% RCSI "' ;...,... ... pcmo 

"' "" ·31" RCSI I.OBL 0111-<>l'·planc 

" .4l'I,RC!ll 1.2DL dcn«:~ioa 

" ~ ~%RCSI "' " "" -47" Rr.<ll I.OBL 

""'• ' - Rcsi.o. 

'""' " ..• -36% RCSI Tactii.:BPADow Forcotino!b.isl<lfy 
(39) """' 1521101 ., Tlldi.l llply,Ql " • -4&'1. RCSI 'facti~: BPA Dow pt<diction.Enetgy .. - " '·' ·35" RCSI ~BPPSbeU 

~-· - " 
.., -43" RCSI Ep<D: DPP SbeU 

"'~ " 
,, ·ll ... RCSI ~~Ciba 

" " '·' -ll'f> RC'S! "' ·" tcCiba 

""""~ ' , """" • -Jl%RCSI 

••• OITN l2ply,QI " -42% RCSI 

"' "' -S2%RCSI 

"' -S7%RCSI 
~calrnodcl 

' ~•cm hucdOIIe'll'<'ll"''tial 

' -Jl'I.RCSI wilbfibromrf- rogmioaf..-
(Ul[ -- ISO. lOO IMS.PIV " -'1%RCSI -· predi<tingRCS .. "' "' -'S%RCSI 

"' ..S7%RCSI 

, 0% RCSI , ,...;u:BASP L6ply.Cl' • -mRCSI 
r!~dildll2 

,, -34% RCSI 
11.5 -47% RCSI 

" ·31% RC'S! 

"m ·= •Lo)'llp• 

'"' .. 190RCSI [(.t45,0,90)2]1 

'"' .. 214RCSI ({-45.0.45,90)2]1 

'"''"' ' ""~ 16ply.QI• '"' n L7JRCSI [(-4S 1.02.4S 2.. 901))• 

"~ u 167 RCSI [(....S.0,90)2J• .. ~ ,, 188 RCSI f(-4S.0.45.90)2)1 .. ~ "' 16<1 RCSI f(-4S2.02..45l.901))1 
u~ ~ 19<1 RCSI ((-4S.0.45.90)4)s McdoiSouW 

"' " 177 RCSI [(-45.0.45.90)8)s ~i ... L<i.W:., 

'"'' Soutis fai!llfC,<:nldr.~ .. I - ·<>- &mia<>bllcklii!JL 

' • .610X.RC'11 [(±4S.01)2))s 

' " .640X.RCSI f(:t4S)2,04]o 

'"''" 
, 8: T800HI924C 16 ply. CP• ' ' ·S~OX.RCSI [(+45.0.-4S.0)21• 

' ' ·Sl%RCSI f(02 • .t45)21• 

' " ·S9%RC.'>I (04(:t4S)2)1 

' ' ·SJOX.R~1 ((0.+45.0.-43)21• 

8: XAS/914 ' " .640X.RCSI 

'"''" 
, 8: T800H/924C 16ply,QI ' .. ·S10X.RCSI 

T: IM71917 ' • ..SJOX.RCSI 
T·IMS/927 ' • -47'fR~ 

"'" 2!1/LB 500 
45/15 ""' ,, ""' ·- '"" '" IJS/31 ""' 180141 ""' 2~148 ~ 

400/45 -49% RCSI 
750160 ·51% RCSI 
[150175 -67% RCSI 
1670/92 ·71% RCSI 

(78[ """ "'""" G~w .. )50167 '""' -45%RCSI 
700175 '""' ·Sl% RCSI 
IIXKl/80 """ ·S8%RCSI 

u IJOO/SS """ .(,()%RCSI 
16SO/l:W '""" ..,.,cm 
200)/]3(1 '""" -6!1%RCSI 
lllS0/139 ·- -67%RCSI 
2300/140 '""" -•cm 
16!10114, '""" .7()'1j RCSI 

Hili 
)30149 '"" ·58% RCSI 
972187 - -61% RCSI 

" \J06/ 1().1 """' -68%RCSI 
\640/114 >OOro> ·82'11> RCSI 
lWJILJL """ ·17'11> RCSI 
20l0/ll7 "'"" ·7SOX.RCSI 
17801146 >Mro> .8(1% RCSI 
lOSS/ 151 ·78% RCSI 

[N[ """ "'""" G~w ~ .. )JO/S. LJ950 -47% RCSI 
670179 ,,., .64% ltao1 
IIXKl/9S - .68% RCSI 

" 11XKll 110 ~~ .at. RCSI 
lllOI 114 """ ~RCSI 

16701123 •oo~ ·74% RCSI 
lWJI LJ6 ·- ·73% RCSI 
~80/!Sl Ull60 ·77% RCSI 
~lll0/16) 174420 ·1~% RCSI 



,_, l1oolonall~RCS 

~· A• .. c.w "'"' ··- ,.,. 
"" - o• '" ••• 

fibr..lro•in ' """' MPII<>r~ 

..,~ 

'""~ r.n~indcnlatioo. 

'·' ' ·15%RCSI llmmdiail>dcruor 

G~- "" '·"' ~· .4!l'IRCSI Hemi.•pherical 

·~ A' '·' , -M%RCSI 0A:38% Pilnvol 

'" 11.5 ..ui%RCSI 

'·" " -50% RCSI 

'" ' ·18%RCSI ll mm dia lndontor 

'·' " -l7%RCSI H•mbplterlcal ,. '·' "' -40%RCSI •n:J4%Pibtcvol 
<A " -46% RCSI 

'. " -6M.RCSI 

"'' """" •=w "" " " ·IS .. RCSI 

·-~ CO •.• " -!S'J,RCSI OC:l4%PitRvol 

'' V ·31%RCSI 

'"' w -JS<:lRCSI ,., ~ .6()$ RCSI 

Length mm 

' ·IO'IRCSl -A' • ·ll'loRCSI 

• -loi'lo Rest 

....... ~ 
0 ·14 ... RCSI -,. 
" ·2l%RCSI MaterioiB 

" ·lS"f,RrS! 
IFMNnVn1t1 

'·' .. 
'·' ~· Oamo!P' llldll<:<d witb 

'·' ... J.polnt bendina 

'·' -S2% Simply OU(l!Xl<led 

•. 0 -72% 

"~ 
O.J9 "' o.u -28% o.un.,w induced with 

'·' ·"" 
,_ 

'·' ...,. """"" O.SJ .,. 
IFMNrn'1m1 

u .. 
'·' ., .. V....goo indui:m willl 

[1611 """ '"'' " """"" .s ply,Ql '·' .JS ... ).poUlll>endioa 
~ .. ...., '' 

.,. Sirq>ly~ ... -83 ... 

'·' -88% 

'""" '·" "' O.lB .,. ~I""'-! with 
0.39 -27% ·-... ·V< a-
0.41 ·"· o.sJ ... 
"~ 
0.13 .. 
'·' ... Oomog<d Induced 
0.38 ·"' quubtallo IOBdina 
0.39 ..... a..,., 
0.41 ... ,, 

~· ' '·' .. -·"' " -JJ% -·"' ' ~· -·"' ' .., •• -·= 11001 Bibo '"" """"" 16ply.QI '·' -37% -·= " ' .,. -·= ' '·' -ll% in1*'l @ISOC 

'·' .,. ~liJISOC 

' -Sl1> ' I @ISOC 

'"""" "'" ""' 8:922 4°-20 ""''"' I·; RCS 225-\SO 
0" 7-17 ,,. .. 1440; RCS 26().210 
OM 8.5·2S 621).1100 I 400; RCS 26().210 

T:920 10.10 ,.,.,., 142S; RCS 35U.270 
[37) Cani• l$0.100 Qlllpl)' CAJdepend>CIIII)'CIII 

"' ... lh•lnlllril 
8:922 3.4-19 150.1900 1-;RCS225-!50 

OM ,., ,.,,., l4SO; RCS 26().215 

"" ,, - '"'· ' 20-175 '""" - CAI ol"botb irr(>oclon lw lho ,, 
'""" 21 diaH oamcuelld(dclamo:u) 

""~ """• 10.6 '""" di!f<rellllreod (wilb IKE) 

Ill! Siow "'" Mill-If •• 
" (l7SJrip) 45" G939 ' ' '""" , .... '""" -· Tensile RTS is~ biib<f .., =· 6.ldi&H 

10.6 Rai 145 

""""" RCmi<:roolnO.ia 

""' -T:22:ZO.l 1419-)065 "'"'""' B:JS02 1714-2645 400:').3300 !9" [......,..,Ill 
AU •)"!term followlbo lomo 

[41) Griffin 154xl17 6.35 ·= Ql48ply 17-41 lmld with dclam ""'" 

" HST-7 [1)50.1500 ..... 00 

0" 95().1600 6SOOJOOO 

·~ lSS0.2300 SS00-4400 

'" 1100.3300 ·= SZ45C """"' --
""' T·222().! 

-·~ 
400:').)200 



[48) Prandy 

" 

""'' c.w 

102x!S1 4.()4 
Bodna 

/XS255-3 Ql J1 ply 

""""' 

27.1 
17.1 

""" "' no 

[la[ Liu, Raju, _ .. 2SO.Il!l 6.69 CP Si ply O.JSO 

B: IITAICIJOW• 

[102] 1011151 T:T40016J76° Ql J6 ply 

[ISO) 

"" 10].61152.4 

T:'f300o'}l4C" 

T:HTAICI.!l008 

CR<>'oo 
T3001S22S 

rnwoo 
IM7fK3B 

,..,_ 

Ql ]6ply 

(lMJ Anumh, Hog 89US <ri"l'f~ Qll6ply 

[16.1] 

(W( 

" 

·~ " 

178x279 .. 
8R.9x76.2 
120.7x76.1 U8 
152.4x76.2 

83.9•76.2 
120.7x7U 2.14 
152.4•761 

'""" """' 

rnwoo 
JM71977-3 
AS4f.IS0!-6 

QI32ply 

Ql16ply 

[lOO] Bibo.Hou. 89x55 Qll6ply 
[101] K~ Thermoplastic 

94.95 T65().42f 
RBJSO 

Dost. Fitlll. CFRF ud 

(122] Stcvcns.Lill. 10!.6x!S2.4 4.S7 IM7/S.SSI·7 
Fitch. 92 AF 24 ply 

IM6/3SOl-6 

9ply 
26 ply AS4I 
48ply l.S0\-6 
74ply 

(Sl] Denalu 96 ply 
Sandhu 177.81254 Ql 
Danieil 9ply 

92 26 ply IM6J 
48 ply C)'com 3100 
74ply 

%' 
16ply 

l2ply 
101.61)49.2 

l2ply 

llply 

ll7x2S4 64 ply 

QL %0ply 

~· 

37.~ 

Jl!nn 

•• •• 
)) ..• 
•• 
).) ... 
0 

'' •• ... 
0 

'·' ... ... ... .. 

\1.) 

"·' 
33.9 

"' 

... 
0.6.8 

" 
• 
" 

,,., 

612.9 

13.6-27.2-40.7 96!-2065-4000 
1~.6-27.2-40.7 1161-2710.3613 

., 

0.1.2-6.5 
O.l.Ui.S 
O.L.Ui.S 

O.l.U.S 
O.l.U.S 
().1.2-6.5 

ll.l 

"·' 123.1 
135.1 
135.8 

12.4 
48.5 
124.1 
136.2 
136.1 
J/tr<n 

'·' .., 
'·' '' '·' .., 
'' ,, 
'' '·' 

R>diuo. nrn 
8.3·16.3 
~ .. 

23.6-38.4 
SI dia 

""" "' 1935 
10323 
11613 
116]} 

"' 13297 
16962 
15102 
IJS~ 

OH 

..... ..... ..... 

'"' Ml'l<T% 

RCS(MPa) 

"' '" "' ·~ ... 
m 

"' "' "' '" S<ifl<IUI 01'1. 
1.8-1.6 
I.JS.I.l 
L._l.l 

"'" 

'""""'""" '"'""·~ Steel (AI) 

'"'""·~ S1cc1 {AI) 

"'""·~ Steel (AI) 

-·~ Stcci(Al) 

-·~ Slecl AI) 

impoc! =a no efftd 
C~IU'I RCS (MPa) EnvilUIJTEn!o.l 

"'"'"' ~'"' 
"""" )().JS'I./78 Dry 

RuuiiS W>lh Q'USI>ing end avoided 

Thus oo lhiD panel raulll 
(own with tabs crush end) 

• Thormoplost~ PEEK 

• Untoughenod BMI 

195 Moi•turcwunledbcfon: ;~ 

~"" 
"""' "~ 

o4(1.~1186 

J~/151 Dly 
I 148 M<isllln: I&Cinted 

"'' ""' /161 Dry 
1169 Moiiture oa!ura!Cd 
IIU Dry 
I 123 MoisiUre sruuratod 

RCS.Ml>u. .. 
""'"' 100.130 

RCS,MI'Il 

"' ,.. 
,.. no: o• 110 
AJ20;Bl90 

)00 
A 17{): B 280 
A U.O: B 280 

U> 
A1JS:B14S 
A130: D 2.45 

RCS,MPa 
lntac1° 317.31294.6 

no.J-149 
217-121.3·100.7 

216.B-11U 

-~ 0 

0 

""" '""' 
0 

'"" """ 

Josat•d.ia.Ittll 
•NyiCJII 10.30 

•Aaylil: 10.)()..40 
"PTI'EIIJ.lO 

0 Toogb<aed 

BVD:<klam 
BVD:dclam 

Modo! ciTecdw damagG: 
ope>~ hole •tJU• <:<J~~Ce~~trat!on 

01 JOO, 350. 40UF 

0 A before, B aller in_,a 

• ASTM 03410/QMW ris 
• OH with imert<d ttlalerial 

0 Nao~(llll<llllal.iCJIIol. 

n~n tows aUK<~ by-vU>s> 

Nearly 011d.iffcrm;c bet_, inscru. failure depoadl: "" 
stilfueoo i=n. I 
I'TI'I;!_(ductilc buckiW before .llcryli<: ..,r. (hriule 

RCS.MI'& 

'" 39).31().283 
Damasc tolc""""' to dcsi~ proccu. Dotabuc 
Dad OJrnl&tiOII with dent <11111 

:124-248-221 
StniniC'itrainRP 

10000.35001!.0.3 

7$()0.2800/1.().3 

RCS. MP>o. 
!•4117.)60.Z4$ 

AA 

' u 

' 
' u 

' 
•IDII<i.t20.80.1SO 
•R<UI~~turc 

0 ISOC 
0 1:Allytcnt>;C:RT 

1°346.2!16.214 °1nlllelat20.80.150 
• Room tcnq>cnluro 

•tsoc 
3~1).]~().]00° 0 1: Aro to : C: RT 

Applied loud.% failurc Ducklod<lluniiM< di& 

0.0.5.().65.1 IB-18-Sl-66 

().{1.6-0.8-1 6.5-13-43-Si 
CSRF.% Intact CS. NJply 

Ill ·~· 7S J34S 
31 6241 
31 6610 
42 SSSI 

·~ 1~2 
48 4675 
27 1175 
27 1175 
3~ 6S97 

RCmicru•tmin' -·~ = 
""' ·~ = 
""' ·~ 
""' l$00 

~durinll~'i"" 
Lcu tltaa u-., •pcciimns failed 

...... lbcJPippiDgm.. 

C: li 81J.I.SO in=a>e ill csRF ror 

~· 

C: lli 80.I.S0011c1Teoi011CSRF 
lhenmplutic. hilJ]t o<attcr 

Moire. 
No dclam growtll. instclld <UI"('Ie• 

pool btlck.ling plleoom. 
S~I= en: with Mojrc 

Dont depth mouuml with Moire 
RCS per ply DD diiTem><e for diiTcn:nt 

lhicki=s 

• Stntin from SG"• rcuding 

irq>M:ted with lmall prelood 2S lbt 



l'w>c:l F.w:n a!I<Clinj RCS 
R<f. Aulhor LIW Tbkt S~tom La)'llp 1KE Ma 

fi~in J nin2 

=00 
AS41PfEK 7.5-30 

(1191 Goo.K>m UThiOO lbenmplal~o Qll6ply 9.7-30 

" 
MJ.OSCircaill•: lml2 

n UM 
[SS] Hcndcnon. 152.4ll0\.6 ~ ~~ 

Mylar SACMA 60 Ql40ply 6.67 llrml 3)77 

" 28.-1 6678 
60-1 10340 
49-1 11042 

Knittod: fll'nl 
[581 Kohndcr 115x90 GFRP Mil111>0 1.71-25.28 14.48-354.31 

" l!sl .. llfrosin Rib 1.74-24.28 28.Hl-402.Sl 

[155] Kan .. 
"' 

""'~ 
''"""'"" 

Plain 1.73-27.09 !3.17-2116.84 

89xSS (Pl2.4C) Ql. 16 ply 

... 
0.87-7.44 

II.U 
14.5~1 

4].$ 

'' Ql24 ply 

[76] CRU'oo 

0..2.02 
3.99-14.62 

' " 

IJ.l-12 

"' "' 
ISO. ISO 1>00':114 Ql40ply " " " 

""'00 
200ll00 28 ply TJOOIS40S 

[99[ l'uhui.Zhcn 254xl25 48ply 
JUD. Yon1- 15011100 4H ply 

112 150xll5 J8ply TJOOIQY89ll 

[1431 Dco~ Doot 
Cnw-ohall 

150xll5 42ply 
150xl00 40ply 
I.SIIxiOO JHply 

1411x100 20 I T.lOOIKHl04 

"""~ "1>;117 7.52 AS613501-6 

89 102xl52 4.5 IM61J501-6 

""" " l:llil 9thOOD •• 
IJSJ !>11'1110 

[491 M.illdc<~. 

'' 
IM7/l!SSI-7 

""'00 
IM7!85S1-7 

Harri1 101.6x!S2.4 5.011 

[Sl[ 

[54] 

[147] 

• 

....,, .. 

SjflFII 

" 

100x1SO 

T700/ERl..l%1 

IM7!5245C 
IM7/X5:ZSS-3 

IM7!5201! 

T800HIRS245C 
101.6J!Sl.~ s.m. + Yl• 

!JI(lJIO 
Coupons 2.2 CFRI'Old 

lotio! panel 6.4 1ITA16J76C 
1111h!ll«l 22-6.4 

""""' ~ 

""'~ 
""'~""' 

QJ 

QJ 
40ply 

24ply 

QJ' 
l2ply 

" " 
27.1 
16.1 

" 22.6 

" " 
IIJ-20 

' "' 
16.3-40.7 

~ 

·~· 1741 

7.97 
8.0] 

1820..2800 
1200-2150 

2170 

"'" 
dio,nvn 

38.1-76-115 
25.4-38.1·76 

15-76 

dio.IIIIn 

'~' 
16.3-40.7 41-ALI 

5.4-16.3-40.7 0.12.1-17.6 

24 ply 5.4-16.3-40.7 0..17.1-60 

Qlllply 

Qll6ply 
Ql48 ply 

·~· 

5.4-16.1-40.7 0..28.5-49.4 
9.5-17.6-40.7 12.4-tl-:16.1 

8.1-19-40.7 0..1U·lS.9 

1.22-12.14 

'" 

"'" 
2.22-8.89 

• 
" 

aruldio.n-n 

1312/.W 
261MB ,_ 
5111M11 

''" 1940 

]1661 ""'' " 
lOO.. ISO IPDE lllld Ql12 ply 4.45 klhn 

1200-UOO 

"""" 7S0..780 

1561 y;..,_ aw.a. 
Xiiii,Ni"ll-

'' " 
(45] Ani>ur .. 228.6xl27 

,, , 
,~ 

(0)10 
AP16ply 
AP16 I 

Ql48 ply 

.. ,. ,. 
10.2-H.9 
1J.6-]J.9 
11.6-ll.9 
1J.6-JJ.9 

"""' """' 1100-ISOO 

0..1290 
8)9-1194 
1161-1935 

0..2710 

OH 

C.SRF/RCSMPa 
100-S1'1o/200-10Z 
1(X).60'1./IS0-90 

1~/110-40 

tntUmtck>od. kN 
IOS.8 

~· 116.7 

~· 4\.6 
57.7 

C.SRP I RCS• MPa 
9l.1·71% I 154-120 

92.6-75.3%1 !5<1-122 
94.~·73.7% I !S8-12l 

Res•. Ml'a 
~ 

118.1-117 
!.SS.! 

'" 3114.6-200 
CSRF'IoR<I..ctian 

].97 
19.02 , ... 

1.62 
47.28 
53.2 

II.CS.Ml'a 
190-210 

161.7l 
166.18 

150..171 
191-206 
160-201 

156-181.6 

280-230 
RCS.MI'a 
!9J-138-96 

197-193-138 

RCS.MPa 
150-llO 

295-190 
410..380-280 

l4S-3J0.220 

:145-270-200 

''"""""" 380-JZ0-160 

Peat umsvcne load 
16.8 
15.8 ,,. 
14.8 
12.18 
10.8 

Jnta<tCS,MP~ 

·~ 
·~ ,., 

CStraiDRF%red. 
13.01 
25.73 ,.,., 

" 18.7 
~ .. 

•lb• 
11.2-14.7/l.II6-4.7.S 

1711.8 
1511.6 

22.311.6. 27.6-1.9 
IB.l/1.9-24.211.6 

22.416.35 

Jnuoct501MPa 

Calculated buo:U. MPa 

"' 
"' , .. 
"' ~· ,., 
'" 

A(>p1iod IUUS, Ml'll. OUt rtplBD< dupl. ,_., 

180-295 0.:28-0.81 
180-220 0.95-1.2 

180 l.S 
1110 l.S 

179.S.I!I6 

RCS.MI'a 
IJ0-280 

,. 
"' "' RCS.MP• 

-·~ -·~ 300-160 

Giidlm1 
320-!020 

Oi !Giicllml 
410/615 
600/910 

Gi/Glicl/ml 
450/4SO 
450!51S 
soot .sso 

Res belief •low ooulillf; 
CSRPbetterfuta>olillj 

Ductility VI nllte/tmtti.l mterr .... IMnl. 
fiLII YIO!ow<:OOiin 

•!Will: Dicy(28 49 60) Y1 DDS (28 4960-1) 
TJo{ruino 28. 49.60 •95. ll.S. 117C 
Tn1111VU>oloodi"llal>dwdO&dinlll"'lhl 

lnflll<JlCO of Gii. EA 111<1 nnunol modul111 
emtrol inlomal darmgo oizc 
o.,.. •izc <mtmlo CSRP 

R .. ulu lrumloopdcll.iityO.!I6. 0.8. 1.!6nm-3 

Antibudlint~ ouppon coven Ill panel 
a onfl'l"<llthed.,.., "' m 

Rclc=co• from l:lcowto. n: Hinrid!o. 95; 
Ou <n·Jc le 92 . 

' RCS ond widOh 1incor 6. 1 Ml'o/mm 
ltmcuW'Cicompr .. nion..d.ouniogoJI<Il•ratim 

h dcpon41 an nn1o I ond D froduro. 

Good ol&tiotlcalo~'· 101. not unuoual 
mc!lclcrurt....-i~&dm 

When ~ CSRP 0(95% predicti<r~ 
interval• '""'11 diiJcn:nce l>etween tWil 1 lerm 

PiiTee~tt IKElo~lo (<O"olr<nll parts 

Small damogo: 1illcar. oobl bu<klina • •hear fail""' 
Urp del.om: - lillcar duo lO vnboJ""""' 

tllblomirwa 

0 YII)'ingQ!Io)'llpllad<ingotquenc:e 

• Oc.ot. 2b: width• 2a 

Width (not d<pth) lo 
1ho tcy facl<l" """mina CAl 
Ruullo fromrr.nyrof.,..~~<e~ 

Similar rolpan"' I Wld QS 
All. Model: carlylmporla<ol paper 

Hriltlo Yllooib • darnaJo roolouonco (aroo, width) 
Area. width • damogo loloranco 

Rotho ,.....,,imilor .... ,... 
(4SIXJr'~5Ala 

(45190r'~S,.IO,.), 

(4.sM!I~S!O), 

(4S(9(Y-45),(&4S),!O}, 
(4S(CV-4S),(91V45),190), 
(Jni6(Y9(Y-61Y.J(W), 

(Jn'6(Y9(Y.J&-6!W~ ,_. 
Ply- thi<tJ>o<o ro1otu with CM' 

l..o)'llp .rr...u CA! for bigb IKE 
Pa- low IXE. CA! d<pooda 

lold~=·===atod 
Fobn: owfoco treatment: 

TJOO tw 7U% 1,_,- '""""" l'unclianalit 
bbu15'1olow!!rCAI 

lt has 51N.mon .S.lominatim...,. thalo noo.noo 
Matrix tooj!)u>o" cffe<:t m CA! 

Layup ond ply thicl<neOI nocffe<C m CA! 

0 1'ibre1: !M, 040-HOO, THOO. IM7 
Rulno: upy, HMI. oin111o ond rn.ottir~ phuo 

Oiiciol""'f"'"1ianol loCAl 

20% i~cmcnt in CA! ~"" w higher Giic 
SUUUII:d fibnl 

·~~2~~~.:r~~:=' 
RCStiff11011l D W•. GPa 

45/41136 
• Damo.go in rogiano l 1L W: illttoct. do:lom. fibre bn:.t.. 

S0/491411 
501·1· 

"' "" "' 

RCS.MI'a 
181-241 
255-104 
248-186 
269-224 

TensiltSRP 
~.~ 

~ ... 
0-0.68 

Massitnpo<:t<r.ka 
1.1J 
2.27 .... 
9.08 

RCStiff11011 Qlntrollod by fibn: brat 

~"'7.:::-""':.~i~~) ~~ff: ~~~ ..... 

Matri•touBbtninl thrnljlo emu lintina al>d 
Zpllalc,...ia 

•Reoia 542811 HMI 

• R~ .,.. of opoc:imcn: .SOXSO 

• -45 lain woven. e ro•t I• ud 

Uibttor l:rpa<:t<l", lowor CAIJ\rcallth 
Sca!in111n ""'iilht no .<Jvioosb~ 



-· Fact<n all«<llli RCS 
Rd. 

.__ .... ,.. Srs~cm ... ,. ""' - OH ·~ ·-llt.relr<:•in - Ml'llor% 

"" 6.3150.8 2!12:RCSH 
76xS0.8 12.7150.8 2JORCSH 

19/SO.S l9SRCSH 
15.4150.8 ISSRCSH 

[00( ...... ~00 Ql L6ply "~ - Also cnt>oddcd delaminati011 

" '' ~ ''""' l51x 102. " ~ 270RCSI 

'' ~ 1SORCSI 

'·' HOO 242 Res! 
48ply "" Pli~ in tbc wi<kh dirccliiOl 

"' 25.41127 -lS~RCSH O%pliaWD 
50.81127 -44~RCSH 

MD 2S.41127 -Jl'IRCSH 8'1plicsWD 
50.81127 -5l%RCSH 

MD 15.41127 .J!)% RCSH !7%plicsWD 
50.81127 -5!!% RCSH 

MD 2.$.41127 ·ll'IRCSH lS'IpliesWD 
50.81127 -Sl'~RCSH 

MD lH/127 .n..,RcsH JJ..,pliesWD 
50.81127 ·57%RCSH 

[167) ,_ 254xl27 •• ~00 Mojorni•~m~ .. "' 13.6 -6%RCSH O%pJ; .. wo 

" M> ·21%RCSH 

" 59.9 ·39% RCSH 
MD "' +7'l>RCSH B'lpli .. wn 

" M> ~~ .. RCSH 

" m.• ·57 .. RaiH 
MD • ZA O%RCSH l7'1plicsWD 

" ]2.8 ·ll'$RCSH 

" 61.7 ·H%RCSH 
MD • "' ·l'X>RCSH lS" pJ; .. wo 

" 41.7 -4l!%RCSH 

" %> .(;'f<I;RCSH 

MD • lU -ti .. RCSH ll"pliaWD 

" 43.4 -47'l> RCSH 

" m -63% RCSH 

'""" """'' 4llply "" 00 Ql :!!1.41127 ll\5RCSH 
(1681 ·- w, llbulaeled Ql 15.41127 2S4RCSH 

~ lS41121 w,a::minJial Ql lS.41127 l67RCSH 

' -00 Ql " "" 212RCSI 
w,film•L""""d Ql " IOU l63RCSI 
w romin od ' " ""' 223RCS! 

"" Rolnf"""""'""ttll 
6.ln6.1 52RCSH U110till:bed 
!2.7n6.2 44RCSH U110till:bed 
6.3176.2 S6RCSH Kevlar olild>od 

U4x76.2 12.7fl6.2 44.5 RCSH Kevlar olitcbcd 
6.lfl6.2 nRCSH Carboo stitched 
11.7n6.1 46RCSH Carboo otild!cd 
6.lfl6.1 51 RCSH Olon 11itcbcd 
11.7n6.2 44RCSH Olonllill:bed 

(169) """ ~- 48 plyQI 

" "' -67% RCSI U1101ill:bed 

' ·:W'Io RCSI Kevlar11ilebod 

"' ·ll'lo RCSI Kovlar otitch<d 
lS4x127 1m .JJ,;RcSJ Kovlar otitcbcd 

' ·14% RCSI Carboo .~lcbcd 

"' ·lo6'1o RCSI Carboo otilcbcd 

·~ 
-48,._ RCSI cm....otiu:bod 

' ·21,._ Rest (l!Uiotill:bed 

'" ·38'1. RCSI (lluo otilcbcd 

•m ·1H'Io RCSI GJ ... stitobed 

"" 41110 ·18'.\RCSH JO%plicslD 
81110 ·2R'IRCSH JO'.tplicslD 
12111() ·l5'1.RCSH JO'IoplicslD 

250r.\IO '" ~2 plyQI 241110 -48'1.RCSH JO'Ioplie<lD 
4111() -60'1.RCSH ~plieslD 

8111() -66'1 RCSH 70'Io pliesLD 
121110 ·12'1 RCSH 70% pli .. LD 
241110 .73'-' RCSH 70% plioslD 

' 250r.IIO 1.15 l~plyQI " ISlRCSI 

" I)ORCSI 
250r.IIO '' 21 plyQI " !MRCS! 

[74) - ~00 " lllRCSI 

" lSOdiO ,, Ciba6l76/ 28 plyQI " l18RCSI 
HTA " 17l RCSI 

:!50.110 '" 42 plyQI " 110 RCSI 

" 178 RCSI 

" ..34,._ RCSI IO'Ipli .. LD.&irgwt 
u ·Sl'l. RC:SI IO'IplieslD.dropw 

" ·ll'l> RC:SI 10'1 plies LD. air gun 
250r.IIO '·" 42 plyQI " -45'.\RCSI 10'1. plies LD. dropw 

" .70%RCSI 7()" plioolD. air gwt 

" .74%RCSI 70% pll•• 11>. drop w 

" .68'1oRCSI 
~: ~:=~:: ": " .7fYJ,RCSI 



....., 
"' ~ .. c.w 

~ 

118d8.1(•) 

2S4xl21 

(1701 bhikowa 

"' 
1521102 

IO'h76 

F-.olf~gRC:S 

""' ·-= ... ,.. "' -~ fil>rtlf<<in ' """ 
• l2piiQI 

·-' " • 4R plyQI >A 1350 

' 1750 

""'~ '' = 
' ""' '·' ""' 
' " • 11 plyQI >A '"' ' "" u uoo 

' 
,.. 

• ""' 
u "" • 12 plyQJ ' "" u "" ' '""" • """ ' '"" 

RCSI! Residual """lJ<U'i"" OIRnlllh for ctrlxddcd dclaminatim 
PS Po.ilLinl olnul 
Sue Ultimttc ,,..., 

RCSI Ro.~Oiual """"'""'"" otr<~~t~lh for l"l*lcd panel 
RCSH Ruidual <mq>rco•i"" OU<fll(th for open bole 

BL BuoklinM lOIId 

BS Bucklin¥ """' 
PL l'rop<tjo.tionl\llld 
PS l'ropojjlltioa olnlin 

ss. fill Silq>ly oup(l<lf\Od, free end 
ID, WD Looodin11 ili=!i..,, widlb di=lion 

Ql Qua.ol·i~io 

CP Ooooply(0.90) 
AP AnsJcply(:t4S) 
MD Mul~(:t45.0)0111D 

MIY Multidim:t«.aa'(:t.tS,90)90iiWD 
lfM Initial llelUrall1l<llnCIII 

OH '" ••• 
~-· 

"" 6 .. 3JJ8.1 -4l .. RCSH 
9.5138.1 -52%RCSH (")Ro<lan£1l!lt 
12.7/JS.I .60%RCSH Vfindow:ZS.4>:16.5 
]S.9/38.1 .lil .. RCSH 

·11>RCSI N-"A 
·2l%RCSI 
-40%RCSI 
-48%RCSI 
-5()%RCSI 
-58%RCSI 

+5%RCSI SACMA 
·19% RCSI 
-S2%RCSI 
-6l'I.RCSI 
.5$ .. RCSI 

-64"RCSI 

-4li%RCSI HalfSACMA 
-5l .. RCSI 
..$6%RCSI 
-59'1 RCSI 
.63'1> RCSI 
.67" RCSI 



TABLE J.I.J Llleralure re~lewofpan.tk with~mbcdded deb.mlnalloa 

Panel Methods of Damage Generation 

"" Author LxW~t Art. Embedded Delam. RCS [MPa] Notea 
Sha Si>.e No. '""" Orien!. 

150x100x3.3 Circulur 22.~·37.~ 7 ·l3%RCSE 22.5. 25, 27.5, 30, 32.~. 3~. 37.5 Bu~kllond 

[87] Suemosu 16p!ie~QI Circulur 22.~-47.5 7 Even -26% RCSE 22.5, 25, 27.5, 30, 32.5, 35,47.5 low due to 
00 GFRP Circulor 37.S-52.5 7 every 2 ply -34% RCSE 37.5, 40, 42.5, 45,47.5, so. 52.5 !argedelam 

~~· Circulor 37.5-62.5 7 -26% RCSE 37.5, 40, 42.5, 45, 47.5, ~o. 62.5 near the 
Circulur " ' .O%RCSE Toughened mutrix: 30K 

150xl00x2.5 Circular " ' .O%RCSE Toughened motriK: 30K 
[84] SOICma.<U 12plieaQI Circular " ' ·~· 

-12% RCSE Toughened motrix: 30K 0.2911 
96 CFRP Circular " ' every 2 ply ..Q% RCSE Conventional matrix 06M 

~~· Circulu 20 ' -8% RCSE Conventiooal matrix 06M 
Circulor ,. 

' -29%RCSE Conventional matrh 06M 
Circulur 12.~·27.5 7 +7% RCSE; +7%BL 12.5, 15, 17.5. 20. 22.~. 25,27.5 
Circular 12.5-37.5 7 -6% RCSE; -12%BL 12.5, 15. 17.5. 20, 22.5, 25,37.5 
Circulor 17.5-32.5 7 17.5. 20. 22.5. 25, 27.5, 30, 32.5 
Circular 17.5-42.5 7 17 5.20.225.2S, 275,30,42.5 Con>tant distributioo 

[881 Suemasu 150xl00x3.3 Circular 22.5-37.5 7 Even -45% RCSE; -66%BL 22.5, 25, 27.5. 30, 32.5. 35, 37.5 m sremer reduction 

" 16plieaQI CirculAr 22.5-47.5 7 every 2 ply -70% BL 22.5, 25, 27.5. 30, 32.5, 35, 41.S RCSE than conical: 
GFRP Circular 32.S-47.5 7 32.5. 35, 37.S, 40, 42.S, 45,41.5 see cummulated area 
woven Circulu 32.5-S1.5 7 -85% BL 32.5, 3S, 31.S. 40, 42.5, 45,51.5 

Circul!lf 37.5-52.5 7 -37% RCSE; ·87% BL 37.5, 40, 42.5, 45, 47.5, SO, 52.5 Energy releaso mtc 
Circular 37.S-62.5 7 -31% RCSE; -87% BL 37.5, 40, 42.5, 45, 41.S, so, 62.S FEA prcdic1ion 
Circular 30 8 -22% RCSE; -52% BL JO.S 

Ellipll11.9 38:20 ' ~' LD 28SRCSE; 189BS 0' 
Ellip!lf 1.9 38:20 ' "' ... , 269 RCSE; 209 BS 0' 

244~140x3.3 Ellipar 1.9 38:20 ' ~· WO 278 RCSE; 203 BS 0' 
[91] Davidson 28 pliea Ellipar 1.9 38:20 ' ~· 

., 29SRCSE;215BS 0' 

"' QlaOOCP Elliporl.l6 s8:SO ' on WD 267 RCSE; 198 BS Ql: 267 RCSE; 198 BS 
CFRP Ellipar 1.16 58: SO ' ~· LD 211 RCSE: 184 BS CP: 211 RCSE: 184 BS 

Elliporl.16 58:SO ' ~· WD 220RCSE:190BS CP: 220 RCSE: 190 BS 
Elliparl.ll: """ • ,.., -45, +45 170 RCSE, 143.4 BS 0' 
1.37&:1.32 10/tl-13114 LD.WD 57:30.57:30.41:30. 25:19 

Circular 12.7 ' ~' 352kN BL Buckling analysi• 
254~127 Circular 25.4 ' ~' 220kN BL for Ql intact panel• 

24 plie•.Ql Ellipor2 12.7:25.4 ' ~· WO 462kNBL Blister model 
CFRP Ellipor2 12.7:25.4 ' "' WO >SOOkNBL 

[851 Davidson Circul!lf 25.4 2 415-20121 2llkNBL 
[86) 89,91 Clrculur 25.4 3 4/5-12113-20121 227 kN BL 

244xl40 Ellipar 1.89 38.3:20.3 ' ~· LD 188.7 BS 
28 plies,QI Elllp ar 1.89 38.):20.3 ' ~· 

.. , 209.1 BS 
CFRP Ellip AT [.89 38.3:20.3 ' ~· WD 202.7 BS 

Elli ar 1.89 38.3:20.3 ' "' ... , 21HBS 
Circular 25.4 ' "' 358 RCSE 786 MPa Undam•ged "/\ 
Circular 25.4 ' .. 306RCSE 
Circular 12.7 3 213-415-617 27S RCSE 
Circular 2H 3 213-415-617 229 RCSE 
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2 Manufacturing of Preconditioned Composite Panels 

In this chapter, the fabrication process of composite laminate plates is described. 

Specimens were made for two tests configurations, namely, in-plane compression and 

transverse loading. The latter includes quasi-static and impact loading. The major steps 

needed for manufacturing and preparing composite panels include cutting of individual 

plies, laying-up, curing, machining of cured panels, end potting and strain gauging. The 

preconditions introduced during the manufacturing process were embedded artificial 

delamination and local change of geometry. Additionally, open holes were drilled from 

intact panels. The panel dimensions for impact and quasi-static loading were 150xl50 

mm with a testing area of 100 mm diameter. For compression-after-impact (CAI) tests 

the damaged panels were trimmed down to 150xl00 mm. 

2.1 Basic material properties 

A typical laminate composite material is made of two basic constituents, fibres and 

resin. The fibres provide strength and stiffness, whereas the matrix provides a 

continuous medium that binds the fibres. The damage tolerance of any given composite 

system is dependent on material aspects such as fibre architecture, surface treatment, 

matrix type, lay-up and fibre volume fraction as described in Chapter 1. The specimens 

investigated on this study were fabricated from 1700 carbon fibres in low viscosity 

LTM-45EL epoxy resin, supplied in the form of unidirectional (UD) prepreg. The ply 

thickness was determined as 0.128 mm and the nominal volume fraction was about 60% 

as there was very little bled resin. The UD mechanical properties of this composite 

system were determined in [104] and are summarised in Table 2.1.1. 

Table 2.1.1 Basic mechanical ro erties forT700/LTM-45EL 
Property Unit Value Property Unit Value 

En GP a 127 Gl2 GP a 5.6 

E22 GP a 9.1 '1:]2 MP a 66.3 

an MP a 1032 Gnm GPa 5.3 

CY22 MP a 130 G1c Jlmz 265.9 

VJ2 0.31 Guc Jlmz 940 
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2.2 Lay-up and cure 

Quasi-isotropic laminate panels of 16 and 32 plies were manufactured from 

T700/LTM45-EL UD prepreg. Lay-ups were (-45°/0°/+45°/90°)25 for 16-ply laminates 

and (-45°/0°/+45°/90°)45 for 32-ply laminates. The latter was the focus of this study. In 

the case of 150x100 mm panels intended for axial compression, the 90° plies were 

oriented to the loading direction as shown in Figure 2.2.1. 

Individual plies were cut from the UD prepreg tape of 300 mm wide following the 

cutting plan shown in Figures 2.2.2(a-b) for 150x100 mm and for 300x300 mm panels 

(the latter was subsequently cut into four panels of 150x150 mm each), respectively. A 

frozen prepreg drum was removed from a freezer and hanged onto a roller at the end of 

a lay-up table, as shown in Figure 2.2.3. To cut individual plies, the prepreg tape was 

fed through a guillotine (Figure 2.2.3) and cut by either sliding the guillotine through 

the tape or using a sharp blade. Special care was required to get the correct ply 

orientation, in the case of 0 and 90 plies the guide of the guillotine was aligned 

perpendicular to the prepreg edge. In the case of ±45 plies, the cut path was first 

indicated with a marker on the prepreg and then it was aligned and secured to the 

guillotine using the marked line. When prepreg was left at room temperature for a 

while, it became tacky affecting the precision of cutting, in particular along the ±45 

direction. Therefore, cutting was performed with the prepreg tapes in a frozen state just 

taken out of the freezer (where they were normally kept). All the cut plies were put back 

in the freezer and taken out one by one according to the stacking sequence. The plies 

were laid up on a lay-up table in Figure 2.2.3. The table surface was mounted by a 

glass, which provided a smooth and clean surface to lay the plies on. In a corner it had a 

mounted steel square angle, as a reference for alignment of plies. To start the process, 

the first ply was located with two edges aligned with the square angle, with the top 

protective paper peeled off, exposing resin and fibres. Then the second ply with its 

bottom protective paper peeled off was placed on top with the respective orientation. 

The same process was repeated for the rest of the plies until the whole laminate was laid 

up. If the specimen was intended to contain artificial delamination(s) as precondition, 

these delaminations were inserted during this lay-up process, with details given in 

Section 2.3. 
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The laminate stack was then placed into the autoclave, in between layers of porous 

Teflon, bleeder, bagging film and breathe fabric, respectively. Figure 2.2.4 shows the 

usual autoclave set-up for laminate curing. The closest layer to the laminate is the 

porous Teflon peel ply. During the laminate consolidation it allows a controlled amount 

of resin to flow out of the specimen. The second layer is the fabric bleeder that absorbs 

the bleeding resin and could be either Nylon or glass fabric. The resin absorption is 

uniform in both sides throughout the specimen area, giving a constant uniform 

thickness. The third layer is the bagging film and its function is to keep the resin away 

from the caul plate and from the autoclave structure. The caul plate is placed between 

the third and the forth layers to distribute the applied pressure uniformly. The fourth 

layer is the breathe fabric, which allows air to flow out of the laminate and smoothes 

any sharp edge from the laminate curing fixture, avoiding piercing of the vacuum 

chamber. All these materials are wrapped with a sheet of a bagging film, which is held 

in between silicon seals to ensure a vacuum environment. All the panels were cured in 

an autoclave with the manufacturer's recommended curing cycle of 18 hours at 60°C at 

80 psi, at an initial ramp rate of 2°C/min. The curing cycle is shown in Figure 2.2.5. The 

average thickness of these panels after curing was 2.048 mm for 16-ply laminates or 

4.096 mm for 32-ply laminates (0.128 per ply). 

2.3 Introduction of artificial delamination 

As identified in Chapter 3, the main damage mechanisms are matrix cracks, internal 

delaminations and fibre breakage in addition to local change of geometry in the impact 

area. Due to the complexity of impact damage, the study of individual parameters was 

done using preconditioned panels with artificial delaminations [104]. In the present 

study additional panels are prepared with artificial delaminations, local change of 

curvature and open holes. 

Internal delaminations are considered as the main factor in the degradation of 

compressive properties (Chapter 1, 4-6). The main characteristics of impact-induced 

delamination are size, shape, orientation, number and through-the-thickness (TTT) 

distribution. This was implemented as illustrated in Table 2.3.1 and Figure 2.3.1. The 
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delamination shape was either circular or elliptical, with size ranging from 10% to 60% 

of panel width. The ellipse orientation was either in the loading or in the transverse 

direction, keeping an aspect ratio of 3:1 for all the sizes tested. Two TTT locations were 

considered, middle-section and quarter-section as illustrated in Figure 2.3.1. They were 

embedded at 5th-6th, 8th-9th and 11th-12th ply interfaces in 16-ply laminates and at 

10th-11th, 16th-17th and 22nd-23rd ply interfaces in 32-ply laminates for a symmetric 

arrangement. For an asymmetric arrangement they were embedded at 4th-5th, 10th-11th 

and 16th-17th ply interfaces in 32-ply laminates. Thus all the sub-laminates in the 

delaminated section in either arrangement were asymmetric. 

Table 2.3 .1 List of specimens with artificial de lamination 

Panel Delamination Location TTT Circular Elliptical delamination 
thickness number Description Plies delamination Horizontal Vertical 

CRIO, EHIO, EVIO, 

1 Symmetric 8/9 CR20, EH20, EV20, 
2mm CR40, EH40, EV40, 

(16 plies)' CR60 EH60 EV60 

3 Symmetric 
5/6,8/9, 

CR20x3S EH40x3S -ll/12 

C20MS, 
4EHIO, 

Middle Section 16/17 C40MS, 
4EH20, -4EH40, 

1 C60MS 
4EH60 

Quarter 
8/9 C20QS, - -4mm Location C40QS C60QS 

(32 plies) 10111, C20x3S, 
Symmetric 16/17, C40x3S, - -

3 
22/23 C60x3S 
4/5, C20x3AS, 

Asymmetric 10/11, C40x3AS, - -
!6117 C60x3AS 

' Results from 2-mm thick panels were taken from [104], except CR20x3S and EH40x3S 

The delamination characteristics were simulated by embedding 0.051-mm thick 

thermoplastic fluonnate ethylene propylene (FEP) films. The aims of using these 

delaminations were to simulate internal delaminations without involving fibre and 

matrix fractures. To embed an artificial delamination into the laminated, firstly a steel 

template was placed on a large piece of a FEP film. The inclusions of selected size and 

shape were cut by pressing the steel templates into the FEP film sheet. Once the right 

quantity of insertions was cut out of the film, they were inserted in the designated TTT 

locations during the lay-up process. The relative in-plane locations of these artificial 

delaminations within the panel were estimated with respect to the reference corner on 
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the lay-up table. After laying up all the plies and insertions, the resulting laminate had 

the internal delaminations properly centred and oriented and the panel was ready for 

curing. Once the panels were cured, they were C-Scanned. The trimming of the panels' 

edges was carried out with respect to the centres revealed by the C-Scanning, as 

described in Section 2.5.1. 

2.4 Introduction of local curvature 

In Chapter 3 it is well established that the panels subjected to transverse loading 

experienced local indentation in the impacted area along with other damage 

mechanisms. As an attempt to simulate this geometrical change caused by impact 

separately from the material damages, curved bumps were introduced into flat panels. 

The bump shape was assumed to be hemispherical dome for simplicity. 

2.4.1 Mould design and fabrication 

The description of local hemispherical bumps requires two parameters, surface 

curvature and dent depth. Thus, two different ways can be used to achieve different 

bump sizes. One is that dent depths were altered while a constant radius of curvature 

was maintained. The other varied curvatures while the dent depth was kept as a 

constant. As a result, two sets of moulds were made for fabricating the corresponding 

panels. For the moulds with the constant dent depths three different curvatures were 

used; on the other hand for the constant curvatures three different dent depths were used 

as shown in Table 2.4.1. Figure 2.4.1 shows the technical drawings of the five pairs of 

female and male moulds with the correspondent panel identification. A finished set of 

moulds (male and female) corresponding to the panel CD60CC, are shown in Figure 

2.4.2. This mould could be closed during cure with the guidance of a pair of alignment 

pins located at the top of each panel end. These pins allowed only vertical movement so 

that the mould closing and laminate shaping were guaranteed. Nevertheless, the 

introduction of the hemispherical domes implied that some of the fibres within the plies 

could be shortened in length. Constant fibre length is absolutely crucial for in-plane 

compression, since all the plies should undergo the same applied load. Therefore the 

moulds were built with 4 mm excess in length (154xl00 mm) so that the length of each 
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individual ply had to be increased from 150 to 154 mm. Consequently the final length 

of about 150 mm was ensured in all the panels with the bumps. The addition of 4 mm in 

length to each ply was made without any major alteration of the cutting plan shown in 

Figure 2.2.2(a). 

Table 2.4.1 Dome dimensions (referenced to the mid-plane TTT) 

Mould a Panel Dome Dome dent Dome radius Type of 
identification b diameter depth of curvature approach 

mm mm mm Constant! 
1 a CD20 20.32 0.80 64.90 Curvature-Depth 
2 CD40CC 40.62 3.26 64.90 Curvature 
3 CD60CC 61.02 7.62 64.90 Curvature 
4 CD40CD 40.16 0.80 252.40 Depth 
5 CD40CD 60.11 0.80 564.90 Depth 

a Reference panel 
b CC and CD at the end of the panel identification stand for 

constant curvature and constant depth respectively 

The moulds were manufactured using a numerically controlled lathe. For this purpose, 

rectangular steel plates of 9.5 mm and 12 mm (in the case of CD60CC) thickness were 

held by the chuck jaws of the lathe with the rotation axis perpendicular to the plate and 

coinciding with the bump centre. Once the bumps were machined, the rectangular plates 

were cut down to the required in-plane dimensions leaving a small additional area to 

allocate the alignment pins, as shown in Figure 2.4.1. 

2.4.2 Cure cycle adjustment 

The presence of steel moulds of 10 mm thick within the autoclave could affect the 

curing cycle. The curing cycle was thus modified slightly according to the time taken by 

the mould to reach 60°C. This time was estimated in two different ways, analytically 

and experimentally. 

The analytical heat transfer modelling of the autoclave was based on the assumption of 

the transient or unsteady state applied to an infinite wall [105], which as illustrated in 

Figure 2.4.3. The large thermal resistance of the autoclave structure justifies this 

approach. 
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The determination of the thermal resistance is based on the simplification of the 

autoclave structure as indicated in Figure 2.4.4. Heat conduction in steady state between 

any point 1 and 2 is defined by 

kA 
q=-(I;-T2 ) 

L 
(2.3.3) 

where q is the heat transfer rate, k is the thermal conductivity, A is the area 

perpendicular to the heat flux vector, L is the distance between locations 1 and 2 and T1 

and T2 are temperatures at locations 1 and 2 respectively. The thermal resistance can be 

defined as the inverse of the thermal conductivity by 

1 kA 
(2.3.4) -=-

The overall thermal resistance for the autoclave can be worked out by adding up the 

resistance of each individual component, as shown in Figure 2.4.4. For the entire 

autoclave it yields 

l:R=_!_(Lmouldl + 4anel + Lmould2 + 4reathefabric + Lairgap + LnlnmiminiumJ 
A ksteel kcomposite ksteel kbreathe fabric kak gap kalumiminium 

(2.3.5a) 

Substituting the correspondent values of thermal conductivity k and length L in the 

above gives 

LR = .!_(0.0095 + 0.004 + 0.0095 + 0.002 + 0.017 + 0.04) W/K 
A 60.5 0.87 60.5 0.033 0.028 237 

(2.3.5b) 

(2.3.5c) 

This thermal resistance is equivalent to a steel wall of 40.697 m thickness, as shown by 

replacing Eq. (2.3.5c) into Eq. (2.3.4) and solving for the length L 
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L = k,,,, xA 0.67283 = 60.5x0.67283 = 40.697 m 
A 

(2.3.6) 

Therefore, the infinite wall assumption of the transient analysis is justified, since the 

autoclave has the thermal resistance of a very large wall made of steel. Steel was the 

selected material because it is the material of the mould in contact with the laminate. 

The first step in the infinite wall analysis was to define the boundary conditions. The 

temperature distribution T is a function of the time t and the position x, which refers to 

the spatial coordinate. If the base is assumed to have x-coordinate x = 0 and the upper 

surface of the mould is located at x = 9.5 mm, then the initial conditions at t = 0 are 

described by: 

T(base,t) = T(O,O)= T, = 6o·c = 333.15K 

T(mould,t) = T(9.5mm,O) =I; = 20• C = 293.15K 

Infinite wall transient analysis [105] has established 

T(x,t)-T, 

I; -T, 

(2.3.1) 

(2.3.2) 

where T(x,t) is the temperature of the mould, T, it the temperature on the heating surface 

(60 C), Ti is the initial temperature of the mould, x is the location of the mould within 

the autoclave (9.5mm), a is the thermal diffusivity of the steel (17.7x10-6 m2/s) and t is 

the unknown time that takes the mould to get to the temperature T(x,t). Values for the 

Gaussian error function erf can be found tabulated in many text books. In Figure 2.4.5 

the mould temperature is plotted against time, using the Eq. (2.3.6). It can be seen that 

the additional time needed for the bump shaping mould to reach 60±1 °C is 3000 

seconds, i.e. 50 minutes. 

On the other hand, an experiment was carried out to measure the time taken for the 

mould to reach 60°C with a J-type thermocouple. A steel mould at room temperature 
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(23°C) was placed on top of the platen of a hot press, which was already heated up to 

60°C. The time needed for the mould to reach 60±1°C was 1000 seconds, i.e. 16 

minutes. The correspondent results are plotted in Figure 2.4.5. Clearly the experimental 

result is only one-third of the analytical estimation. In order to be on the safe side, the 

longer period of 50 minutes was selected and was added to the heating-up period in the 

curing cycle. As a result, the ramp rate was reduced from 2°C/min to 0.57°C/min. 

Figure 2.4.6 shows both previous and new curing processes diagrams. 

2.5 Panel preparation and strain gauging 

After cure, panels were prepared for testing. In the case of panels intended for 

transverse loading, preparation included trimming, measurement and strain gauging. 

The preparation of in-plane compression panels included C-Scan, trimming, end

potting, machining, measuring and strain gauging. 

2.5.1 Inspection of preconditions and trimming 

For in-plane compression panels with embedded artificial delamination, the centre of its 

embedded delamination must be located in order to allow subsequent trimming to be 

carried out properly. Such inspection was carried out by using ultrasonic C-scan. Panels 

with either impact damage or quasi-static damage, C-scan was carried out as a routine. 

A subsequent trimming down to 150x100 mm was guided by the marked centre of the 

embedded delamination revealed by the scanning. Figure 2.5.1 shows a typical C

scanning image of a panel with circular delamination, used for the determination of the 

centre of delamination. The panels were trimmed down using a diamond coated wheel 

trimmer as shown in Figure 2.5.2. The trimming table had a couple of adjustable steel 

guides to position the panel respect to the cutting wheel, ensuring in this way the 

precision of the cut in terms of edge straightness and perpendicularity between adjacent 

sides of the panel. The first guide determined the parallel distance from the cutting 

wheel to the panel edge. The second guide was in permanent square angle with the first 

guide and was able to slide up and down, pushing the panel against the cutting wheel. 

The steel wheel was water cooled to avoid any thermal damage to the specimens. 
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2.5.2 End potting and machining 

The aim of machining the panel ends was to enable a uniform longitudinal compressive 

loading to be applied to the panels. Both far and loading ends of each panel were first 

potted in a mixture of epoxy and aluminium slate powder, following the formulation 

shown in Table 2.5.1. The mass formulation indicated is based on a total of 175 g which 

is around 3 times the amount required for one mould, thus the correspondent quantities 

were worked out for one single mould. The ingredients were mixed in a disposable 

container and then poured into a wooden mould as shown in Figure 2.5.3. The mould 

was previously sprayed with release agent. Each panel was introduced into the liquid 

resin and clamped to restrain any possible movement during the resin curing. Resin was 

cured in 36 hours at room temperature and the process was repeated for the other end of 

the panel. Once both ends were potted with epoxy resin, the ends were machined flat 

and parallel to each other. 

Table 2.5.1 Epoxy formulation for potting ends 

Ingredient Density Mass Volume Mass 1 Volume 1 
formulation formulation mould mould 

g/cm3 g cm3 g cm3 

Araldite CY 219 1.175 100 85.11 32.19 27.40 
Hardener HY 219 1.150 50 43.48 16.10 14.00 

Accelerator DY 219 1.250 5 4.00 1.61 1.29 
Slate powder (toughener) 2.800 20 7.14 6.44 2.30 

TOTAL 1.252 175 139.73 56.33 44.98 

2.5.3 Open holes 

Drilling a hole at the centre of panels intended to introduce only material damage by a 

complete material removal. The panels with open holes were expected to provide a low 

bound of compressive strength when compared to panels with other preconditions. For 

each panel, a central hole was ground using diamond-coated core drills of respective 

hole diameters. Each panel was clamped and fully supported on the opposite side with a 

wooden block, to avoid transverse deflection and surface damage at the exit of the drill. 

The hole diameters drilled in 4 mm thick panels were 20, 40 and 60 mm. These hole 

sizes were selected in order to compare their effects with other preconditions of similar 
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size. An additional feature was studied with the open hole specimens, the effect of 

system change on the RCS of damaged panels. Thus, in addition to the usual 

T700/LTM45-EL system, panels made of T300/LTM45-EL were also tested. The T300 

fibres have a lower axial strength and stiffness than T700 fibres. 

2.5.4 Strain gauging 

The strain readings provided a useful insight into the mechanical behaviour, in 

particular if they are monitored in the back-to-back configuration. The most common 

way of strain monitoring was to use strain resistance gauges connected in a Wheatstone 

bridge circuit. Once the panel has been prepared, the three main dimensions, length, 

width and thickness were systematically measured every 25 mm along the four edges, 

using a digital calliper. The results from these measurements are listed in Appendix A. 

These measurements allowed a precise position marking of the strain gauges on both 

front and back faces of each panel. The selected locations for strain monitoring are 

shown in Figure 2.5.4-2.5.7, for both transverse load and in-plane compression of 

preconditioned panels respectively. In the case of transverse loading, in Figure 2.5.4, a 

strain gauge was bonded on the bottom centre of the panel to monitor the maximum 

tensile strain. Similarly one additional gauge was bonded on the top side to monitor 

compressive strain. Due to the presence of the indenter, it was located 20 mm away 

from the panel centre. Both gauges were oriented along the fibres of the surface plies. 

For in-plane compression of preconditioned panels (except for panels with open hole), 

five pairs of strain gauges were located as shown in Figure 2.5.5. The locations were 

identified by letters A, B, C, D, and E. The strain gauge pair at location A was bonded 

on a far-field location (front/back) at 25 mm away from the far-end, to monitor the 

global panel response to compressive loading. Those at DIE and B/C 

(longitudinal/transverse) locations on the mid-section were intended to monitor local 

behaviour associated with embedded delamination(s), at the centre and at the defect 

edge respectively. For panels with impact damage and transverse quasi-static load 

damage, central locations DIE were skipped when the dent left by the impactor 

interfered with strain gauging. Also the edge-of-defect locations B/C were skipped 

when the internal delamination border reached the lateral edge of the panel. 
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In the case of panels with open holes the far-field strain was monitored at location A. 

Additional to this, strains at the hole wall were recorded using two gauges bonded in the 

TIT direction on the open hole wall. One gauge was on the longitudinal axisymmetric 

line, whereas the other one was on the mid-section transverse line, both in the TIT 

direction, as shown in Figure 2.5.6. This exercise was intended to pick up the effect of 

strain concentration in the transverse direction due to the presence of the open hole. 

In the case of in-plane compression of intact panels the lack of preconditions made them 

appealing for monitoring additional effects, mainly panel stability and Poisson's ratio 

effect. Consequently different strain gauge locations were used, as shown in Figure 

2.5.7. 

Prior to bonding strain gauges, the panel surface at the marked locations was prepared 

to allow a good quality adhesion between strain gauges and the laminate skins. Firstly, 

the surface was slightly smoothed using a wet-and-dry paper, without affecting any 

fibre. Then any contaminant was removed by using a paper towel impregnated with 

acetone. Secondly, the top side of a strain gauge was stuck to a piece of Sellotape, to 

facilitate handling. Then, the strain gauge was placed at the respective location aligning 

the four arrow-shape indicators with the previously drawn marks on the panel. These 

indicators are shown in Figure 2.5.8. To avoid any contact between the terminals and 

the laminate, a piece of non-sticky paper (supplied with the strain gauge) was placed 

under the electrical wires. Thirdly after the strain gauge was positioned, a drop of CN 

glue was applied onto its back surface. After this, gentle pressure was applied while the 

glue was curing to remove any air trapped between the strain gauge and the panel. 

However, an excessive amount of pressure could induce unwanted residual strain in the 

gauge; therefore it was important to press on the Sellotape gently. Finally, after 5 

minutes the Sellotape and the non-sticky paper were removed, leaving the gauge ready 

to be connected. 

The strain gauge connection to wiring was ideally arranged via terminals. A copper 

terminal was bonded right underneath the strain gauge, as shown in Figure 2.5.8. Then, 

the electric wires of about 1 m long and the strain gauge leads were both soldered to the 
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terminals, as indicated in Figure 2.5.8. Subsequently, the electrical resistance of the 

strain gauges was checked to be around 120n. A significantly different reading could 

indicate a faulty connection. After checking the connections, each pair of wires was 

labelled with the strain gauge location and the intended channel number in the data 

logger, as shown in Table 2.5.2. 

Table 2.5.2 Strain gauge terminals labelling and numbering for in-plane compression of 
preconditioned panels 

Gauge Location Orientation Side Terminals numbering SG ty12e 
A Far field Longitudinal Front 1 2 Single 
A Far field Longitudinal Rear 3 4 Single 
B Delam. side Longitudinal Front 5 6 Rosette 
B Delam. side Longitudinal Rear 7 8 Rosette 
c Delam. side Transverse Front 9 10 Rosette 
c Delam. side Transverse Rear 11 12 Rosette 
D Centre Longitudinal Front 13 14 Rosette 
D Centre Longitudinal Rear 15 16 Rosette 
E Centre Transverse Front 21 22 Rosette 
E Centre Transverse Rear 23 24 Rosette 
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Figure 2.2.2 Cutting plan of(a) 150 by 100-mm and (b) 300 by 300-mm panels, (ail the 
dimensions are in mm). Fibre orientation in the prepreg and in the plies is shown with 

four straight lines 

Figure 2.2.3 Lay-up table (upper part) and guillotine (bottom part) 
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Positive pressure (6 Bar) 

Silicon seal 

Vacuum pressure (-850 mBar) D Controlled healing up 

Figure 2.2.4 Autoclave curing set-up 

Dwelling period 18 hrs 

Initial temperature 20°C 

Figure 2.2.5 Autoclave curing cycle 
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Ply Ply Delamination distribution Ply Ply 

number orientation Asymmetrical Symmetrical number orientation 
Single Mulitple Single Multiple 

I -4S FRONTS/DE 

2 0 
3 +4S 
4 90 -s -4S 
6 0 
7 +4S 
8 90 
9 -4S 
10 0 
11 +4S 
12 90 
13 -4S 
14 0 
IS +4S 7 +4S 

Distribution 
Symmetrical 

Single Multiple 

16 90 8 90 --------------------------~......,.__,..__._ ________________________ ~ __ _..,___ ____ , 

17 90 9 90 
18 +4S 10 +4S 
19 0 11 0 -20 -4S 12 -4S 
21 90 13 90 
22 +4S - 14 +4S 
23 0 IS 0 
24 -4S 16 -4S 

2S 90 
26 +4S 
27 0 
28 -4S 
29 90 
30 +4S 
31 0 
32 -4S BACKSIDE 

Figure 2.3.1 Through-the-thickness locations of single and multiple delaminations 

Figure 2.4.1 Technical drawings of the five sets of moulds for bump introduction (next 
5 pages) 
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Figure 2.4.2 Photograph of a finished set of moulds, in (a) top view and (b) side view 
(male mould only), correspondent to the panel CD60CC 
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Figure 2.4.3 Temperature field on the infinite wall model for the heat transient analysis 
of the autoclave 
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Description Autoclave Diagram 
Resistance Material Thermal conductivity Length L 
approach W/(m-K) mm 

Aluminum cover><" ><0 ><: 

2 
AI 237 40 

Air Gap 
Air 2.80E-02 17 

Breathe fabric 

~~~ 
PET 0.033 2 

Mould 5 Steel 60.5 9.5 

Composite CIE 0.87 4 

Mould Steel 60.5 9.5 

Base 

Figure 2.4.4 Diagram of the theoretical approach inside autoclave 
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Figure 2.4.5 Transient heat transfer analysis for autoclave 
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Dwelling period !8 hrs @60'C 

/ 
/ 

Initial temperature 20'C Modified ramp Usu ramp rate 
0.57'C/min 2'C/min 

50 min 20 min 
1+---70 min ---1 

Figure 2.4.6 Curing process alteration due to the presence of steel moulds in the 
autoclave 
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Figure 2.5.1 Typical C-scan image of a panel with artificial embedded delamination 
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Figure 2.5.2 Diamond coated wheel trimmer and trimming table 

Figure 2.5.3 Photograph of a wooden mould for end potting 
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Figure 2,55 Preconditioned specimen dimensions and strain gauge locations for in
plane compression load, All dimensions are in mm 
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Figure 2.5.6 Strain gauge locations for in-plane compression specimens with open hole. 
All dimensions are in mm 
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Figure 2.5.7 Schematic distribution of strain gauges on (a-b) 2-mrn and (c) 4-mm thick 
intact panels 
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Figure 2.5.8 Typical strain gauge connection 
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3 Damage introduction and characterisation 

This chapter presents the test results of impact and quasi -static transverse loading in 

terms of panel response (force and displacement data), damage mechanisms and 

damage size. It discusses the relationships between incident kinetic energy (IKE), 

absorbed energy (AE), transverse load, specimen dimensions and impactor-nose shape. 

3.1 Transverse loading of composite plates 

Two types of transverse loading were applied to the present panels. The first type was 

impact loading at various levels of IKE and at low impact velocities. The second type 

was quasi-static transverse loading. As the current resin system of LTM45-EL is not 

strain-rate sensitive [104], a similar nature of damage was expected with both types of 

loads. 

3.1.1 Low-velocity impact loading 

Experimental set-up 

Impact tests were conducted using an instrumented, tailor-made falling-weight rig as 

shown in Figure 3.1.1. Two different impactor masses were used, initially 1.69 kg and 

later 1.49 kg after a modification, as shown in Figure 3.1.5. With the maximum drop 

height of 6 m, the IKE levels could be regulated from 1 to 100 J for the former impactor 

mass and from 1 to 90 J for the latter. Two photodiodes located on the rail-guide 

measured the incident and rebound elapsed times when a steel-foil flag bolted onto the 

impactor made a return journey. As the photodiodes had the fixed distance of 50.1 mm, 

incident (primary timer) and rebound (secondary timer) velocities were obtained by 

dividing the respective elapsed times with the distance. The impactor was captured after 

rebound to prevent a second impact in each test. A simple illustration of the main 

components of the impact rig is shown in Figure 3.1.2. 

Each specimen was clamped using a two steel plate fixture with a central circular 

opening of 100-mm diameter, giving a testing area of 7854 mm2 as shown in Figures 
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3.1.2 and 3.1.3. The whole fixture was fastened onto the impactor tower base, with a 

solid support. Once the target specimen was located with its centre aligned with the 

impactor, the instrumented impactor was raised to a desired height, corresponding to a 

selected IKE. The impactor was then dropped and the load cell data was recorded, 

providing a force-time history. The entire data acquisition system is shown in Figure 

3.1.4. 

The impactor consisted of three main parts, an impactor nose, a strain-gauged load cell 

and a guide. While the third part was bolted on the second or central part, the first two 

parts were made in one piece as shown in Figure 3.1.5. The steel impactor nose had a 

hemispherical-ended shape of 20-mm diameter. The force measurement took place in 

the second part by means of four strain gauges mounted on a load cell cylinder. The 

Wheatstone bridge was set up and the output signal was later amplified. The third part 

made of aluminium had a set of guides with nylon pads and a narrow middle section for 

additional masses. The guides were intended to keep a precise vertical alignment of the 

central axial line of the impactor profile with the impact action line during free fall. The 

impactor so designed was intended to keep the centre of gravity as close to the nose as 

possible. The impactor was calibrated as shown in Figure 3.1.6, so that the calibration 

constant was 7.79 mV/kN. 

The experimental data corresponding to impact force history was recorded by a 

Micro/ink 4000 data acquisition unit with a sampling rate of 50 JIS. The Microlink 4000 

had 5 different modules, which were controlled by a computer. These modules were the 

Power Unit (PU), the Control Unit (CV), the Time Base Unit (TB), the Comparator 

Unit (CMP) and the Input Channel Unit (AD12). The TB controls the frequency of 

sample acquisition; the CMP controls the triggering (i.e. input signal level at which the 

acquisition is triggered) with an optional setting to manually trigger the data acquisition 

by using the computer's keyboard. The AD12 records the data through a differential 

voltage input port, with the option of connecting a single signal by grounding the free 

input port so that noise can not creep into the signal. There were two additional AD12 

input channels, which were not used. Figure 3.1.4 shows the experimental layout for 

sensors and connections. The Microlink 4000 is controlled with the software Windspeed 

WaveCap. In the sub-menus of the program, variables were set to the following values: 
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Menu <Settings> 
Submenu <Comparator> 

<Range> = 0 to 500 m V 
<Coupling> =DC 
<Trigger level>= 15,0 m V (not necessary) 
Submenu <Time Base> 

<Clock rate>= 50 f.IS. (This will give a testing time of 1.638 s) 
Submenu <AD0703> 

<Range>= -250 to 250 m V 
<Coupling> = DC 

Menu <Trigger> 
Submenu <Options> 

<Arm options> = Arm using mouse or key press 
<Trigger options> = Trigger using mouse or key press 

Menu <Display> 
<Status> = Displayed 
<Summary> = Displayed 

Impact test results 

The IKE and AE of each impact test were calculated from the incident and rebound 

velocities, as shown in Table 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 for 2-mm and 4-mm thick panels 

respectively. 

Table 3.1.1 Previous impact test results with a 1.7-kg impactor for 2-mm thick panels 
[104] 

Description Units Specimen 
210.125m 21 0.25m 21 0.375m 21 0.5m 21 0.625m 21 0.75m 21 1m 21 1.25m 

Thickness mm 2.17 2.20 2.14 2.16 2.14 2.19 2.18 2.18 
Impactor mass kg 1.689 1.689 1.689 1.689 1.689 1.689 1.689 1.689 

Distance sensors mm 50.1 50.1 50.1 50.1 50.1 50.1 50.1 50.1 
Height m 0.13 0.25 0.38 0.50 0.63 0.75 1.00 1.25 

Potential energy J 2.07 4.14 6.21 8.28 10.36 12.43 16.57 20.71 
Primary timer I!S 40883 25591 20062 16966 14967 13629 11750 10501 

Secondary timer I!S 46703.8 29158.4 22564.6 19380.4 18045.8 17452.4 20801.2 19251.5 
Incident velocity m/s 1.43 2.08 2.60 3.04 3.42 3.74 4.32 
Rebound velocity m/s 1.30 1.86 2.33 2.68 2.86 2.96 2.51 

IKE J 1.72 3.67 5.69 7.78 9.88 11.83 15.77 
Rebound energy J 1.43 2.93 4.59 6.07 6.93 7.38 5.32 

AE J 0.29 0.74 1.10 1.72 2.95 4.45 10.45 

Impact force histories of 4-mm thick panels at the IKE of 6.9, 13.7 and 21.1 J are shown 

in Figure 3 .1. 7 and they seem to indicate that all the tests were impacted beyond their 

damage resistance threshold. After the initial threshold force, delamination developed 
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with a clear load drop. The responses differed from the ideal intact panel, which is half 

sine wave [13]. 

Table 3.1.2 Impact test results with a 1.5-kg impactor 
Description Units Specimens 

41 0.5m' 41 l.Om' 41 1.5m' 4Ii.68m 412.52m 210.5m 11' 
Thickness mm 4.07 4.05 4.04 4.25 4.21 1.95 

Impactor mass Kg 1.4895 1.4895 1.4895 1.689 1.689 1.4895 

Distance sensors mm 50.1 50.1 50.1 50.1 50.1 50.1 

Height M 0.50 1.00 1.50 1.68 2.52 0.57 

Potential energy J 7.31 14.61 21.92 27.84 41.75 8.34 

Primary timer !lS 16939 11834 9501 8884 - 15763 

Secondary timer llS 28644.9 17633.7 14054.6 13491.2 - 18619.9 

Incident velocity rn/s 3.04 4.29 5.32 5.68 . 3.26 

Rebound velocity rn/s 1.89 2.93 3.63 3.78 - 2.78 

IKE J 6.89 13.72 21.08 27.27 - 7.89 

Rebound energy J 2.66 6.38 9.83 12.06 - 5.76 

AE J 4.23 7.33 11.24 15.21 - 2.13 

Critical loads 
Initial threshold kN 3.73 3.83 4.07 - 3.88 1.53 

Peak load kN 4.27 7.35 8.57 - 13.41 4.73 
'These panels were tested wtth a redestgned verston of the tmpactor 

The acceleration, velocity and displacement histories of the impacted panels were 

determined after further treatment of the force history data, as shown in Figure 3.1.8 for 

4-mm thick panels impacted at IKE levels of 6.9, 13.7 and 21.1 J. The acceleration 

history was determined by dividing the force history data by the mass of the impactor. 

The velocity and kinetic energy histories (Figure 3.1.8(b-c)) were obtained after an 

integration of the acceleration over the time. The second integration resulted in the 

displacement history of the impactor. It can be seen that the impactor velocity reduced 

from the moment it contacted the laminate, reaching zero value when it was fully 

stopped. At this point the kinetic energy was practically zero. This period of time 

(around 1500 J.IS) corresponds to the conversion of kinetic energy to elastic and 

absorbed (i.e. damage and plastic deformation) energies. From this point onwards the 

conversion back from stored elastic to rebound energy (kinetic energy) took place, with 

some energy permanently absorbed by the panel as damage. 

Figure 3.1.8(d) shows the displacement-history curves, starting with an initial zero 

value corresponding to the position at which the impactor made contact with the 

laminates. The maximum displacement was proportional to the incident velocity. 
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Comparing the incident velocities for the high (5.32 m/s) and low (3.04 m/s) IKE levels, 

the former is 1.75 times higher than the latter. On the other hand the maximum 

displacement is 1.76 times higher (4.95 mm vs. 2.81 mm). This means that the 

maximum displacement is proportional to the square root of the IKE, as seen when 

comparing the square roots of 21.7 J and 6.9 J (the value of the ratio is 1.75). 

The AB-history curves in Figure 3.1.10 were determined from the force and 

displacement data. Firstly, using the data from Figures 3.1.7 and 3.1.8(d) the force

displacement curve was plotted in Figure 3.1.9 for 4-mm thick panels impacted at IKE 

levels of 6.9, 13.7 and 21.1 J. The loading and unloading paths created a hysteresis-area 

loop which provided a measurement of the energy absorbed as damage. Secondly, the 

area was measured and plotted against to time, as shown in Figure 3.1.10. Using the 

final values of the AB-history curves is another way to determine the amount of IKE 

that was absorbed as damage by the panel as shown in [28, 33, 39-41,48,78, 106, 107]. 

The AE values determined in this way were 4.3, 7.4 and 11.2 J for the 4-mm thick 

panels impacted at IKE levels of 6.9, 13.7 and 21.1 J respectively 

3.1.2 Quasi-static transverse load 

Damage induced by transverse quasi-static loading could be similar to impact-induced 

damage if rate sensitivity does not contribute to damage resistance and propagation. 

Quasi-static loading offers the additional advantages due to easy control and data 

gathering. Thus, it is appealing for developing a preliminary understanding of damage 

characteristics due to transverse loading. It also allows the study of the interaction 

between local indentation and global plate deflection and its effect on the onset and 

growth of damage. Additionally, the greater adaptability of indenter noseshapes on the 

universal testing machine facilitates the study of the nose-shape effect on panel 

responses and damage generation. 

Experimental set-up 

Plates of two different thickness, 2-mm and 4-mm, were manufactured following the 

process is described in Chapter 2. Each plate was clamped using the same clamping 
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device as the impact tests, shown in Figure 3.1.3, providing a circular testing area of 

1 00-mm diameter. The strain on the panel surface was monitored using strain gauges 

bonded on the bottom skin at the panel centre and on the top skin 20-mm away from the 

centre, as described in Chapter 2. Transverse load was applied quasi-statically at the 

centre of each clamped specimen at a cross-head speed of 5 mrn!min, with either flat- or 

hemispherical-ended indenter of 20-mm diameter on a Mand universal testing machine. 

Two different types of tests were conducted depending on load levels and the damage 

resistance of the panel. In the first one, load was applied until the panel failed 

transversely after the peak load. In the second type of loading, load was suspended right 

after the onset of delamination at the initial threshold force level. Load, strain and 

crosshead displacement in all the tests were recorded through an Orlon delta 3530 

acquisition system at a sampling rate of 0.5 Hz. A total of eight specimens were tested 

in quasi-static transverse loading, as shown in Table 3.1.3. From the eight plates tested, 

five of them were subsequently prepared for a compressive test, to determine their 

residual strength as described in Chapter 2. One of the remaining plates was used for 

cross sectioning analysis of internal damage and its damage characterisation is shown in 

the second part of this chapter. 

Quasi-static transverse load results 

Table 3.1.3 summarises the main experimental results for quasi-static transverse loading 

tests. It was observed that panel thickness affected the transverse responses before the 

onset of damage, due to different flexural rigidities. The linear flexural response 

governed the initial range for relatively small deflections as shown in Figure 3.1.11 and 

3.1.12(a) for thin and thick panels respectively. From these figures it is observed that at 

the given deflection of 1 mm, the transverse force was about 8 times higher in the thick 

panel than in the thin panel, 0.48 and 3.65 kN respectively. 

Typical quasi-static strain-force curves are presented in Figures 3.1.13 and 3.1.14(a-b) 

for 2-mm and 4-mm thick plates respectively. The strain gauges were located on the top 

side 20-mm away from the centre and on the bottom side at the centre. Some of the 

diagrams also show details with an insert of close-up. 
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Table 3.1.3 Quasi-static loading results in terms of force and displacement 

Specimen a Thickness 6 Indenter Force Indenter displacement at Intended 
Nose Initial threshold Maximum Initial threshold Maximum use c 

mm kN KN mm mm 
2QSIH 1.99 H 1.06 8.24 1.79 6.44 QSI 

2QSIHHW 1.97 H 1.09 1.09 2.04 2.04 c 
4QSIH 4.18 H 3.65 17.21 1.16 7.45 c 

4QSI H 11 4.21 H 3.63 16.48 1.06 6.53 QSI 
4QSIHHW 4.16 H 3.66 3.66 1.08 1.08 c 

4QSIF 4.22 H 10.23 27.92 1.75 6.42 c 
4QSIFHW 4.20 F 10.84 10.84 2.13 2.13 c 

4QSIFHWII 4.22 F 12.66 12.66 2.37 2.37 CS 
'QSI, H, F, HW and 11 stand for quasi-static loading, hemispherical end-nose shape, flat end-nose shape, 

half-way loaded (i.e. partially loaded) and second specimen respectively 
• Panel thickness was later re-measured after panel trimming, for the compressive test 
'QSI, C and CS stand for quasi-static loading, compressive test and cross sectioning respectively 

3.1.3 Determination of contact stiffness 

Transverse loading of a plate involves two main types of deformation. Firstly, there is a 

global bending elastic deformation with both the flexural and membrane contributions. 

Secondly, there is a local indentation due to local contact pressure developed between 

the indenter and the plate. This local indentation a can be significant when compared 

with the deflection of the plate. For a given load P, it is governed by the indentation law 

defined as 

P=k.a" 
' 

(3.1.1) 

in which k; and n are indentation constants, which are material specific. Thus they must 

be experimentally determined. Thirty-two-ply carbon/epoxy samples used [108] were 

the same material as in this project. Figure 3.1.15 shows the specimen under quasi-static 

indentation with the bottom side fully supported. As the support condition did not allow 

flexural deformation, the displacement o of the indenter was equal to the local 

indentation a: Photographs of tested specimens are shown in Figure 3.1.16. A total of 

five tests were carried out with a hemispherical-ended indenter of 20-mrn diameter. The 

average values of these constants are k; of 47.2 GPa.mrn11
" and n of 1.83. 
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3.1.4 Analytical model of laminate quasi-static loading response 

The quasi-static load-displacement response of a clamped circular panel can be divided 

into two stages, separated by the onset of delamination. Models developed in this 

section predict the deflections up to the onset of delamination of circular composite 

panels. Three models are presented, the first one is a simple model based on the small 

deflection analysis that considers a linear relationship between load and deflection and 

is applicable to deflection of plates with the deflection/thickness ratio wrfh of less than 

0.4. This model includes the effect of indenter size on deflection. The second one is a 

more sophisticated model for large deflections of greater than 0.4h, which takes into 

account the effects of membrane stretching. The third model is extended on the basis of 

the second model with the addition of local indentation. 

The quasi-static transverse response has been analytically predicted by many authors 

[109-116] with fairly good results. However, the model developed below includes the 

size effect of indenter, which is a helpful tool for analysis in the subsequent sections of 

this thesis. It provides an opportunity for future improvement by taking into account the 

indenter shape effect on the deflection through a distributed contact pressure. The 

derivation of the expression for deflection also includes the composite material 

considerations. 

Small deflection analysis 

This section summarises the main results of the derivation in Appendix B for the 

deflection of a clamped plate under a uniformly distributed load on a concentric circular 

area, as shown in Figure 3.1.17. Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger [109] devised a 

solution method for similar loading conditions and the edges of the plate simply 

supported. Following their method, the expression for the central deflection w(O) of a 

clamped plate of radius a under a load P uniformly distributed on a concentric circular 

area of radius c was determined as follow, with details given in Appendix B in Eq. 

(B.l.lO), is 
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(3.1.2) 

The flexural stiffness D' for anisotropic laminates is given by [109, 117] 

(3.1.3) 

When c in Eq. (3.1.2) approaches zero, a similar expression for deflection of a plate 

loaded with concentrated force could be introduced as 

Pa 2 

w(O)= 161ZD' (3.1.4) 

With this equation, a Loading Area Factor (LAF) is introduced to take into account the 

effect of an indenter size as 

(3.1.5) 

Table 3.1.4 shows values for various LAFs associated with different size/plate radius 

ratios for centrally concentrated load. From this table it is clear that an increase of the 

area of load distribution results in a lower value of central deflection for a constant load. 

Table 3.1.4 Variation of Loading Area Factor (LAF) with c/a ratio 

Scenario 

Concentrated load 

Fully distributed load 

cla ratio 

0 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
1 
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Loading Area 
Factor, LAF 

1 
0.9695 
0.9056 
0.8241 
0.7333 
0.6392 
0.25 



For comparison purposes, the central deflection of a uniformly loaded plate is obtained 

by setting c =a in Eq. (3.1.2) as [109] 

Pa 2 

w(o)-
64JZD' 

(3.1.6) 

Large deflection analysis 

In cases where deflections are no longer small in comparison with the plate thickness, 

the deflection analysis has to be extended to include the effect of membrane stretching. 

The deflection equation can be defined using the principle of virtual displacements, in 

terms of strain energy due to bending V and strain energy due to membrane stretching 

V1 as [109] 

d(V+v;).,, 2af-" .. d uw0 = 1l quwr. r 
dwo o 

(3.1.7) 

As shown in Appendix B, Eq. (3.1.7) is a third order polynomial expression in the form 

of 

(3.1.8) 

The polynomial coefficients T1, T2 and T3 are analogous to bending and membrane 

stiffness as given by 

(3.1.9a) 

If the effect of transverse shear is considered for the thick plates, then Eq. (3.1.9a) 

becomes 

(3.1.9b) 
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The term T1 of Eq. (3.1.8) can be considered similar to the small deflection analysis in 

Eq. (3.1.2) as 

16.7ZD' T;=-
LAF 

The approximate expression for T2 as derived in Appendix B is 

(3.1.10) 

(3.1.11) 

The term T3 is equal to the square of plate radius a2
, as indicated in Appendix B. 

Therefore, with all the expression for h T2 and T3, Eq. (3.1.8) finally becomes 

167rf'_1_Wo +M~, 1 • {0.217 -0.465(~)2}w; = p 
a LAF a LAF a 

(3.1.12) 

where the bending and membrane stiffness in Eq. (3.1.9a) are given by 

(3.1.13a, b) 

km =Mu 1 {0.217- 0.465(~)
2

} 
a2 LAF 4 a 

Transverse shear effect k, 

Transverse shear effect becomes substantial in thick panels, being on the same order of 

magnitude of deflection due to pure bending. As a consequence, combined bending and 

shear response is needed. Transverse shear effect is introduced by adding the shear 

stiffness to the bending stiffness as expressed in Eq. (3.1.13a). This interpretation 

follows [110] 
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(3.1.14) 

in which 

k = 4:rzG,h ( E, J( 1 J 
' 3 E, -4v,.,G, 4/3+1og(a/c,) 

(3.1.15) 

The value for G., is equivalent to Gt3123 of 5.3±0.3 GPa for the current composite 

system [104]. Poisson's ratio value Vrz is 0.31. The radial flexural modulus E, is 

evaluated using the relationship for the laminate equivalent engineering elastic constant 

in bending mode 

(3.1.16) 

Where du is the first term of the inverse of matrix [D]. The ratio between plate radius 

and indentation radius alc1 is a function of the indenter shape and the applied force. For 

a flat-ended indenter, the indentation radius c1 and the indenter diameter c are the same 

as shown in Figure 3.1.18(a). As a result, Eq. (3.1.15) becomes 

k = 4:rzG,h ( E, J( 1 J 
' 3 E, - 4v ,.,G, 4/3 +log( a/c) 

(3.1.17a) 

On the other hand, for a hemispherical ended indenter, the radius of indentation depends 

on the applied force, laminate and nose material properties. It was estimated as half of 

the laminate thickness, c1 = h/2 as shown in Figure 3.1.18(b). The experimental contact 

stiffness value, obtained in the previous section, is in agreement with this assumption 

within the initial elastic range. Thus Eq. (3.1.15) becomes 
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k=41ZG,h( E, J( 1 J 
' 3 E, -4v,.,G" 4/3+log(2a/h) 

(3.1.17b) 

Indentation effect on deflection analysis 

A force-based analytical model was proposed in [114]. The model combines indentation 

law with both plate flexural and membrane stretching responses. Figure 3.1.19 shows a 

total displacement J of a clamped plate with a hemispherical-ended indenter. The total 

displacement is the sum of the plate deflection and indentation as 

(3.1.18) 

Combining Eqs. (3.1.9b) and (3.1.1) with Eq. (3.1.18) yields 

(3.1.19) 

A solution of this equation in terms of P can only be numerically found for the given 

total or indenter displacement. To this end a Newton-Raphson algorithm was written in 

Matlab® as shown in Appendix C. Inputs of this model are shown in Table 3.1.5. 

Analytical prediction results for central deflection 

Figure 3.1.20 and 3.1.21 show predictions of this model along with experimental 

results. The predictions shown correspond to the small deflection model in Eq. (3.1.2), 

the large deflection model in Eq. (3.1.9b) and the large deflection model with local 

indentation effects in Eq. (3.1.19), which are referred to as model], mode/2 and model 

3, respectively, from now onwards. 

In the case of 2-mm thick panels loaded with a hemispherical indenter in Figure 3.1.20, 

all three models underestimate the experimental displacement for a given load. This 

suggests that the flexural rigidity may have been overestimated. In addition, it also 
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suggests that in reality it is not possible to achieve a 100% clamped boundary condition, 

which is reflected with the larger deflections for a given load. In particular the 

experimental membrane effect is low when compared to the analytical prediction. 

Table 3.1.5 Input values for analytical model prediction 

Property 
Dn 
Dl2 
D22 
D16 
Dz6 
D66 
D' 
An 

Plate radius, a 
Indenter radius, c 

Indenter nose shape 
cl a 

LAF 

Units 
GPa.mm3 

GPa.mm3 

GPa.mm3 

GPa.mm3 

GPa.mm3 

GPa.mm3 

GPa.mm3 

GPa.mm 
mm 
mm 

Bending stiffness, kb GPa.mm 
Membrane stiffness, km Gpa!mm 

Membrane stiffness approx. km Gpa!mm 
Compliance term, dn (GPa.mm3

)"
1 

Plate thickness mm 
Engng. Flexural modulus, E, GPa 

G13123 GPa 
Radial Poisson's ratio, Vrz 

Shear stiffness, ks 
Bending-shear stiffness, kbs 

Contact stiffness, k; 
Exponential constant, n 

GPa.mm 
GPa.mm 
GPa!mm" 

Equation 

3.1.3 

3.1.5 
3.1.13a 
B.1.27a 
3.1.13b 

3.1.16 

3.1.17(a-b) 
3.1.14 
3.1.1 
3.1.1 

16 plies 
44.44 
13.61 
30.50 
-4.48 
-4.48 
15.59 
39.30 
112.44 

50 
10 
H 

0.2 
0.9056 
0.8725 
0.0417 
0.0417 
0.0263 
2.048 
53.12 

5.3 
0.31 
9.94 

0.8021 
47.2 
1.83 

32 plies 
336.96 
101.58 
277.21 
-16.93 
-16.93 
117.38 
314.40 
224.88 
50.00 
10.00 

H F 
0.20 
0.91 
6.98 
0.08 
0.08 
0.00 
4.10 

52.92 
5.30 
0.31 

22.93 35.28 
5.3511 5.8273 

47.20 
1.83 

Figure 3.1.21(a) shows the displacement responses of 4-mm thick panels quasi

statically loaded with a hemispherical indenter. Predictions are much closer to the 

experimental results, probably as a consequence of the increase in bending response 

with respect to the membrane stretching. Among three models in Figure 3.1.21(a), the 

prediction of Model 3 is the closest to the experimental results. The local indentation 

effect seems to be more substantial for thick panels. Figure 3.1.21(b) shows the 

displacement responses of 4-mm thick panels quasi-statically loaded with a flat-ended 

indenter along with predictions. Similarly to the hemispherical case, predictions of 

Model 3 are in good agreement with the experimental results, although predictions of 
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the other two models are also in reasonably good agreement with the experimental 

results. The reason could be that flat-ended indenter may have distributed load better 

than the hemispherical-ended case. Also it seems that the effect of local indentation is 

more substantial than the membrane effect for the initial pre-damage stage. Apparently 

the deflections within this range are not large enough to induce significant membrane 

stretching. However if a post-damage analysis of thick panels is intended, it is necessary 

to include the membrane effects by using a reduced stiffness as proposed in [ 114, 116]. 

3.2 Examination of damage mechanisms 

On a macroscopic scale, the effects of impact loading can be divided into material 

damages and local change of curvature. Material damages include delamination, matrix 

cracking, fibre fracture and ply shear-out as shown in Figure 3.2.1. On the other hand 

local curvature change is related to changes on the surface topology around the 

indentation site. In the present study, damaged and artificially delaminated panels were 

examined using C-scan and micrographs of cross sectioning. 

3.2.1 Cross sectioning results 

Cross-sectioning micrographs intend to provide physical evidence of damage, especially 

through-the-thickness (TTT) distribution of delaminations, which cannot be shown by 

the current C-scanning. Two specimens selected for sectioning were impact-damaged at 

28.7 J with a hemispherical nose and quasi-statically damaged with a flat-ended 

indenter. For the latter the test was stopped beyond the onset of damage. 

The specimens were sectioned diametrically. The samples of about 12-mm deep from 

the cut surface were further sectioned off. The diametric surfaces of the sample intended 

for inspection were pushed to the bottom of a rubber disk mount. Epoxy as prepared in 

Section 2.5.2 was poured into the mount. Once epoxy cured, the disk was fixed to the 

spinning head of a lapping polisher machine for grinding and polishing. The spinning 

head-epoxy disk fixture was then positioned with the disk surface pressed against the 

rotating base. Grinding was divided into two stages. In the first one the rotating base 

was SiC wet-and-dry paper, at a radial velocity of 300 rpm for 2.5 min using water as 
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lubricant agent. A finer grinding followed, the SiC paper was changed to a special 

rotating base (MD-Largo), at 150 rpm for 6 min using 6-J..Uil aluminium oxide spray 

(DP-Spray) as grinding media and special lubricant (DP-Blue). Subsequently the 

sample was polished in two stages. A first polishing was done at 150 rpm for 4 min 

using a rotating base with a satin fabric, DP-Spray 6-J.lm as media and DP-Blue as 

lubricant. Then a finer polishing was done at 150 rpm for 3 min using another satin base 

(to avoid cross contamination), DP-Spray 1-).lm as media and DP-Blue as lubricant. 

Between each stage the disk was thoroughly rinsed and cleaned to avoid media 

contamination. Finally the samples were placed under a camera-mounted microscope to 

inspect the polished surface. 

Three micrographs from impacted specimen are shown in Figure 3.2.2(a), with a 

corresponding schematic drawing of the damage in Figure 3.2.2(b). The main damage 

mechanisms present in the impacted panel of Figure 3.2.2(a) were matrix cracks, 

delamination and fibre breakage in addition to local change of geometry. The location 

of matrix cracks in the panel of Figure 3.2.2(a-b) was mainly under the contact point of 

the impactor, with higher crack concentration close to the top surface. Delaminations 

initiated at the tip of these matrix cracks and propagated in the radial direction. A 

typical shear cone pattern was observed, formed by the combination of matrix cracks 

and TTT delamination. Three large delamination were detected in Figure 3.2.2(a), one 

running close to the top surface, a second one close to the mid-plane and another one 

close to the bottom surface. A small amount of fibre breakage was noticeable only on 

the 90° plies with fibres parallel to the polished surface and was marked with bold lines 

on the drawing of Figure 3.2.2(b). A permanent plastic deformation with an associated 

local change of surface geometry created during the transverse loading was visible in 

Figure 3.2.2(a). Figure 3.2.2(c) show this local change in panel surface geometry for an 

impact energy level of 28.7 J. The dent dimensions were 0.138 mm depth and 2.452 

mm in-plane radius, so that a curvature radius of 21.85 mm could be implied if a 

hemispherical-shaped dent is assumed. Dents were also found in the remaining panels 

with impact damage, but it was not possible to measure them accurately without a 

cross-section. 
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A micrograph of the quasi-statically damaged specimen is shown in Figure 3.2.3. The 

panel was loaded until the damage onset level, around 3.6 kN. The micrograph shows a 

large delamination near the mid-plane, probably caused by the high ILSS. It also shows 

fibre breakage and matrix cracks caused by the contact stress under the edge of the flat 

indenter. The signature left by the indenter on the top ply indicated high contact 

stresses, even at low levels of applied load. 

Based on these micrographs, it was observed that damage induced by transverse loading 

in 4-mm thick panels was governed mainly by ILSS. The governing damage mechanism 

mainly depends on the flexural rigidity of the laminate. On the one hand, damage from 

transverse loading in flexible laminates is governed by a localised shear cone, 

delaminations and fibre breakage [12], as shown in Figure 3.2.4(a). The shear cone 

contains matrix cracks and localised delaminations distributed in the thickness 

direction. On the other hand, damage in stiffer laminates is governed by ILSS and it 

consists of a small shear cone with a massive single delamination near the mid-plane, as 

shown in Figure 3.2.4(b). The cross section photograph of the panel impacted at 28.7 J 

(Figure 3.2.2) shows a major delamination near the mid-plane due to high ILSS 

concentration. However there was widespread TTT delamination as a consequence of 

the high IKE level. The quasi-static loaded panel contained less amount of delamination 

(Figure 3.2.3), but it had a massive delamination near the mid-plane. A photograph in 

Figure 3.2.4(c) seems to further support this observation with a cross-sectional view of 

a impact damaged glass/epoxy laminate [unpublished work from Zhou, G., 2004]. 

Damage was characterised by a small shear cone in the vicinity of the impact together 

with a large de lamination near the mid-plane. 

3.2.2 Process of damage propagation in transversely-loaded panels 

Depending on the energy absorption characteristics during impact, four deformation 

stages were identified in Figure 3.1.10. Firstly, the IKE was absorbed by the panel as 

elastic energy, up to the initial threshold force value that corresponds to the onset of 

damage. The period that took the panel to reach the damage threshold was 700, 500 and 

450 fJS, for IKE levels of 6.9, 13.7 and 21.1 J, respectively. The initial threshold for 
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delamination onset could be identified from the force history plots in Figure 3.1.7. This 

value was on average 3.88 ±0.14 kN, corresponding to 6.14 J. 

Secondly, after the delamination onset, the energy was not only elastically stored in the 

panel deformation but also absorbed as internal damage. From previous studies [10, 41] 

it is known that during this stage a shear cone develops with matrix cracks generated by 

shear or tensile flexural stresses around the indentation area. Matrix cracks are followed 

by interface delaminations, growing from the crack tips. Delaminations usually 

occurred between plies of different orientation, having a peanut shape elongated along 

the fibre direction of the lower ply at that interface. The presence of a shear cone was 

probably initiated by the contact stress distribution in the in-plane and TTT directions 

around the contact point. Figure 3.2.5 shows two schematic predictions of TTT 

distribution of stress in a circular plate during transverse loading, taking the approaches 

of thin and thick plates [118]. The contribution of contact stresses is significant in the 

case of small deflections (Model 1 for thick plates), inducing large compressive and 

shear stress near the top surface. This implies that damage initiates as a shear cone. As 

the plate deflects, the distribution resembles more the prediction from Model 1 for thin 

plates. Finally, for large deflections, it resembles Model 3 of large membrane stresses. 

In the case of thick panels, high ILSS developed could induce a large delamination near 

the mid-plane. The micrograph in Figure 3.2.3 shows such damage. 

Thirdly, a stage before perforation was observed in relatively flexible (thin) panels, with 

a shift of the governing damage mechanism from shear cone to fibre fracture. As fibre 

fracture became more dominant, the proportion of energy absorption increased 

dramatically, as explained later in Figure 3.3.7. Previous studies [30, 39, 119] have 

shown the similar behaviour for panels close to the perforation limit. In these studies the 

relationship between peak load and IKE was dramatically modified at relatively high 

IJ<Es. 

Finally, no further energy was absorbed neither elastically nor as damage after the AE 

had reached its maximum in the AE history. The energy transfer was reversed from the 

panel to the impactor and the impactor gained the stored elastic energy of the panel as 

kinetic rebound energy, RE, until the impactor bounced off. The AE history of the three 
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panels studied did not reach the final asymptotic value, probably due to the inherent 

noise of the load cell signal that added few micro-volts (i.e. kN) at the end of the force

history, as seen in Figure 3.1.7. 

Similar energy absorption characteristics were observed in [41] as shown in Figure 

3.2.6. The figure shows the load and energy histories of a 24-ply quasi-isotropic 

carbon/epoxy rectangular (76.2 by 127 mm) panel impacted at 46 J. Three critical load 

levels were identified, the critical threshold for damage initiation, the onset of fibre 

breakage and the maximum (i.e. peak) transverse load. Figure 3.2.6 also shows the 

breakdown of the energy history in the different mechanisms. Initially the main damage 

mechanisms were matrix cracks and delamination. Fibre breakage was developed at a 

later stage as also suggested by [39], increasing the initial proportion of IKE that was 

absorbed by the panel. The extent of fibre breakage of individual specimens at various 

IKE levels was accurately measured using the thermal deplying technique. 

Strain responses can also be used to confirm the damage development stages mentioned 

above. Typical strain gauge readings are shown in Figure 3.1.13 from a 2-mm thick 

panel transversely loaded with a hemispherical indenter. Figure 3.1.13 indicates a first 

stage up to the onset of delamination at 1.06 kN. Within this stage, the top gauge 

reached its peak in compression at 0.3 kN (-65 Jle) while the bottom gauge linearly 

increased in tension, reaching around 7000 Jle. Taking the approach of Model I, the 

value of top and bottom strains should be equal in magnitude and opposite in sign for 

the same radial location. The difference in the bending strain magnitude between the 

bottom gauge at the centre and the top gauge 20 mm away indicates a highly localised 

bending response within the first load range. For loads higher than 0.3 kN the top gauge 

started decreasing while the bottom gauge continued the linear increase in the tensile 

region. The increase in the tensile component of the top-gauge strains indicated a 

growing predominance of membrane deformations over bending deformations, i.e. the 

panel was entering the range of large deflections. At 1.06 kN the top gauge changed 

from compression to tension and the bottom gauge experienced a significant drop in 

load, corresponding to the onset of delamination. A second stage initiated after the onset 

of damage. The strain readings of the bottom gauge increased with reduced stiffness due 

to the presence of damage. Additionally the compression-to-tension switch of the top 
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gauge indicated an increased contribution of membrane effect to a global response. The 

increase in membrane effect was also evident with the switch in the bottom-gauge strain 

response from linear to a third-order type. The reason for that was the division of the 

original laminate into thinner sublaminates with much lower flexural rigidity. After 5 

kN a third stage was identified from the reduction in slope of the top-gauge response, 

probably due to the initiation of major fibre breakage. 

3.3 Determination of damage size using C-Scanning 

The projected damage areas of all the damaged panels were obtained by C-Scanning. In 

principle, ultrasonic signal emitted by a probe travels transversely through the thickness 

of the material and then is detected, either by a different probe at the rear of the 

specimen (through-transmission) or by the same probe (pulse-echo detection). By a 

proper selection of signal frequency of the probe, the attenuation resulting from the 

presence of damage can be maximized. Since there is a large impedance mismatch 

between air and solid material, the specimen and the transducer are coupled via a liquid 

or a solid medium. Size and defect location are estimated by measuring the signal 

amplitude and/or the time of flight of the ultrasonic signal. Using the same basic 

equipment, results can be displayed in different ways, via A, B or C scans. The A-scan 

gives information about a single point in the material. The B-scan is a linear collection 

of A-scans, therefore it gives a cross-section image of the specimen. The C-scan 

combines many B-scan lines at a selected perpendicular interval and is the most useful 

type of ultrasonic technique. To provide planar size and location of damage, scanned 

delamination areas are presented in Table 3.3.1, for panels containing damage from 

both impact and quasi-static loading. Figure 3.3.1 shows C-scan graphs for 2-mm thick 

impact damaged panels [104]. Figure 3.3.2 shows C-scan graphs of 4-mm thick impact 

damaged panels. Similarly, C-scan graphs of quasi-statically damaged panels are shown 

in Figure 3.3.3. 
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Table 3.3.1 Energy and force parameters of panels transversely loaded either in impact 
or guasi-staticall~ 

Specimen a Thickness 
Indenter 

IKE AE Impact Initial threshold Delamination 
shape d . Peak force force area b uratiOn 

mm J J !:§. kN kN mm2 
2I 0.125. 2.19 H 1.72 0.3 77.00 
2I 0.25. 2.22 H 3.66 0.7 177.00 

2I 0.375. 2.17 H 5.69 1.1 264.50 
2I 0.5 • 2.18 H 7.78 1.7 427.80 

2I 0.625. 2.17 H 9.88 2.9 453.50 
2I 0.75 • 2.22 H 11.83 4.4 523.30 
2I 1.0. 2.20 H 15.77' 10.4 676.00 
2I 0.5 ii 1.96 H 7.89 2.1 3400 4.73 1.53 

2QSIHHW 1.97 H 1.09 1.09 33.00 
2QSIH 1.99 H 8.24 1.06 Perforated 
4I 0.5m 4.09 H 6.9 4.2 2700 4.27 3.73 913.75. 
4I l.Om 4.08 H 13.7 7.3 2750 7.35 3.83 1697.75. 
4I 1.5m 4.08 H 21.1 11.2 2900 8.57 4.07 5468.25. 
4I 1.7m 4.25 H 27.3 15.2 7854.00 

4I 2.52m 4.22 H 41.7 3300 13.41 3.88 7854.00 
4QSIHHW 4.20 H 3.66 3.66 206.50 

4QSIH 4.25 H 17.21 3.63 8302.75 
4QSIFHW 4.22 F 10.84 10.84 4734.25 

4QSIF 4.30 F 27.92 10.23 8582.00 

' Data correspondent to 2-mm thick panels marked with a star(*) sign are taken from [104] 
b C-scanning results from these panels were obtained differently by analysing the echo signal of 

individual locations using a grid (0.5 mm spacing) on the panel due to technical problems 

3.3.1 Panel thickness effect 

Thickness directly affects the flexural rigidity of the transversely loaded panel. Before 

the onset of delamination this was reflected on the panel response as observed from 

Figure 3.3.4. After the onset of delamination, the reduced rigidity also affects the 

damage governing mechanism and the energy absorption characteristics. The force

history of a 2-rnm thick panel impacted at 7.9 J has different characteristics than a 4-

rnm thick panel impacted at 6.89 J, as illustrated in Figure 3.3.4. Firstly, the impact 

duration was longer for 2-mm thick panels. Similar results were reported in [28] for 

panels impacted below the critical IKE for major fibre breakage onset. Secondly, the 

behaviour after the initial threshold force (onset of delamination) was different. The 

force-time trend in 2-mm thick panels resembles more a smooth half sine wave after the 

initial threshold at 1.53 kN. On the contrary, other hand 4-mm thick panels experienced 

a sharper load drop after the initial threshold at 3.73 kN. Finally, the peak force of the 

two panels were relatively close; contrasting with the fact that the thin panel absorbed 

only 2.13 J and the thick panel absorbed 4.23 J. These features arise due to the 
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difference in delamination onset and growth between flexible and stiff panels, as 

discussed in Section 3.2. 

The thickness effect from the damage onset onwards until failure is also significant as 

shown by experimental data in Tables 3.1.2 and 3.1.3. An increase in panel flexural 

rigidity was reflected in an increase in the initial threshold load for the delamination 

onset. Using the same indenter shape and size, the initial threshold loads were on 

average 1.06 and 3.6 kN for 2-mm and 4-mm thick panels, respectively. The associated 

indenter displacements were 1.85 and 1.02 mm, respectively. The failure peak loads of 

thick panels were twice large as the thin panels, 8.24 and 16.84 kN (average values for 

hemispherical indenter) for 2-mm and 4-mm thick panels, respectively, with associated 

indenter displacements of 6.44 and 6.99 mm, respectively. 

On the basis of C-scan results, it was observed that the delamination area increases 

linearly with the IKE, both for 2-mm and 4-mm thick panels. In the case of 2-mm thick 

panels, the proportionality constant was 45.24 mm2/J, without any apparent initial 

energy threshold for damage onset as shown in Figure 3.3.5(a). On the other hand, 4-

mm thick panels had a proportionality constant value of 358.74 mm2/J, up to the energy 

level where delamination area reaches the panel boundaries as shown in Figure 3.3.5(b). 

The initial threshold energy value is defined as the minimum IKE value at which 

damage starts and it corresponds with the damage onset. This value was 6.14 J as 

determined by a linear regression of delamination area versus IKE. However more 

specimens may be required to obtain a precise value for the initial energy threshold 

[13]. 

The propagation of delamination was also affected by panel thickness. On the one hand, 

2-mm thick panels had a circular shape of damage up to 7.78 J (height 0.5m). For 

higher IKE levels, fibre breakage started to develop along with delamination, as can be 

seen in Figure 3.3.1(e-h). From this IKE onwards, the delamination growth shifted from 

a localised concentric area to delamination growing along the split broken fibres in the 

±45° direction. On the other hand, 4-mm thick panels presented much more widespread 

concentric delamination with circular shape as shown in Figure 3.3.2. For these panels, 

a physical limitation was imposed to the delamination growth by the size of the testing 
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area. Therefore panels in Figure 3.3.2(d-e) had similar delamination areas. 

Delamination reached the plate boundaries for panels with IKE equal or higher than 

27.3 J. 

Panel thickness also affected the energy absorption characteristics during impact. Panels 

of 4-mm thick absorbed more IKE as internal damage as shown in Figure 3.3.6 and 

were not able to undergo large deflections without suffering considerable delamination. 

In contrast, the thinner 2-mm panels absorbed only about 21% of IKE within an initial 

linear region. They were able to store comparable higher elastic energy and to undergo 

larger deflections. Figure 3.3.7 summarises the dependence of the IKE-delamination 

area and IKE-AE on the panel thickness and thereby on the governing damage 

mechanism. This figure presents a breakdown of IKE of 2-mm thick panels into energy 

dissipated as delamination, broken fibres and rebound energy, RE. Initially up to 3.57 

J/mm (7.78 J) the proportion of the total IKE absorbed by the panel was 21% for this 

initial linear region. Coincidently the delamination area had also a linear relationship 

with the IKE, suggesting that the main damage mechanism during this initial linear 

stage were internal delamination and matrix cracks in a shear cone arrangement. 

Beyond 3.57 J/mm (7.78 J) the AE-IKE relationship followed an exponential trend. 

Also from this energy level onwards, fibre breakage developed so that the increment in 

AE proportion was probably due to the broken fibres. At the largest IKE tested, the IKE 

was approximately dissipated into 20% delamination, 60% fibre breakage and 20% RE. 

In the case of 4-mm thick panels, the AE-IKE relationship was linear for all the IKE 

levels tested. In average 55% of the IKE was absorbed by the panel. The generated 

damage (AE) was predominantly in the way of matrix cracks and internal delamination, 

with nearly inexistent fibre breakage (see Figure 3.2.4). 

3.3.2 lndenter nose shape effect 

The effect of changing the indenter nose shape on the force-deflection response is 

shown in Figures 3.1.12(a-b) earlier. The force response for loading with flat-ended 

indenters was consistently higher than the hemispherical case. The initial threshold 

force was on average 3 times higher, and the transverse peak force was 1.7 times higher, 

for flat-ended and hemispherical indenters respectively. The relative drop in load after 
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the onset of damage (after the initial threshold force) was higher for flat-ended indenter, 

around 43%, compared with a relative drop of 22% in the hemispherical case as 

extracted from the detail in Figure 3.1.12(a-b). This seems to suggest that the onset of 

damage was more catastrophic in the flat-ended case, inflicting more damage within a 

very short period of time. Additionally, the failure load was significantly higher (62% 

higher) for the flat-ended case (Table 3.3.1), despite having similar damage areas as 

shown in Figures 3.3.3(b and d). 

The apparent more catastrophic onset of damage in flat-ended indenters can be 

explained through its contact stress distribution. Figure 3.3.8 shows the contact pressure 

distributions of both the hemispherical-ended and the flat-ended indenters. In the case 

of hemispherical-ended indenter, the contact pressure distribution is [120] 

q= 
3~~1-(~)

2 

.o~r~c 
2.7re c 

(3.2.1) 

Where q is the shear force distribution, P the applied transverse load, c the indenter 

radius and r the radius coordinate. In the case of flat-ended indenter nose shape, the 

contact pressure distribution is [120] 

,O~r~c (3.2.2) 

From Figures 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 it is clear that in the case of hemispherical-ended, damage 

would tend to initiate right under the axisymmetric line. On the other hand, for a flat

ended indenter, damage would tend to initiate around the indenter on concentric ring 

area, with much higher local stresses (it tends to infinite). 

The effect of indenter shape on the local indentation process was observed in the panel 

strain readings in Figures 3.1.14(a-b). On the one hand, the strain of the panel loaded 

with hemispherical-ended indenter presented a gradual development of local 

indentation. Once the top fibres were affected by the indentation (after 8 kN) the 

increase in tensile strain dropped gradually to zero, as observed in Figure 3.1.14(a). On 
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the other hand, the development of local indentation for flat-ended indenter and the 

correspondent surface fibre breakage was more abrupt. A larger number of fibres were 

affected within a short period. The strain response of a panel loaded with a flat-ended 

indenter is shown in Figure 3.1.14(b). Likewise the hemispherical-ended case, the top 

and bottom gauges picked up a first load drop (around 11 kN) related with the initial 

threshold force for delamination onset. Contrastingly, the bottom gauge showed a 

dramatic strain reversal at 14.75 kN probably due to breakage of top-ply fibres as a 

consequence of the initiation of perforation. 

3.3.3 Loading rate effect 

Figure 3.3.9 shows the delamination area in terms of peak force for 4-mm thick panels 

with damage induced either by impact or quasi-static loading. As expected, the 

relationship between transverse peak force and delamination area was similar for both 

impacted and quasi-statically loaded panels, using a hemispherical-ended indenter. The 

trend is indicated with a dashed line in Figure 3.3.9. The initial threshold forces for 

delamination onset were not affected by the loading rate, as shown in Figure 3.3.10. The 

difference between the two is almost indistinguishable. 

The load-displacement response of impact and quasi-static load tests followed a similar 

pattern as shown in Figure 3.3.11. The quasi-static response curve acted as an upper 

boundary to the impact response, exhibiting similar slope and threshold for 

delamination onset. There was a small initial offset between impact and the quasi-static 

responses which was not expected. In the case of impact, this offset corresponded to an 

initial displacement of 0.5 mm. Findings in [20] suggested that the dynamic effects 

might slightly affect the panel response. However, it is more likely that the offset is the 

result of the presence of noise in the impact data. After approximately 0.5 mm (i.e. 100 

fJS), the load of all the impact tests started to increase with a similar slope than the 

quasi-static loading response. 
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3.4 Concluding remarks 

The impact response of all the panels tested showed some degree of damage generation, 

since the maximum force was higher than the initial threshold force. The amount of 

damage generated can be related with the proportion in which the force threshold has 

been exceeded, as shown in Figure 3.3.12. Quasi-static loaded panels also showed an 

initial threshold force; beyond this force level the bending stiffness was significantly 

reduced. The value of the threshold depended on panel thickness and on the indenter

nose shape. Damage propagation was more catastrophic for flat-ended than for 

hemispherical-ended indenters. The main types of damage identified after C-scan and 

cross section were dependent on the internal stress distribution resulting from the 

applied contact pressure at the indenter/laminate area. These main damage mechanisms 

were internal delamination, matrix cracks, fibre breakage and local change of geometry. 

The relationship between AE and delamination area is linear up to the level of fibre 

breakage onset. Then the fibre breakage process absorbs a significant amount of the 

IKE, having an exponential increasing trend with the IKE. However the energy 

necessary for delamination area generation increases linearly with the IKE, 

irrespectively of the existence of fibre breakage. 

Panel thickness determined the flexural rigidity of the panel that in turn dictated the 

governing damage mechanism (either membrane or ILSS governed), the size of 

delamination, the energy absorption characteristics and the damage generation 

sequence. Panel thickness also determined the significance of local indentation process 

on the overall panel deformation. The damage generation was not strain-rate dependent. 

Quasi-static loading and impact loading showed similar features in the force

displacement response of the panel such as slope and initial threshold force for 

delamination onset. 
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Figure 3.1.1 Photograph of the drop-weight impact rig 
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Figure 3.1.2 Drop-weight impact test rig set-up 
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Figure 3.1.3 Specimen clamping arrangement for impact and quasi-static tests 
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Figure 3 .1.4 Impact test connection layout 
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Figure 3.1.5 Impactor end-nose section and strain gauged load cell section dimensions, 
after modification 
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Figure 3.1.8 (a) Acceleration, (b) velocity, (c) impactor kinetic energy and (d) 
displacement history curves of 4-mm thick panels impacted at 6.9 J (41 O.Sm), 13.7 J (41 

l.Om) and 21.1 J (41 l.Sm) 
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Figure 3.1.10 Absorbed energy (AE) and force histories of 4-mm thick panels impacted 
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Figure 3.1.11 Force-displacement curve for 2-mm thick panels quasi-statically loaded 
with a hemispherical-ended indenter 
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Figure 3.1.12 Force-displacement curve for 4-mm thick panels quasi-statically loaded 
with a (a) hemispherical-ended and (b) flat-ended indenter 
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Figure 3.1.14 Force-strain response curves from 4-mm thick panels quasi-statically 
loaded with a (a) hemispherical-ended and (b) flat-ended indenter 
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Figure 3.1.15 Quasi-static indentation test for contact stiffness determination 
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Figure 3.1.16 Photographs of quasi-static indentation test specimens 

Figure 3.1.17 Circular plate uniformly loaded over a concentric area 

(a) 

Figure 3.1.18 Indentation radius for (a) flat and (b) hemispherical indenter 
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Figure 3.1.20 Force-displacement predictions for central deflection of a 2-mm thick, 
100-mm diameter panel loaded with a hemispherical indenter using small deflection, 
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Figure 3.2.1 Three basic damage modes of composite laminates: 
A, matrix cracking; B, delarnination; C, fibre breakage 

(Taken from [10]) 
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Figure 3.2.2 Microscopic analysis of a 4-mm thick panel impacted at 28J 
(a) micrograph, (b) sketch indicating delaminations and (c) dimensions of local 

curvature change 
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Figure 3.2.3 Micrograph cross section from 4-mm thick panel quasi-statically loaded 
halfway with flat-ended indenter, (a) micrograph and (b) sketch for analysis 
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Figure 3.2.4 Damage development in (a) flexible target, (b) rigid target and (c) 
photograph of damage in rigid target (unpublished work from Zhou, G., 2004) 
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Figure 3.2.5 Shear and normal stress distribution for classical plate theory 
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Figure 3.3.1 C-scan graphs for 2-mm thick panels with impact-induced damage for (a) 
1.7 J, (b) 3.7 J, (c) 5.7 J, (d) 7.8 J, (e) 9.9 J, (f) 11.8 J, (g) 15.8 J and (h) 19.6 J IKE 

levels [ 104] 
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Figure 3.3.2 C-scan graphs for 4-mm thick panels with impact-induced damage for 
(a) 6.9 J, (b) 13.7 J, (c) 21.1 J, (d) 27.3 and (e) 41.7 J IKE levels 
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Figure 3.3.3 C-scan graphs for 4-mm thick panels with quasi-static loading induced 
damage for (a) hemispherical-ended partially loaded, (b) hemispherical-ended fully 

loaded, (c) flat-ended partially loaded and (d) flat-ended fully loaded 
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Figure 3.3.5 Delamination area variation with IKE for (a) 2-mm thick panels and (b) 4-
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Figure 3.3.8 Effect of indenter nose shape on stress distribution (a) hemispherical 
ended and (b) flat ended indenter 
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peak force for 4-mm thick panels 
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4 In-plane compressive behaviour of intact and preconditioned panels 

The aim of this chapter is to study the effect of a given damage state on the residual 

compressive behaviour. The methodology chosen was to divide the effects of impact 

loading into two aspects, the first one was concerning material damage and the other 

one was local change in geometry. To simulate the effect of material damage on the 

compressive behaviour, a set of preconditioned panels were prepared with artificial 

embedded delarninations of different sizes, shapes, numbers and through-the-thickness 

(TTT) distributions. Also panels with open holes were prepared to represent the 

ultimate material failure. To simulate the local change of geometry, a set of panels was 

prepared for testing with a local hemispherical dome at the centre, emphasizing the 

study of the main geometrical parameters, dome depth and curvature. Finally, results 

from panels with the mentioned preconditions were compared with either impact or 

· quasi-static loaded panels. 

4.1 Experimental procedures 

In a compression test, each panel was placed in a purpose-built support jig, as illustrated 

in Figure 4.1.1. The jig consists of two pairs of cylindrical-edged support plates that are 

intended to prevent global buckling of the panel at the initial stage of loading. The 

supports were positioned squarely to the panel surfaces 10 mm away from epoxy pots 

and were only finger-tightened through adjustable bolts. They represented simple 

support condition on the unloaded edges, which were free to move in the width 

direction during loading. A quasi-static load was then applied to the panel at the 

machined ends via a Denison universal testing machine. Although the loaded ends were 

not physically clamped, the contact end areas increased by the epoxy pots prevented 

hinge-like rotation at the initial stage of the loading. Thus the loaded ends were 

effectively close to clamped condition but without clamping surface pressure. 

Nevertheless, substantial end rotation never took place in any tests, otherwise epoxy 

pots with limited bonding strength to the panel surfaces could easily break off. Load, 

strain and cross-head displacement in all the tests were recorded through a data 

acquisition system at a sampling rate of 0.5 Hz. 
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4.2 Fundamental characteristics of panel in-plane compression 

The panel compressive strain behaviour is established schematically in Figures 4.2.1, on 

the basis of central mid-section and far-field strain responses. In the figure, mean and 

bending strains are defined as 

2 (4.2.1a,b) 

There are four critical loads, namely local buckling (mode-l), local-to-global buckling 

(mode-l), global buckling (mode I to II) and failure. Correspondingly, there are four 

deformation stages, namely in-plane compression (or prebuckling), local buckling 

(mode-l), global buckling (mode-l) and postbuckling (mode-II). Figure 4.2.l(a) shows 

the prebuckling stage characterised for a generalised linear load-strain relationship and 

exclusive in-plane deformation. As there is no out-of-plane deformation, the bending 

strain is zero for both mid-plane and far-field strains. The second deformation stage is 

characterised by local buckling (mode-l), occurring when the mid-section region starts 

to buckle locally, while the far-field strains indicating no bending. However, some 

bending exists only at the mid-section location as illustrated by Figure 4.2.1(b). The 

third deformation stage starts with the local-to-global buckling transition (mode-l), with 

the panel in a half-sine-wave shape. The presence of bending strain is reflected in both 

mid-section and far-field gauge readings, as shown in Figure 4.2.1(c). The maximum 

curvature and bending strain occur at the mid-section, with far-field bending strain 

comparatively lower. Since the panel is deforming not only in-plane but also in 

bending, the overall panel stiffness is lower than during prebuckling. Therefore the far

field mean strain shows the 'knee' effect. 

The critical global buckling (mode I to II) load marks the division between the global 

buckling (mode-l) and postbuckling (mode-II) stages, as shown in Figure 4.2.1(d). The 

panel shape changes from a single half-wave to two half-waves, with two maximum 

curvature locations at the top and bottom far-field location and an inflection point at the 

mid-section. Curvature at the mid-section location goes gradually back to zero, reaching 
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an unstable equilibrium, as a consequence the bending strain reverses and approaches a 

zero value. In contrast, the bending strain at the quarter-section location increases 

showing a strain reversal. Mean strain at the mid-section location starts to increase 

towards the tensile side as a consequence of the stretching effect at the inflection point. 

The far-field deformation is mainly out-of-plane, since the curvature takes a maximum 

value at this position. Therefore the mean strain value remains relatively constant, with 

an increase of the bending strain only, as shown in Figure 4.2.1(d). 

Two-mm thick intact panels were prepared and tested in [104]. Since these panels are 

more prone to buckle than 4-mm thick ones, their examination for response 

characteristics serves as a precursor of the thicker panels. Figure 4.2.2(a) shows the 

load-strain response curves of both far-field and central strain gauges from an intact 

panel (Control B) [104]. On the basis of the central SGs, the four panel deformation 

stages can clearly be identified as described in the paragraph above. At the prebuckling 

stage, compressive load was relatively small and the panel was shortened stably with no 

lateral deflection shown in Figure 4.2.2(b-c). As the axial compressive stress 

distribution across the width was uniform, thus the panel responded linearly. The 

critical local buckling (mode-l) load was reached at about 10 kN when the central SGs 

started exhibiting the strain divergence in Figure 4.2.2(a) or bending strain as shown in 

Figure 4.2.2(c), whereas the far-field SGs did not. Beyond this load, local buckling 

steadily developed into global buckling at about 16 kN with the strain divergence or 

bending strains reaching the far-field SGs. Both the occurrence of local buckling and 

this local-to-global buckling transition are stable with one longitudinal half-wave. As 

loading increased, the strain reversals occurred gradually in both the loading and the 

width directions. The compressive response became significantly non-linear. At about 

34 kN, the second strain reversals occurred and then the buckled panel switched to 

(mode-H) postbuckling with two longitudinal half-waves as indicated schematically in 

Figure 4.2.10(b-c). This global mode !-to-mode II transition seemed unstable and the 

crescent of one longitudinal half-wave became a nodal line of two half-waves. Strain 

measurements from other intact panels with additional SGs indicated that the two 

longitudinal half-waves were slightly unequal. The final catastrophic failure at 52 kN is 

about 50% greater than the global buckling (mode I to II) load. The failure location of 

this panel, as photographs in Figure 4.2.3 show, is close to its mid-section where shear 
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forces at this postbuckling stage would be highest whereas bending moment could be 

close to zero. On viewing the sides of the panel, the fracture plane through the panel 

thickness is rugged with extensive delaminations and fibres fracture and in particular is 

noticeably oblique to its mid-section. It is interesting to observe that there seems no 

correlation between strain divergence, strain reversal and global buckling load. Two 

other intact panels showed very similar behaviour with nearly the identical failure load 

as seen in Table 4.2.1. This typical four-stage compressive behaviour therefore has 

provided the basis of subsequent interpretation of strain response characteristics in the 

preconditioned panels. 

Table 4.2.1 Compression test results of 2-mrn and 4-mm thick composite intact 
anels 

Specimen Thickness Length Failure Failure axial Failure comp. Failure 
identity load strain Strength location a 

mm mm kN %/I:!E MP a 
Control A 2.08 148.03 52.16 1.046% 256.6 MS 
Control B 2.09 148.56 52.34 1.126% 256.4 MS-FE 
ControlC 2.06 149.69 52.13 1.100% 257.3 MS 
Control 0 4.07 146.76 135.70 5,720.5 J.!E 333.9 FE 
Control! 4.10 149.46 147.21 4,786.2 J.!E 361.9 LE 
Control2 4.44 149.13 169.23 382.4 FE 

Control3 b 3.89 148.90 125.80 322.6 FE 
a MS, FE and LE denote the mid-section, far end and loading end positions 

along a panel, respectively. 
b Data for this test between 114 kN and 125.80kN were lost 

4.2.1 4-mm thick intact panels 

The majority of 4-mrn intact panels failed prematurely with crushing at one loaded end, 

although failure of the intact panels occurred consistently at the average compressive 

stress of 359±24 MPa or 151±17 kN and coefficients of variation of 6.7% and 11.25%, 

for compressive strength and failure load respectively. Figures 4.2.4(a-b) show the 

individual strain response curves of intact panel Control 0, on which all the strain 

gauges were bonded on the symmetric axis in the loading direction. Although there is a 

little non-linear behaviour at both loaded ends right at the beginning of the loading (pair 

C), which may be associated with poor initial contact, major part of the panel behaviour 

is linear right up to ultimate end-crushing failure at the bottom end (closest to pair A). 

The final failure with the failed specimen shown in a photograph in Figure 4.2.5 may 
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have initiated way back at the load of about 52 kN as indicated in Figure 4.2.4(a). This 

is primarily because the end crushing was very much localised so that the other two 

pairs of strain gauges far away from the bottom end could not pick it up. Figures 4.2.6 

shows the longitudinal strain-load graphs for the intact panel Control 3. This panel 

failed in end crushing, similar to Control 0. It had a localised failure picked up only by 

the gauge located at the far-field bottom end (location A). The final failure may have 

initiated at 80 kN near the bottom end similarly to the one shown in Figure 4.2.5. The 

final failure of the panel happened prematurely at 125.8 kN. 

Based on the failure location (Table 4.3.1), it can be concluded that the load range for 

all the 4-mm intact panels was within the prebuckling stage without signs of buckling. 

Consequently, failure mechanisms did not seem to link to shear stress unlike the 2-mm 

thick panels. The occurrence of failure near the loading/far edge may be attributed to 

some localised phenomenon such as poor contact or uneven ply loading. For panels 

with their failure load below the global buckling (mode-l) load, sign of any local 

buckling is very limited. 

To confirm the established deformation characteristics in the width and thickness 

directions, a further examination of the results is necessary as the example from intact 

panel Control 3 shows. Figure 4.2.7(a) shows the bending strains in the width direction, 

for three different locations along the transverse mid-section. As the bending strain 

from gauge E suggests, in-plane compressive behaviour was fully achieved only near 

the centre of the panel. When moving towards the free edges, the panel buckled slightly 

with opposite curvature. It seems that during in-plane loading, some geometric 

imperfections and localised effects could have generated a coupling between stretching 

and twisting. The magnitude of this coupling was low compared with the global in

plane action. As a result of the twisting in the transverse direction, the free edges 

deformed with a consequent interlaminar TTT elongation at the edge, as seen in Figure 

4.2.7(b). This may have affected the Poisson's ratio when derived from the 

displacement readings, as shown in Figure 4.2.8. Both longitudinal and horizontal 

transverse deformations were measured using a pair of LVDT's. However the reading 

from the transverse L VDT was measuring not only the transverse stretching due to the 

Poisson' s effect, but also the ILS deformation at the edge as illustrated by Figure 4.2.9. 
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In Figure 4.2.8 it was observed that the Poisson's ratio at the centre of the panel was 

unaffected by the transverse twisting. It can be seen that around 35 kN both readings 

coincided, but then Poisson's ratio derived from the displacement increased around 40% 

with respect to the centre of the panel, presumably due to the shear deformation at the 

edge. 

4.2.2 Prediction of intact panel behaviour 

This section shows an attempt to develop an analytical model for predicting the intact 

panel behaviour in compression up to the critical global buckling (mode-l) load. During 

the initial loading stage of prebuckling, the load-strain relationship is dictated by the 

classical laminate theory (CLT). The laminate extensional and flexural stiffness are 

calculated in Appendix D and are summarised in Table 4.2.2. 

Table4.2.2 MaterialJ:!rOJ:!erties 
Description Material 16 plies 32 plies Units 

ro erties 
Ply thickness 0.128 0.128 mm 
UD Stiffness En 127.00 127.00 GP a 

UD Poisson's ratio Vn 0.31 0.31 
Extensional stiffness matrix An 112.44 224.88 GPa-mm 
Extensional stiffness matrix An 33.71 67.42 GPa-mm 
Extensional stiffness matrix Azz 112.44 224.88 GPa-mm 

Bending stiffness matrix Dn 44.44 336.96 GPa.mm3 

Bending stiffness matrix Dn 13.61 101.58 GPa.mm3 

Bending stiffness matrix Dzz 30.50 277.21 GPa.mm3 

Bending stiffness matrix D66 15.59 117.38 GPa.mm3 

Panel length a 150 150 mm 
Panel width b 100 100 mm 

Panel thickness h 2.048 4.096 mm 

Prebuckling behaviour 

For the prebuckling analysis of a plate, the loading ends are under uniformly distributed 

load as shown in Figure 4.2.10(a). The panel coordinate system is shown in Figure 

2.2.1. As there is no bending curvature, the load-strain relationship can be described by 
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(4.2.1) 

The distributed force in the width x-direction is zero as 

(4.2.2) 

From Eq.(4.2.2), the ratio between transverse and longitudinal mean strain (i.e. 

Poisson's ratio for the laminate) is observed to have a constant value 

(4.2.3) 

For loading in they-direction one can obtain from Eq. (4.2.1), 

(4.2.4) 

Substituting Eq. (4.2.3) into Eq. (4.2.4) yields a linear relationship between applied load 

and mean strain for both transverse and longitudinal directions 

(4.2.5a) 

P=beo(.<l _AtiJ=beo(A _A,;J 
Y ''"22 A Y " A 

11 11 

(4.2.5b) 

The predictions of mean strains from Eq. (4.2.5a-b) are plotted alongside experimental 

mean strain results in Figures 4.2.11 and 4.2.12 for 2-mm and 4-mm thick panels 

respectively. It is clear that CLT predicts accurately the panel behaviour during the first 

linear loading stage. 
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In-plane compressive failure prediction 

The in-plane compressive failure load is predicted by using the maximum (principal) 

stress and the Tsai-Hill criteria. The results of such predictions are meaningful only if 

they fail in the prebuckling stage of loading. To apply these criterions it is necessary to 

obtain the lamina stresses on the respective principal coordinates for each ply by using 

theCLT as 

!;:) = [ :~::: 
T12 -sin8cos8 

sin 2 8 

cos 2 8 

sin8cos8 

(4.2.6) 

(4.2.7) 

2sin8cos8ll(]"x) 
-2sin8cos8 aY 
cos 2 8 -sin 2 8 Txy 

(4.2.8) 

The respective values for these matrices are shown in Appendix D. Figures 4.2.13(a-c) 

show the normal and shear principal stresses for 16 and 32-ply panels of 100 mm width. 

These results were calculated using a Matlab® script shown in Appendix C. The 

maximum (principal) strengths are marked on Figures 4.2.13(a-c) using a dotted line. 

The intersection between the dotted line and the load-strain curves determines the 

maximum (principal) stress criterion failure value. Failure for ±45° plies is under shear 

stress and for 90° plies is under normal stress at 187 and 167 kN, respectively, for the 

32-ply panel and at 93.5 and 83.5 kN, respectively, for the 16-ply panel. Using Tsai-Hill 

criterion as in Eq. (4.2.9a) 
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(4.2.9a) 

with the normal and shear strengths data from [104] yields 

(4.2.9b) 

The variation of the Tsai-Hill factor is shown in Figure 4.2.14 in terms of the applied 

load. The failure loads predicted for ±45° and 90° plies are 168 and 166 kN, 

respectively, for the 32-ply panel and at 84 and 83 kN, respectively, for the 16-ply 

panel. 

Global buckling (mode-l) load prediction 

The stage of global buckling (mode-l) starts from the local-to-global buckling (mode-l) 

transition. Figure 4.2.1(c) represents the respective strain-load behaviour and panel 

deformation at this stage and Figure 4.2.10(b) illustrates the panel deformation. The 

onset of global buckling (mode-l) can be predicted using V on Karman large deflection 

expression as the governing equation, with geometric (or forced) boundary conditions 

given by the simply-supported plate case, with w = 0 at x = O,a and w = 0 at y = O,b. 

The global buckling (mode-l) of a rectangular quasi-isotropic plate, loaded in 

compression with a distributed load Ny and out-of-plane deflections w, is given by 

(4.2.11) 

The expression in Eq. (4.2.11) can be reformulated on the basis of the special

orthotropic plate solution with D16 and D26 being zero 

(4.2.12) 
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Governing equation (4.2.12) corresponds to a special orthotropic laminate, despite the 

real laminate being quasi-isotropic. This is a mathematic simplification that allows the 

use of double sine series (DSS) as a solution for the deflection w. Nevertheless, there is 

an error involved in using DSS for a quasi-isotropic laminate because the boundary 

conditions are not entirely fulfilled, however the magnitude of the error is negligible for 

quasi-isotropic laminates [121]. The DSS expression for w is 

(4.2.13) 

Substituting Eq. (4.2.13) into Eq. (4.2.12) the critical buckling load is obtained 

Based on Table 4.2.2, the global buckling (mode-l) load is calculated for 2-mm and 4-

mm thick panels, with m= 1 and n = 1, using Eq. (4.2.14). The results are 20.05 kN and 

153.38 kN for 2-mm and 4-mm thick panels respectively. The global buckling (mode-l) 

loads are marked on Figures 4.2.11 and 4.2.12 for 2-mm and 4-mm thick panels 

respectively. The predicted values agree well with the experimental results, although the 

local buckling (at 10 kN for 2-mm thick panels) was not accounted for. For 2-mm thick 

panels the initial prebuckling stage covers a loading range around 20% of the failure 

load, thus further analysis is necessary to predict the panel behaviour over the full load 

range. However, 4-mm thick panels did not undergo buckling, thus they could have 

failed as in the prebuckling stage. The experimental failure load of 151±17 kN was 

relatively close to the predicted buckling load value of 153.38 kN. It seems that the 

current CLT analysis might be able to predict the compressive behaviour of 4-mm thick 

intact panels. 

4.3 Panels with embedded artificial delamination 

The most critical type of damage resulting from impact is in the form of delamination 

accompanied by matrix cracks. In particular the projected area of delamination has a 
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Table 4.3.1 Compression test results of 2-mm thick composite panels containing 
artificial delamination(s) [104] 

Specimen Defect Defect Thickness Length Failure Failure Failure comp. Failure 
identity' size area load axial strain strength location • 

mm mm2 mm mm kN % MP a 
EH10 10 26.2 2.09 148.95 52.80 1.100 256.6 MS 
EH20 20 104.7 2.07 148.71 51.20 0.999 251.9 MS-FE 
EH40 40 418.9 2.10 148.78 44.10 0.814 212.5 MS 
EH60 60 942.5 2.08 149.37 38.20 0.685 185.5 MS 

EH40x3S' 40 418.9 1.91 149.47 30.93 0.783 161.3 MS 
EV10 10 26.2 1.94 148.12 44.70 1.072 231.1 LE-MS 
EV20 20 104.7 1.96 148.18 46.30 1.072 240.8 LE-MS 
EV40 40 418.9 1.96 148.19 46.10 1.008 235.8 MS 
EV60 60 942.5 1.94 148.22 34.40 1.085 179.6 MS 
CR10 10 78.5 1.98 149.30 42.74 1.061 219.0 MS 
CR20 20 314.2 1.97 149.29 48.20 1.143 247.8 MS 
CR40 40 1256.6 1.98 148.91 35.38 0.938 181.3 MS 
CR60 60 2827.4 1.99 148.87 33.35 0.820 169.6 MS 

CR20x3S' 20 314.2 1.87 149.54 30.90 0.754 165.6 MS 
' E and C denote elliptical and circular shapes, respectively. Hand V denote horizontal and 

vertical orientation of the ellipse, respectively. 
• MS, LE and FE denote mid-section, loading-end and far-end positions along a panel, respectively. 
' These panels were tested in this project. Other specimens were tested in [104]. 

Table 4.3.2 Compression test results of 4-mm thick composite panels containing 
artificial delaminations 

Specimen Defect Defect Defect Location ' Thickness Length Failure Failure far Failure Failure 
Identity •·• size number area load field mean comp. location c 

strain strength 

mm mm2 Mm mm KN !!§ MP a 
4EHIO 10 I 26.2 MP 4.13 149.06 147.46 6,541.0 357.3 LE 
4EH20 20 I 104.7 MP 4.11 148.93 143.76 5,924.5 350.9 FE 
4EH40 40 I 418.9 MP 4.15 149.23 146.52 4,266.0 354.5 FE 
4EH60 60 I 942.5 MP 4.13 148.97 150.58 4,354.0 361.1 FE 

C20MSI 20 I 314.2 MP 3.82 145.17 150.37 7,836.0 417.5 LE 
C20MS2 20 I 314.2 MP 3.94 149.72 168.24 7,775.0 429.3 FE 
C40MS 40 I 1256.6 MP 4.11 147.56 151.00 6,663.5 372.3 FE 
C60MS 60 I 2827.4 MP 4.11 147.58 132.37 5,345.5 324.3 LE-MS 
C20QS 20 I 314.2 QL 4.14 147.63 170.21 7,436.5 414.6 FE 
C40QS 40 I 1256.6 QL 4.21 149.14 132.33 5,744.0 316.7 LE 
C60QS 60 3 2827.4 QL 4.17 147.43 128.92 4,831.0 310.5 LE 
C20x3S 20 3 314.2 Sym 3.93 148.97 114.00 294.16 LE 

C20x3Sii 20 3 314.2 Sym 3.96 149.72 113.96 4,853.0 286.8 LE 
C40x3S 40 3 1256.6 Sym 3.93 148.75 99.72 3,083.0 251.9 MS 
C60x3S 60 3 2827.4 Sym 3.93 148.58 86.34 1,338.5 219.2 MS 

C20x3AS 20 3 314.2 Asym 3.84 148.20 113.87 3,669.5 295.6 LE 
C40x3AS 40 3 1256.6 Asym 3.92 148.86 106.61 3,159.5 272.2 MS 
C60x3AS 60 3 2827.4 Asym 3.83 147.66 92.86 2,547.5 242.2 MS 

' E and C denote elliptical and circular shapes, respectively. H and V denote horizontal and vertical 
orientation of the ellipse, respectively. 
• MS and QS in the first column denote the mid-plane and a quarter TTT location of a panel, 
respectively. 
' MS, LE and FE in the last column denote mid-section, loading-end and far-end positions along a panel, 
respectively. 
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direct relationship with the compressive strength reduction, as discussed earlier. Internal 

delarninations may appear in different shapes, orientations and TIT locations. The 

effect of each of these parameters can be studied with preconditioned panels that 

simulate certain delamination configuration. Tables 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 show panel 

characteristics and compressive test results for panels with artificially-embedded 

delamination. 

4.3.1 2-mm thick panels with artificially-embedded delamination 

The presence of a single delamination with a substantial size creates two sublaminates 

and during loading could induce strain concentration in the delaminated or locally 

weakened area. Moreover, two asymmetric sublaminates, albeit balanced, could induce 

extension-bending and bending-twisting coupling. A combination of the two should 

therefore contribute to variations of the characteristic compressive behaviour and 

thereby reduction of RCS. Nevertheless, if the delamination is not large enough to 

induce strain concentration and weaken the local area, the characteristics of the panel 

behaviour may not be affected. One such case from panel EH20 with a 20-mrn (major 

axis) horizontal elliptical delamination is shown in Figures 4.3.1(a-d). Consequently, 

the four deformation stages could still be clearly identified in the strain response curves 

in both longitudinal and transverse directions in Figures 4.3.1(a-b). The local buckling 

(mode-l) load of about 11 kN is almost the same as that of intact panel B. Moreover, the 

global buckling (mode I to II) load of 32 kN and the failure load of 51 kN are again 

similar to respective values of the intact. The bending strain responses in Figure 4.3.1 (d) 

clear! y confirm that the panel developed into local buckling from the load of 11 kN up 

to 32 kN as there was little bending from the far-field SGs during this loading period. 

Immediately after the global buckling (mode I to 11) load, both longitudinal and 

transverse mean strains from the mid-section in Figure 4.3.1(c) started decreasing 

linearly to accommodate the mode shift. With these trends, both central and side 

transverse SGs show more or less the same level of tensile strains. This seems to 

suggest that induced interlaminar shear (ILS) stress gradients may not be high enough 

to trigger delamination propagation. Instead, as the central longitudinal bending strain 

reversed to the convex side whereas the far-field bending strain (the lower left part) 
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swung to the concave side, panel twisting in the postbuckling (mode-H) stage was 

evident. This understanding is consistent with the actual fracture plane shown by the 

back side of the panel in a photograph in Figure 4.3.2. Clearly, buckling should not be 

synonymous with delamination propagation as also found out in [77, 83, 89, 122]. 

When the size of delamination increased to 60 mm for horizontal delamination (EH60) 

and 40 mm for circular delamination (CR40), the characteristics of the panel behaviour 

changed substantially as shown in Figures 4.3.3(a-c) and 4.3.4(a-c). For panel EH60, 

both the global buckling (mode I to H) load of 27 kN and the failure load of 38 kN in 

Figure 4.3.3 were reduced by 18% and 27%, respectively, whereas the local buckling 

(mode-l) load of 10 kN remained unaffected, compared with the intact panel values. 

The second respective strain reversals are much less obvious than that of the other cases 

and they seem to be much closer to the strain divergence. Especially, the transverse 

bending strains C and E in Figures 4.3.3(b-c) indicate the development of two half

waves across the panel width. This suggests that the unstable transition of global 

buckling (mode-l) to postbuckling (mode-H) triggered the catastrophic failure of this 

panel. This observation can be reinforced by results of panel CR40 in Figure 4.3.4. 

From there, the much more abrupt first strain reversals at about 21 kN correlate well 

with the strain divergence thereby indicating an unstable transition of local to global 

buckling (mode-l). This dramatic transition confirms that the present delamination was 

large enough to have weakened local resistance to the compressive loading. The 

ultimate failure at 36 kN occurred shortly after the second respective strain reversals or 

global buckling-to-postbuckling (mode I to H) transition at 30 kN. This time, the 

dramatic divergence of the transverse mean strains C and E in Figure 4.3.4(c) provided 

a strong indication of delamination propagation. Photographs of the failed panel are 

shown in Figure 4.3.5. Strain responses of panel CR60 are very similar to that of this 

panel. These characteristics confirm that sufficiently large delaminations with induced 

strain concentration could indeed precipitate the premature ultimate failure. 

Characteristics of strain responses from two panels (EH40x3S and CR20x3S) with three 

delaminations are similar to that of those two panels. 
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4.3.2 4·mm thick panels with artificially-embedded single delamination 

Similar to the 4-mm thick intact panel (see Figure 4.2.5), all the preconditioned panels 

containing a single horizontal elliptical delamination at the mid-plane also failed 

prematurely in crushing near one loaded end. The strain response curves of one such 

panel (4EH40) are shown in Figures 4.3.6(a-b). The 'stiffening' non-linearity from 56 

kN in Figure 4.3.6(a) was picked up only by far-field strain gauges and thereby may 

have been attributed to the initiation of end crushing. This is very similar to that of the 

intact panel as discussed earlier. Very limited local buckling started in both directions at 

about 90 kN with bifurcation. Judging the transverse strain responses in Figures 4.3.6(a

b) with a Poisson's ratio mismatch, there is no sign whatsoever for delamination 

propagation, although the extension-bending and bending-twisting couplings existed in 

the delaminated section. For the panels containing a single circular mid-plane 

delamination of less than 40 mm in diameter, crushing failure occurred at one loaded 

end consistently. Another example of such typical behaviour from the panel (C40MS) 

with a circular delamination is given in Figures 4.3.7(a-b) with no sign for global 

buckling (mode I to 11), although local buckling developed at about 40 kN in the loading 

direction. Again, strain reversals at about 48 kN may well be attributed to the initiation 

of end crushing. 

Unsurprisingly, only when the size of delamination reached 60 mm in diameter, the 

well-defined development of buckling (mode-l) from the mid-section with local 

bifurcation to the loaded ends could again be observed in Figures 4.3.8(a-b) (C60MS). 

Bifurcation was observed from the central (longitudinal) strain gauge pair at 45 kN, 

reaching the far-field pair at 128 kN, following a sequence similar to 2-mm thick 

panels. Nevertheless, the failure load of the panel seems to coincide almost with the 

global buckling (mode I to 11) load, since both strain gauges in the width direction in 

Figure 4.3.8(a) seem to show small strain reversals. The failure occurred between the 

loading end and the mid-section, with a clear skew angle as shown in Figure 4.3.9. The 

failure may well be attributed to the mode shifting influenced by the coupling between 

stretching and twisting of the unbalanced sublaminate. 
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Moving the TTI position of a delamination from the mid-plane to the quarter location 

(see Chapter 2) did not seem to affect the panel behaviour for relatively small 

delaminations. This is shown in Figure 4.3.10 from panel C40QS where strain 

responses from its mid-section were almost linear right up to ultimate failure. It was 

necessary a further increase of single delamination size (e.g. C60QS) to alter slightly 

the compressive behaviour. Figure 4.3.11 shows strain gauge readings from panel 

C60QS, only the gauge at central location on the front side of the panel (D front) picked 

up a strain reversal, around 115 kN. The rest of the gauges followed the linear trend 

showed by the previous specimens with smaller delaminations. This panel did not 

undergo global buckling (mode I to 11) transition as it is evidenced by the failure 

location, towards the loading end. Consequently the strain reversal was attributed to a 

very specific phenomenon, the local weakening of the thinnest sublaminate at the 

delamination centre. This can be described as frontal bulging. Compared to the in-plane 

characteristic failure, the photograph of panel C60QS in Figure 4.3.12 shows that there 

was an incipient location shift from the loading end towards the mid-plane, probably 

due to the starting of local buckling (mode-I) development. 

4.3.3 4-mm thick panels with artificially-embedded multiple delaminations 

When three delaminations of the same size were embedded in 4-mm thick panels (see 

Chapter 2), the intensity of delamination increased three times but the projected damage 

size was the same. In addition, all four sublaminates in the symmetric arrangement were 

unbalanced. However, in the asymmetric arrangement, two inner ones were unbalanced 

whereas two outer ones were balanced. Moreover, all the sublaminates in either 

arrangement were asymmetric so that stiffness couplings existed in the delaminated 

section. The existence of the couplings could in theory weaken buckling (mode-I) and 

global buckling (mode I to 11) stresses. Surprisingly, three 20-mm delaminations in 

either arrangement were still insufficient to reduce the RCS of the corresponding panels 

(C20x3S and C20x3AS). To verify this, an additional panel with three symmetric 20-

mm delaminations was tested. All three panels failed at one loaded end in the same 

manner as that of the intact panel. Consequently, the effect of small multiple 

delaminations on the compressive behaviour seemed negligible in addition to the effect 

of all the couplings in the delaminated section. The effect of preconditions became 
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significant only when the delamination size reached 40 mm as one such panel (C40x3S) 

with three 40-mm symmetric delaminations shows in Figures 4.3.13(a-b). It is worth 

noting from these curves, especially from Figure 4.3.13(b), that strain reversals around 

82 kN during global buckling (mode I to 11) were very dramatic and profound, although 

local buckling (mode-l) started around 29 kN. Beyond that, the panel offered little 

resistance without the second strain reversals, similar to 2-mm thick impact-damaged 

panels in Figures 4.5.3 and 4.5.4. Photographs of the failed specimen in Figure 4.3.14 

show the familiar fracture characteristics similar to that of 2-mm thick panels. 

When three large delaminations of the same size were embedded in an asymmetric 

manner as illustrated in Chapter 2, two of the three were located on one side of the mid

plane with the outmost delamination being only four-ply away from the front face. In 

addition, the Poisson's ratios of these sub-laminates may not be balanced. When 

deformation increases, these imbalances could create high local internal stresses, which 

may in turn promote the tendency for delamination propagation. Figure 4.3.15 shows 

individual strain gauge readings from a panel containing three delaminations of 20-mm 

diameter in an asymmetrical TIT arrangement (C20x3AS). The panel behaved globally 

with the linear trend of the in-plane compressive stage. However it buckled (mode-l) 

locally at central location on the front side of the panel around 103 kN as suggested by 

the SG D front. This behaviour is similar to the one exhibited by the panel the largest 

single delamination in asymmetric arrangement (C60QS). Panel C20x3AS failed in 

end-crushing, suggesting that the local buckling did not affect the overall linear 

behaviour. When the delamination size increased to 40 mm (C40x3AS) the 

characteristics of the panel behaviour changed substantially as shown in Figure 4.3.16. 

SO's at the central location (D, E) showed local buckling around 45 kN. However 

around 60 kN there was a localised strain reversal only on the front side, picked up by 

the gauges located near the delamination. Apparently, the weakening of the upper thin 

sublaminate affected the local panel response on this side, thus this can described as 

frontal bulging, similar to panel C60QS. The gauges from both far-field and all 

locations on the back-side did not pick up any change until 95 kN when there was a 

global strain reversal and the panel went into the postbuckling (mode-H) stage, affected 

by the presence of three delamination in a similar way to the symmetrical case. Such 

'progressive' failure with local buckling (mode-l) followed by frontal bulging and then 
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by postbuckling (mode-H) was only found in panels with asymmetrical delamination 

arrangement. However this difference in panel behaviour between symmetric and 

asymmetric TIT distribution of delaminations was not reflected on the RCS. 

Photographs of the failed specimen in Figure 4.3.17 show the familiar fracture 

characteristics similar to that of 2-mm thick panels and 4-mm symmetrical arrangement. 

Panel with 60-mm delaminations (C60x3AS) showed additional features of the 

compressive behaviour of panels with asymmetrical delamination distribution, as 

observed from Figure 4.3.18. The response curves of strain gauges in the width 

direction seemed to show local buckling right from the beginning, especially with much 

greater strain magnitudes from the front strain gauges. On the contrary, there was no 

sign of longitudinal buckling until a very dramatic strain reversal occurred on the front 

side at about 42 kN. With local strains on both surfaces reaching about 1%, the 

delamination must have propagated sideways. Nevertheless, this delamination 

propagation did not seem to trigger ultimate failure of this panel (C60x3AS) as the latter 

failed at 93 kN in the mid-section region. As a few strain gauges on both faces showed 

visibly the second strain reversals shortly before the ultimate failure, it is likely that the 

shift of buckling mode I to 11 triggered ultimate failure instead. 

4.4 Panels with change in surface curvature 

A local curvature change in the shape of semi-spherical dome was introduced at the 

centre of a panel during the curing process as explained in Chapter 2. Table 4.4.1 shows 

the compressive test results for panels with local change of geometry. 

4.4.1 Compression test results of panels with local curvature change 

The first parameter, depth, introduced certain amount of built-in eccentricity. Under the 

in-plane load, it created a bending moment near the centre of the panel. The second 

factor, curvature, introduced an angle between the flat fibres on the panel and the 

curved fibres on the dome. When the panel was axially loaded, shear stresses were 

induced along the boundary between the flat panel and the dome. Figure 4.4.1(a-b) 

shows these two geometrical parameters. 
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Table 4.4.1 Compression test results of 4-mm thick composite panels containing local 
change of geometry 

Specimen Defect dimensions Panel Failure 
Identity' In-plane Depth Curvature Thickness Length Load Far-field Compressive Location c 

size mean strain strength 

mm mm mm mm mm KN !!:§ MP a 
CD20 20.32 0.80 64.9 3.99 149.08 117.8 4,812.00 295.61 FE 

CD40CC 40.62 3.26 64.9 3.92 149.07 97.2 2,577.50 249.42 FE 
CD60CC 61.02 7.62 64.9 3.66 149.22 61.4 926.00 167.49 MS 
CD40CD 40.16 0.80 252.4 3.88 149.21 100.5 259.50 FE 

CD40CDii 40.16 0.80 252.4 3.86 149.10 89.1 2,858.50 230.24 FE 
CD60CD 60.11 0.80 564.9 3.87 150.05 115.1 3,577.50 297.22 FE 
• CC and CD on the end of the identity label denote constant curvature and constant depth of the 
feometric defect respectively. 

Defect dimensions are measured respect to the mid-plane TIT. 
' MS and FE in the last column denote mid-section and far-end positions along a panel, respectively. 

Figure 4.4.2 shows the compressive test result for the baseline panel CD20. The local 

strain response at the centre of the panel (gauge D) showed the superimposed effects of 

in-plane compression and bending. The in-plane compressive stress was either reduced 

on the front (convex) side or increased on the back (concave) side due to the bending 

moment effect. This can be easily identified when comparing in-plane strains from the 

inner region of the dome (Figure 4.4.2(a)) with the outer region (Figure 4.4.2(b) and 

(c)). However the panel failed at the far end in end crushing, with a failure probably 

initiated around 97 kN, as indicated by the far-field gauge in Figure 4.4.2(c). This 

suggests that although the. bending effect introduced by the circular dome was 

noticeable, it was insufficient to trigger a global failure. Therefore the panel globally 

remained in the in-plane compressive stage until the ultimate load. 

Increasing the TTT dome depth, maintaining the same curvature, led to an increase in 

the load eccentricity as well as in the magnitude of the bending moment at the centre of 

the dome as shown by panels CD40CC and CD60CC. This is reflected in the apparent 

stiffness reduction at the centre of the panel, shown in Figure 4.4.3(a). Nevertheless this 

local behaviour did not prevail on the whole panel, as seen in Figure 4.4.3(b), far-field 

strain gauge readings kept the same trend despite the increase of dome depth and size. 

On the other hand, increasing the dome curvature, keeping the same depth, did not 

affect the stiffness at the centre as Figure 4.4.4(a) suggests, even the far-field behaviour 

was similar as shown in Figure 4.4.4(b ). The expected reduction of shear stress when 
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increasing the radius of curvature (i.e. the flatness of the panel) was not visible from the 

strain gauge readings, but it was reflected on the final failure trend as explained in 

Chapter 5. Figure 4.4.5 shows photographs of failed specimens CD20 and CD60CC 

with the failure location at the far-end and at the mid-section respectively. 

4.4.2 Compressive behaviour prediction 

The panel can be considered to have two separate regions with different in-plane 

stiffness, one is the region with a dome and the other is the surrounding flat region. 

When these two regions are axially loaded in compression, it becomes a redundant 

system, with similar overall displacement, but with an internal redistribution of axial 

force. This redistribution is also present in panels with open holes, although to a greater 

extent. As many authors have found in the case of open hole, the internal redistribution 

of stress is not linear [123]. However for the sake of simplicity, the model developed in 

the following only deals with linear redistribution of stresses. 

A simplification of the real case is presented in Figure 4.4.6, taking in account only the 

main parameters: eccentricity (given by the dome depth) and damage size (given by the 

curvature). For the eccentricity, the average value of the dome is estimated using the 

definition for centroid, so the force acting on the whole dome region is replaced by an 

equivalent one applied on the geometrical centroid of the dome. The centroid location is 

given by 

LA.z, JzdA 
z= ' =--

LA. fdA 
(4.4.1a) 

Using dome geometry as shown in Figure 4.4.1(c), the centroid can be evaluated from 

the addition of infinitesimal concentric rings of radius RsinB and z-location RcosB, so 

that Eq. (4.4.la) yields 
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a 

j(RcosBX2nRsin B)RdB 
z = -"0 ________ _ 

a 

j(2nRsinB)RdB 

R( sin
2 
a ) 

2 1-cosa 
(4.4.1b) 

0 

Where R is the radius of curvature of the dome. The angle a can be derived from Figure 

4.4.1(c) as 

a= arcsin( 2~) or a= arcco{ R; e) (4.4.2) 

Where e is the dome depth or maximum eccentricity and c is the dome diameter. Then, 

the final expression of the centroid is given by 

cz 
z=-

SR 

Finally, the average eccentricity used in the panel analysis becomes 

cz 
e =--(R-e) 
"'' SR 

(4.4.3) 

(4.4.4) 

It is expected that the initial bending curvature will affect the panel strain response, 

however this was neglected for simplicity. The central strain was derived on the basis of 

the CLT, approximating the semi-spherical dome by a curved beam. Based on the 

applied force and moment, the mean strains and curvatures are given by 

(4.4.5a) 

(4.4.5b) 
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Where the matrices [A'] and [D'] are the inverse of the extensional and bending 

stiffness matrices, respectively. The panel is considered as a statically indeterminate 

structure, with two semi-panels compressed simultaneously, one flat designated as 

region 1 and the other with a local change of geometry designated as region 2. This 

partition is shown in Figure 4.4.6. To solve it, the displacements due both to external 

and redundant loads are expressed in terms of the loads and are made to be equal. If the 

loading head is removed, the longitudinal strain of the flat region 1 due to the external 

load Pis 

0 ' -}\ e,1 =A;2 x--
b-c 

(4.4.6) 

Where b is the panel width and c is the width of the region 1 (local change of 

geometry). The curvature is null, since the panel is flat. On the other hand, in the region 

2, the maximum compressive strain is reached on the back side of the panel and it is 

evaluated on the basis of the Kirchhoff hypothesis, with the bending moment and load 

taken as illustrated on Figure 4.4.1, thus we have 

(4.4.7) 

Replacing the mean strain and the curvature in Eq. (4.4.7) by the corresponding values 

of applied load and bending moment in Eqs. (4.4.5a-b), it yields 

-(.<~' -?2)-(!....v' P2e•,•J c:,2- "'22 
2 

22 
c c 

(4.4.8) 

Since the actual compressive strain of the two regions is supposed to be the same, Eqs. 

(4.4.6) and (4.4.8) should be equal and this leads to 

(4.4.9) 
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Knowing that Proral = P1 + P2, the following relationships are obtained for each loads in 

terms of the applied external load Protal 

p = P. 1 
2 toto/ b- C ( te D' ) 

~ = P,otol 

1+-- 1+~____B._ 
c 2 A;2 

~otal 

1 b - c (1 te a'g v;2 ) +-- +----
c 2 A;2 

Substituting Eq.(4.4.10a) into (4.4.8) leads to 

( 
' D' ) - A;2 - teovg 22 1 

fy2 = --+ XP,otal , 
c 2c b - c ( te 0 ,, D22 ) 1+-- 1+----

c 2 A;2 

(4.4.10a) 

(4.4.10b) 

(4.4.11) 

Figure 4.4.7 shows prediction of Eq. (4.4.11) for central longitudinal strain compared 

with the experimental results from gauge D. The approximation follows the 

experimental trend found when the depth was increased, cases (a), (b) and (c). However 

the prediction for the case (c), i.e. panel CD60CC, is not very precise, since the non

linearity of the stress redistribution is more noticeable for large dome diameters (when 

the eccentricity value is large as well). On the other hand the model accurately picked 

up the effect of increasing the radius of curvature, maintaining the same depth, on the 

central longitudinal strain, as the cases (a), (d) and (e) show. 

4.5 Panels with damage from impact or quasi-static testing 

Previous sections have separately provided information on the concepts of material 

damages such as internal delamination, matrix cracking and fibre breakage and 

geometrical damages represented in a local change of geometry. Both types of damage 

are present in impact-induced damage. The interactions between the damage state and 
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axial compressive loading determine the compressive behaviour of the panel. This 

section studies the post-impact compressive behaviour of composite panels. 

Table 4.5.1 Compression test results of impact-damaged and quasi-statically-damaged 
carbon/epoxy 2-mm thick panels 

Specimen Thickness IKE Absorbed Max Damage Length Failure Failure Failure Failure 
Identity' energy force area load axial strain camp. location b 

strength 
mm J J kN mm' mm kN % MP a 

210.125 2.19 1.7 0.3 77.0 147.39 59.36 0.989 270.7 LE-MS 
210.250 2.22 3.7 0.7 177.0 147.16 48.57 0.785 218.9 MS 
210.375 2.17 5.7 1.1 264.5 147.19 43.47 0.679 200.7 MS 
210.500 2.18 7.8 1.7 427.8 147.14 38.50 0.613 176.8 MS 
210.625 2.17 9.9 2.9 453.5 147.45 36.94 0.576 170.8 MS 
210.750 2.22 11.8 4.4 523.3 147.56 37.16 0.521 168.0 MS 
211.000 2.20 15.8 10.4 676.0 147.59 18.65 0.609 175.7 MS 

210.500ii 1.96 7.9 2.1 4.73 147.10 40.53 0.713 207.6 MS 

' Data corresponding to the first seven panels are taken from [104]. All panels tested with hemispherical 
indentor nose shape. 
b MS, LE and FE denote mid-section, loading-end and far-end positions along a panel, respectively. 

Table 4.5.2 Compression test results of impact-damaged and quasi-statically-damaged 
carbon/epoxy 4-mm thick panels 

Specimen Thick. IKE AE Max Nose Damage Length Failure Failure far Failure Failure 
Identity force shape' area load field mean comp. location b 

strain strength 
mm J J kN mm' mm kN !,!E MP a 

410.5 4.09 6.9 4.2 4.27 H 913.8 149.32 88.9 2,461.0 216.8 MS 
411.0 4.08 13.7 7.3 7.35 H 1697.8 146.21 70.9 1,623.0 172.8 MS 
411.5 4.08 21.1 11.2 8.57 H 5468.3 147.91 70.9 980.0 173.3 MS 

412.520 4.22 41.7 13.41 H 7854 149.26 57.34 1,335.0 136.0 FE 
4QSIFHW 4.22 10.84 F 4734.2 149.20 100.21 4,165.0 235.3 FE 

4QSIF 4.20 27.92 F 8582 148.19 81.16 2,214.0 187.9 MS 
4QSIHHW 4.30 3.66 H 206.5 147.45 137.90 4,614.5 325.7 LE 

4QSIH 4.25 17.21 H 8302.7 148.68 64.20 851.5 150.4 MS 

' Hand F denote hemispherical and flat indentor nose shape, respectively. 
b MS, LE and FE denote mid-section, loading-end and far-end positions along a panel, respectively. 

Table 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 show the compressive test results for 2-mm and 4-mm thick 

panels respectively, previously damaged via impact or quasi-static indentation, as 

described in Chapter 3. Data corresponding to 2-mm thick panels with impact damage 

were taken from [104]. 
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4.5.1 2-mm thick panels with impact or quasi-statically-induced damage 

For the impact-damaged panels 2!0.250 and 2!0.500 (impacted respectively at 3.7 and 

7.8 J), the four deformation stages could still be identified by the mid-section strain 

responses in Figures 4.5.1 and 4.5.2. Panel 2!0.250 was damaged at the relatively low 

impact energy of 3.7 J and has the projected damage area of only 177 mm2 with little 

surface damage. Its strain response characteristics in Figures 4.5.1 are similar to that of 

panel EH20 with artificial delamination, as expected. As can be seen, the strain 

divergence and the first strain reversal do not correlate with each other, the local-to

global buckling (mode-l) transition is stable and there is little reduction in its RCS. At 

the relatively high impact energy of 7.8 J, panel 2I0.500 has noticeable local surface 

curvature associated with impact damage and the projected damage area of 428 mm2 

shown in Figure 3.3.l(d) with a scan graph. Also this projected damage area is nearly 

circular. Strain response characteristics shown in Figures 4.5.2 are similar to that of 

panel EH60. This panel seemed to have failed at the global buckling-to-postbuckling 

(mode I to mode 11) transition as very little sign of postbuckling could be observed. 

Interestingly, all the panels impacted at the energy of greater than 7.8 J failed 

catastrophically at the loads that are only fractionally higher than respective global 

buckling (mode I to 11) loads, similar to panel 2!0.500. 

The panels that were damaged by impact energies of 7.8 J and greater also have 

noticeable local surface curvature (see Figure 4.5.3) in addition to interior 

delaminations and extensive matrix cracks. This aspect may have contributed to the 

catastrophic compression-after-impact (CAI) failure and thus to a 29% reduction of 

CSRF along with other aspects of the damage characteristics. Additionally, 

sublaminates of the impact-damaged panels are likely to be both balanced and 

unbalanced but most certainly asymmetric. Thus the associated in-plane and out-of

plane couplings could degrade bending stiffness and in theory create a Poisson' s ratio 

mismatch of the sublaminates, thereby contributing to degradation of such panels, as 

also discussed in [86]. 
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4.5.2 4-mm thick panels with impact damage 

Panels of 4-mm thick were subjected to impact loading at various 1KE levels. Their 

damage characterisation in terms of delamination size and internal damage mechanisms 

is shown in Chapter 3. The area of delamination increased proportionally with 1KE and 

AB. The damage was governed mainly by ILSS, thereby the damage was characterised 

by dominating large delamination alongside with a small shear cone. This contrasts with 

2-mm thick panels, which damage was governed by tensile stress and characterised by a 

dominant shear cone. Therefore 4-mm thick panels had larger projected delamination 

areas than the corresponding 2-mm thick panels impacted at similar IKE, as explained 

in Chapter 3. 

The compressive behaviour of panels with impact damage contained characteristics of 

the both, panels with delaminations and panels with local change of geometry. The 

similarity with one or the other depended on the degree of damage. For large IKEs, the 

compressive panel behaviour tended to the panels with artificial change of geometry. 

On the other hand, for low IKEs the panel behaved similarly to the panels with artificial 

delamination, in particular to circular multiple delaminations in asymmetric TTT 

arrangement. Figure 4.5.4 shows the compressive strain response of a panel impacted at 

low energy (IKE 6.9J, 0.5m height). It is clear from the linear strain behaviour at the 

far-field location (Figure 4.5.4(a)), that the global trend of the panel was typical of the 

prebuckling stage, being the effect of damage rather localised. While the strains on the 

front gauges located at the centre of the delamination (Figure 4.5.4(b)) followed a linear 

trend, the gauges on the back side revealed weakening of the thinner sublaminate 

(delamination bulging) starting around 60 kN. The difference between front and back 

gauges lays probably on the asymmetric distribution of delamination in the thickness 

direction. The gauge C back, in Figure 4.5.4(a), picked up an apparent local buckling 

around 20 kN, although it was not noticeable in the other strain gauge readings. Shortly 

before failure, there was a second strain reversal at 87.3 kN, that could be linked with 

mode shifting from buckling mode I to 11. The panel failed in the postbuckling (mode

H) stage with a shear failure located at the mid-section, as shown in Figure 4.5.5. 
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The effect of increasing the impact energy is shown in Figure 4.5.6, by the compressive 

strain response from a panel impacted at 13.7 J (1.0-m height). The increase of impact 

energy did not seem to affect the global in-plane compressive behaviour of the panel as 

reflected in the far-field location response, in Figure 4.5.6(a). However, the local effect 

of the damage was more extended than the previous panel. Buckling developed locally 

at 22 kN as can be seen in the central location (Figure 4.5.6(b)) both transverse and 

longitudinal. Apparently, increasing the impact energy had an effect of extending the 

area where the panel underwent local buckling, since it was picked up not only by one 

gauge (gauge C in the case of the panel 4IO.Sm) but also by all the gauges surrounding 

the damage. At 57.3 kN there was a strain reversal, visible in the central gauges D and 

E, which marked the shifting from global buckling mode I to mode II in this region of 

the panel. Gauges D and C on the back side also showed a much larger response than 

the counterparts on the front side, suggesting delamination bulging, starting also at 57.3 

kN. The failure was reached at 70.9 kN, at the mid-section as shown in Figure 4.5.7. 

The compressive response of panels 4Il.Sm and 4I2.52m were affected by the large 

material and geometrical damage induced by the high IKEs, as shown in Figures 4.5.8 

and 4.5.10. On the one hand, panel4Il.Sm (21.1 J) buckled from the start of the test and 

shifted from buckling mode I to mode II at 58.9 kN, as the readings from the central 

gauges D and E suggest. At 64 kN there was another strain reversal much more sudden 

and large in magnitude, only picked up by the gauges located at the delamination side, 

B and C. This reflected likely delamination propagation in the transverse direction. 

However the propagation had probably initiated at 45 kN for reasons explained in 

Section 4.7. This panel failed at 70.9 kN with the failure located at the mid-section as 

shown in Figure 4.5.9. The line of failure had some degree of skewing due to the 

couplings between stretching, bending and twisting, of the asymmetric sublaminates. 

The effect of these couplings became more noticeable due to the large size of 

delamination. On the other hand, panel 4I2.52m (41.7 J) also buckled from the 

beginning, but it did not shift to mode II. It failed at 57.34 kN with the failure located at 

the far end. Probably the particularly extensive damage present on this panel triggered 

failure before the mode shifting as a consequence of stress concentration, as shown in 

Figure 4.5.11. It seems that in both panels the geometric change due to impact was 

significant enough to trigger out-of-plane deformations at the centre of the panel. This 
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was reflected on the fact that these panels tended to buckle right from the beginning of 

the compressive loading, similarly to panels with local change of curvature. 

Two additional features were observed from panels 4I1.5m and 4I2.52m. One was the 

apparent stiffening of the panel, in particular at the location B as seen in Figures 

4.5.8(b) and 4.5.10(b). Probably, the opening of delamination stretched the panel at this 

location, affecting the strain response of the panel. The other feature was a probable 

transition from buckling mode I to mode II with a slight weakening of the back side 

(similar to delamination bulging) around 40 kN and 29 kN for IKEs 21.1 and 41.7 J, 

respectively, suggested by the observation of the longitudinal gauges at the centre and 

side of the damage on the back side of the panel. 

4.5.3 4-mm thick panels with quasi-statically-induced damage 

Quasi-static tests with both hemispherical-nosed and flat-ended indentors were carried 

out by transversely loading the plates either to the onset of delamination (QSIF-HW and 

QSIH-HW) or to ultimate failure (QSIF and QSIH). For the former, smaller 

delamination areas were contained within respective panels as shown in Chapter 3, for 

the latter, delamination areas spread to the edges of respective panels. In addition, 

severe local damage around the contact region with the indenter made bonding strain 

gauges impossible. The two panels loaded until the onset of delamination failed in 

compression with end crushing similar to the intact panel or panels with a small single 

delamination. Figures 4.5.12(a-b) show the strain response curves of panel QSIF-HW 

with no sign of buckling, similar to that of the panels containing a small single 

delamination. Although local buckling developed initially from the beginning up to 

about 5 kN in Figure 4.5.12(b), it reversed to compression beyond 22 kN and this was 

found to be associated with local curvature change that resulted from the transverse 

quasi-static loading. On the other hand the two panels fully loaded failed in the mid

section region, as expected. Table 4.5.2 shows the compressive test results for panels 

with damage induced by quasi-static transverse loading. 
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4.6 Panels with open holes 

The compressive behaviour of panels with open holes should present a low bound of 

CSRF when compared to other types of preconditions. Material removal caused by 

drilling a hole through the laminate strongly affects compressive properties. Previous 

open-hole compressive testing [124] has revealed that main failure mechanisms are 

governed by stress concentration and are fibre microbuckling and matrix cracking 

followed by induced delamination caused by the interaction of the first two 

mechanisms. Table 4.6.1 shows the compressive test results for panels containing open 

hole. An additional feature studied was the effect on compressive behaviour of 

changing the composite system from the usual T700 fibres to a less stiff one based on 

T300 fibres. 

Table 4.6.1 Summary of compression test results of 4-mm thick composite panels 
containin~ oEen hole 

Specimen Hole System' Thickness Length Ultimate Ultimate far field Ultimate comp. Failure 
Identity size load mean strain strength location • 

mm mm mm kN llE MP a 
Hole20 20 T700 3.89 149.79 95.86 2,755.50 248.00 MS 
Hole40 40 T700 3.96 149.36 84.77 1,009.50 212.70 MS 
Hole60 60 T700 3.92 149.46 53.39 -377.50 135.68 MS 

Control OH! T300 3.99 149.64 105.86 3,787.00 269.13 LE 
Control OH2 T300 3.98 151.81 95.92 244.17 LE 

HoleS 5 T300 3.99 150.50 88.63 4,299.50 224.19 LE 
Hole!O 10 T300 3.97 150.80 85.67 4,369.50 218.75 LE 
Hole20 20 T300 4.00 150.00 77.52 3,750.00 195.76 MS 
Hole40 40 T300 4.00 150.00 76.54 2,900.00 193.28 MS 
Hole60 60 T300 4.00 150.00 57.06 2,300.00 144.09 MS 

'T300 and T700 denote for T300/LTM-45EL and T700/LTM-45EL systems respectively. System T700 
is the system normally used in the other specimens of this study. 
b MS and LE denote mid-section and loading-end positions along a panel, respectively. 

Open hole reduces the overall stiffness of the panel and lowers the ultimate failure load. 

Figure 4.6.1 illustrates this for the composite system based on T700. It also includes the 

load-displacement curve of a 4-mm thick intact panel (Control 2) as a reference. In the 

case of the largest hole size (Hole 60, 60% of panel width) the reduction of in-plane 

stiffness was 40% respect to the smallest hole (Hole 20, 20% of panel width). 

Comparing the compressive strength of the same pair of panels the reduction was 45%. 
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The effect of the hole on the internal stress and strain distribution is dramatic, since it 

can increase several times the far-field value, close to the hole edge, as shown by [123]. 

However, the strain redistribution not only happened in the width direction, but also in 

the longitudinal direction. In [123] the far-field strain value was reached at 

approximately one diameter distance from the hole edge, in the width direction. 

Longitudinally, this happened as well as shown for the far-field strain in Figure 4.6.2. 

All three panels (system T700) were strain-gauged at distance of 25 mm from the 

bottom edge, for far-field strain monitoring. The reading for the far-field location for 

the panel Hole 20 can be considered as the real far-field value, since it is 40 mm (2 hole 

diameters) distanced from the edge of the hole. If the size of the hole increases to 40 

mm, then the far-field location is only 45 mm away, or half hole diameter. At this 

distance there was stress and strain redistribution, with lower compressive stress below 

the hole, and higher stress along the remaining material. The corresponding strain 

readings showed lower compressive values than the previous panel. For the panel Hole 

60, the far-field gauge was only 10 mm away from the bottom edge of the hole (116 of 

the diameter away). The compressive strain vanished completely under the hole and the 

strain gauge only picked up the Poisson's ratio effect from the two parallel strips loaded 

at either side of the hole, that in this case were compressing the central region laterally. 

The strain gauge readings of the panel Hole 60 showed stretching (tensile) generated by 

this lateral compression, with a negligible contribution from the compressive loading. 

The distribution of stress and strain in the load direction is schematically shown in 

Figure 4.6.3. Figure 4.6.4 shows photographs of the failed panel Hole 60, with the far

field location marked. 

Through-the-thickness strains were measured at two points on the free edge of the hole, 

using strain gauges orientated parallel to the hole axis as explained in Chapter 2. The 

two locations chosen were labelled as 'top' for the one on the loading axis and 'side' for 

the one in the mid-section axis. Data measured by these gauges are shown in Figure 

4.6.5. On the one hand, Gauge B at the side of the hole indicated a tensile strain for the 

three panels, decreasing their slope when the size of hole increases. In other words the 

interlaminar shear strain and stress were affected by the size of hole, the larger the hole 

the larger the ILSS was for the same axial load level. Close to failure, the readings from 

gauge at location B in panels Hole 20 and Hole 40 had a small disturbance, as the detail 
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in Figure 4.6.5 shows. This probably reflects the combined effect of high in-plane 

compressive strain and high ILSS near the hole, causing local delamination to occur and 

propagate across the specimen as the applied load increases [123, 124]. On the other 

hand, SG at C was under compression, due to the complex deformation pattern around 

the edge of the hole and interactions with the Poisson' s stretching effects. Similar 

results were found by [123]. 

4.7 Mechanisms of delamination propagation 

The general consensus in the investigation of RSC is that the existing delaminations 

propagate sideways or transversely in the width direction during compressive loading if 

their size is large enough [81, 87, 91-94]. Having established the strain response 

characteristics for the panels without and with the preconditions, a subsequent 

significant issue is whether or not such propagation triggers or precipitates catastrophic 

failure. And if it does, whether the global buckling (mode I to II) load correlates with 

RSC or not. Since it is extremely difficult, if still possible, to experimentally measure 

interior ILS stresses, localiLS stresses or internal stress gradients within the panels can 

only be deduced on the basis of strain response characteristics. Interrogation of 

transverse strain responses in addition to longitudinal ones could be particularly helpful 

to establishing physical mechanisms of delamination propagation. 

For small delaminations, the occurrence of local buckling (mode-l) and local-to-global 

buckling (mode-l) transition were found to be stable earlier with the strain divergences, 

strain reversals and global buckling loads all appearing at the different load levels. 

Therefore, the likelihood of inducing significant local transverse ILS stresses was small 

and there was slim possibility for the delamination to propagate or reach the critical 

state in those stages of loading. However, unstable global buckling-to-postbuckling 

transition (mode I to mode II) could induce substantial variations of local ILS stresses 

when the mid-section crescent of one half-wave becomes the nodal line in the 

longitudinal direction. Contrastingly in the majority of cases, the transverse readings 

exhibited some degree of bending caused by the couplings induced by two or more 

asymmetric sublaminates. Since two balanced sublaminates in the delaminated section 

are asymmetric, the extension-bending and bending-twisting couplings existed. That is, 
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in-plane compressive force results in bending and twisting curvatures in addition to the 

in-plane deformations leading to mid-plane strains. This was reflected on a to a skewed 

fracture plane, consistent with the fracture plane of panel EH20 among many others, as 

shown in a photograph in Figure 4.3.2. A similar finding by using holographic 

interferometry was also reported in [125]. 

The lack of delamination propagation was found to be common among 2-mm thick 

panels with either a single vertical elliptical delamination of any size or single circular 

and horizontal elliptical delaminations of less than 40 mm wide. Similarly, panels with 

impact-induced damage did not seem to show any indication of sideways propagation of 

delaminations, as seen in panels 210.250 and 210.500 in Section 4.5.2. For relatively 

large delamination sizes of 40 mm and beyond, the unstable global buckling-to

postbuckling (mode I to mode II) transition triggered delamination propagation. In some 

panels (CR40 and CR60), even the local-to-global buckling (mode I) transition led to 

delamination propagation. For instance panel (EH60) with a 60-mm horizontal elliptical 

delamination showed a clear split of mean strains in both directions (Figure 4.3.3(b)) 

particularly marked on the side of delarnination (strain gauge B), which confirms that 

such delamination may have propagated sideways in the postbuckling stage so as to 

precipitate the catastrophic failure of the current panel at the load of about 38 kN. This 

also suggests that the presence of the larger delaminations did cause some stress 

redistribution around the delaminated areas. On the contrary, the impact-damaged 

panels yielded very little clear sign to allow the similar deduction to be made due 

partially to the limited number of SGs used. 

In the case of 4-mm thick panels, the apparent lack of delamination propagation was 

common even with the largest single artificial delamination (60-mm diameter). It was 

not until multiple (C40x3S/AS) 40-mm diameter delarnination were embedded, that the 

strain reversals at the global buckling-to-postbuckling transition (mode I to mode 11) 

became unstable and indicated a likely delarnination propagation, as shown for example 

in panel C40x3S in Figure 4.3.13. In the case of panels with impact-induced damage, 

the mode shifting was clearly unstable for IKE's equal or greater than 21.1 J with a 

projected delamination area of 5468 mm2
• 
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4.7.1 Analysis of panel in-plane compressive deformation 

On the basis of all these established characteristics from the present panels, two cases of 

the compressive and buckling behaviour can symbolically be depicted sequentially in 

Figure 4.7.1 for the loading direction and in Figure 4.7.2 for the width direction. 

Clearly, the longitudinal sequence of I~II~III~IV~V in Figure 4.7.1 in conjunction 

with the transverse sequence of i~ii or i~ii~iiia in Figure 4.7.2 represent the strain 

response characteristics of 2-mrn thick panels with no damage, small artificial 

delamination, or little impact damage. Panel EH20 in Figure 4.3.l(b) is an example of 

such behaviour. The key feature of the transverse sequences is that the delamination is 

not large enough to be involved in the two transverse half-waves, irrespective of the 

transverse mode shapes. Thus, local ILS stresses at the transverse fronts of the 

delamination are likely to be small as if the mid-section region of the panels behaved as 

long 'beams'. On the contrary, the longitudinal sequence of I~II~III~V along with 

the transverse sequence of i~ii~iiib represent the strain response characteristics of 

both 2-mm and 4-mm thick panels with large artificial delamination(s) or substantial 

impact damage. The transverse fronts involving the two transverse half-waves are very 

likely to promote delamination propagation as it was observed in panel CR40 in Figure 

4.3.4(c). 

In panels with artificial delamination it was observed that the extensional-twisting 

coupling induced a skewed deformation. This was observed in the transverse direction 

as illustrated in Figures 4.7.2(iiia-iiib). Depending on the size of delamination, the 

delamination propagation may be influenced by the ILSS concentration at the edge of 

delamination due to the transverse deformation in conjunction with the longitudinal 

buckled shape. A preconditioned 2-mrn thick panel (CR40) containing a 40-mrn circular 

delamination seems to demonstrate the mixed effect of bifurcation and high ILS stress 

concentration. Figure 4.3.4(c) shows the transverse strain gauge readings at the centre 

(E) and side locations (C). It shows two probable delamination propagations, one after 

20 kN and the other with increased magnitude at 30 kN. Then strain bifurcation and ILS 

shear concentration might have triggered delamination opening. 
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For 4-mm thick panels, intact panels and panels with delamination area lower than 1257 

mm2 only underwent a longitudinal sequence given by I~II along a transverse 

deformation i or in some cases i~iiia, like in the intact panel Control 3 (Figure 4.2.7). 

However, panels with higher cumulative areas of artificial delamination such as panel 

C40x3S followed the longitudinal sequence I~II~ill~V with the transverse sequence 

i~ii~iiib. This sequence was slightly altered in panels with asymmetrical distribution 

of delamination, such as panel C40x3AS. The longitudinal sequence in this case was 

I~II~ill~IIIb~V, so that frontal bulging of the thinner sublaminate was included. To 

summarise, the transverse deformation sequences derived from the transverse SOs 

readings are i~ii for panels C60QS, C20x3AS, 4IO.Sm; i~ii~iiia for panels 

C40x3AS, C60x3AS; and i~ii~iiib for panels C40x3S, C60x3S, 4Il.Om, 4I1.5m and 

4I2.52m. 

The in-plane deformation step in the longitudinal sequence was not present when the 

dent left by the impact in 4-mm thick panels was significant, inducing local change of 

geometry. Panels with such characteristics were 4I1.5 and 412.52, impacted at 21.1 and 

41.7 J respectively. These panels had buckling (mode-l) from the start of compressive 

loading, as reported in Section 4.5. They also had bulging of the thinner sublaminate, 

since their damage distribution was asymmetrically distributed through the thickness. 

The longitudinal deformation sequence for these panels was ill~IIIb~V. 

4.7.2 Poisson's effect 

Clearly the global buckling and postbuckling in both loading and width directions 

interacted to each other and to the existing delamination as well. This interaction 

seemed most significant at the unstable global buckling-to-postbuckling transition. As 

monitoring the Poisson's effect of the mid-section of the panels during loading presents 

a collected response of four SOs, thus it would logically be more instructive to the 

mechanisms of delamination propagation than interrogating individual SO pairs. This is 

demonstrated in Figures 4.7.3(a-e) for five representative 2-mm thick panels. Once 

proper contact was established at the beginning of prebuckling, respective Poisson's 

ratios from the two mid-section SO pairs rapidly approached about 0.25, which is 
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reasonably close to Vyx of 0.3 predicted by the classical lamination theory. While slowly 

increasing for intact panel B and panel EH20 with small delamination, they more or less 

remained constant during local and global buckling (mode-I) for the two panels EH60 

and CR40 with large delaminations. Beyond the global buckling (mode I to II) loads, 

the Poisson's ratio of panels with small or no damage rapidly decreased with the same 

rate shown in Figures 4.7.3(a-b). In panels with medium damage it increased as shown 

in Figure 4.7.3(c) (210.500ii). 

For panels with significant damage, the Poisson's ratio exhibited a dramatic divergence 

as shown in Figures 4.7.3(d-e). As discussed earlier, there was little evidence found for 

delamination propagation in the former. In the latter, this distinctive divergence could 

promote a critical state of local ILS stress at the delamination fronts in the width 

direction and thus the existing delamination could have propagated. This suggests that 

the unstable transition of buckling modes at the global buckling loads precipitated the 

propagation of the existing delamination of a substantial size. Among all the tested 2-

mm panels, only four panels (EH60, CR40, CR60 and 211.000) have large respective 

delamination areas of 942 mm2
, 1256 mm2

, 2827 mm2 and 676 mm2
• They are much 

greater than the transitive area of 455 mm2
, which was observed in Section 4.3 earlier. 

For the same token as Figure 4.7.3(a-e) for 2-mm thick panels, the Poisson's ratios of 4-

mm thick panels can also be examined in Figure 4.7.4(a-e). It is clear that the panels 

(C20QS, 4EH20 and QSIH-HW) with little damage show the dominant and well

defined Poisson's effect in Figure 4.7.4(a-c) with little sign of local or global buckling 

(mode-l) and no sign at all for postbuckling (mode-IT), thereby giving no evidence for 

delamination propagation. When the size and intensity of delaminations grew, the 

existing de laminations in Figure 4. 7 .4( d) for panel C40x3S propagated in a dramatic 

manner, similar to 2-mm thick panel in Figure 4.7.3(d). This simply confirms that the 

progressive transition of the buckling modes at global buckling (mode I to 11) load 

triggers propagation of the large existing delamination. 

In the case of impact damage, a close examination of strain gauge readings of the panel 

411.5m in Figure 4.5.8 suggests delamination propagation beyond 45 kN. The Poisson's 

ratio plot in Figure 4.7.4(e) shows an initial decreasing trend for both central and side 
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locations from 40 to 45 kN, followed by an opposite trend with the central location 

increasing and the side location decreasing. This load level coincides with the detection 

of delamination bulging by the longitudinal gauges, biased towards the back side of the 

panel. Thus, the transition from local to global buckling (mode-I) with de lamination 

bulging is in this case what triggered delamination propagation. In this case it was not 

the mode shifting that triggered the propagation, since the global buckling (mode I to II) 

load was reached in a later stage at 58.9 kN, as shown in Figure 4.5.8. 

4.8 Concluding remarks 

The compressive load range of 4-mm thick intact panels was within the denominated in

plane compressive stage, characterised by linear strain response from the panel. On the 

other hand all the 2-mm thick panels failed in the post-buckling (mode-IT) stage, 

characterised by a failure location at the mid-plane, and triggered by a high ILSS 

concentration. 

A damage threshold was found for 2-mm and 4-mm thick panels. On the one hand, for 

2-mm thick panels the damage threshold was found at the 25% panel width or 455-mm2 

damage area, irrespective of shape, orientation or nature of damages. The panels failed 

soon after the unstable global buckling-to-postbuckling (mode-l to mode-11) transition 

and lost most postbuckling resistance. Some evidence was found for the sideways 

propagation of the delaminations. On the other hand for 4-mm thick panels, there was 

also a damage threshold that separate two types of compressive failure, in-plane failure 

and shear failure due to panel buckling. This threshold was 1257 mm2
, which includes 

all elliptical delaminations and single circular delaminations up to 40-mm diameter. 

The degree of RCS's reduction of panels with a semi-spherical dome was up to 55% of 

the intact panel CS. The failure was related with ILSS concentration around the dome 

and flexural bending at the centre. 

Post-impact compressive strength and compressive behaviour depends on the severity 

of the damage induced by impact loading. For low IKE (panels 410.5, 411.0) the damage 

inflicted onto the panel consists mainly of internal delaminations. Therefore the 
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behaviour is similar to the panels with multiple artificial embedded delaminations, with 

local buckling on the damage area and bulging of the thinner sublaminate. When the 

IKE increases, the effect of the local change of geometry become significant (panels 

411.5 and 412.52). The compressive behaviour of impact-damaged panels can be 

considered as a combined action of local change of geometry and internal 

delaminations. 

The effect of open hole on the RCS of a panel is dramatic. The effect of removing 

material is not only to lower the CS but also to determine the strain distribution around 

the hole up to one diameter distance in all directions. 

The key issue in the determination of delamination propagation and its relationship with 

compressive behaviour and failure is whether the ILSS concentration at the transverse 

edge of delamination is large enough or not to trigger propagation. The ILSS state at the 

edge of delamination is determined by the size of delamination and by the degree of 

skewing (in one or two half-sine waves) of the panel caused by the stretching-twisting 

and stretching-bending couplings of the sub laminates in the damaged region. 
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Figure 4.2.3 Photographs of a failed 2-mm thick intact panel [104] 
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Figure 4.2.4 Individual strain response curves from (a) far-field and (b) mid-section 
locations of a 4-mm thick intact panel (Control 0) 
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Figure 4.2.5 Photographs of a failed 4-mm thick intact panel (Control 0) (a) front view 
and (b) side view 
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Figure 4.2.6 Individual strain response curves from longitudinal strain gauge locations 
of a 4-mm thick intact panel Control 3 (Data between 114 and 125.8 kN were lost) 
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Figure 4.2.10 Panel deformation during loading stages (a) in-plane compression, (b) 
buckling mode I and (c) buckling mode 11 
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Figure 4.2.11 Classical laminate theory prediction during the in-plane compressive 
stage for 2-mm thick panel, compared with experimental results from Control A 
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Figure 4.3.5 Photographs of a failed 2-mm thick panel containing a 40-mm circular 
delamination 
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Figure 4.3.6 Individual strain response curves of (a) far-field and transverse side and 
(b) longitudinal and transverse central strain gauges from a 4-mm thick panel with a 

single 40-mm horizontal elliptical delamination at the mid-plane 
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Figure 4.3.7 Individual strain response curves of (a) far-field and transverse side and 
(b) longitudinal and transverse central strain gauges from a 4-mm thick panel with a 

single 40-mrn circular delamination at the mid-plane 
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Figure 4.3.9 Photographs of a failed 4-mm thick panel containing a 60-mm 
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Figure 4.3.12 Photographs of a failed 4-mm thick panel containing a 60-mm circular 
delamination at one quarter location (C60QS) (a) side view and (b) front view 
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Figure 4.3.13 Individual strain response curves of (a) far-field and transverse side and 
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Figure 4.3.14 Photographs of a failed 4-mm thick panel containing three 40-mm 
circular delaminations in symmetrical arrangement through-the-thickness (C40x3S) 
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Figure 4.3.15 Individual strain response curves of (a) far-field and transverse side and 
(b) longitudinal and transverse central strain gauges from a 4-mm thick panel with three 

20-mm circular delaminations in a asymmetric arrangement (C20x3AS) 
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Figure 4.3.17 Photographs of a failed 4-mm thick panel containing three 40-mm 
circular delaminations in asymmetrical arrangement through-the-thickness (C40x3AS) 
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Figure 4.3.18 Individual strain response curves of (a) longitudinal and transverse 
central and (b) longitudinal and transverse side strain gauges from a 4-mm thick panel 

with three 60-mm circular delaminations in an unsymmetric arrangement 
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Figure 4.4.1 Geometric variables of semi-hemispherical dome related with (a) bending 
moment, (b) shear and (c) curvature 
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Figure 4.4.3 (a) Centre-longitudinal and (b) far-field strain gauge response from 4-mm 
thick panels with 20, 40 and 60-mm diameter circular dome with a constant curvature 

radius of 62.9-mm 
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Figure 4.4.5 Photographs of failed specimens with a hemispherical-shaped dome of (a) 
20-mm diameter (CD20) and (b) 60-mm diameter (CD60CC) with similar curvature 

radius of 62.9 mm 

Figure 4.4.6 Model simplification for analytical prediction of central strain of panels 
with local change of geometry 
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Figure 4.4.7 Centre-longitudinal strain prediction compared with the strain gauge 
response from 4-mm thick panels (a) CD20, (b) CD40CC, (c) CD60CC, (d) CD40CDii 

and (e) CD60CD 
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Figure 4.5.6 Individual strain response curves of (a) far-field and transverse side and 
(b) longitudinal and transverse central strain gauges from a 4-mm thick panel impacted 
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Figure 4.5.7 Photographs of a failed 4-mm thick panel (4Il.Om) containing impact 
damage (IKE 13.7J, 1.0 m height) 
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Figure 4.5.8 Individual strain response curves of (a) longitudinal and transverse central 
and (b) longitudinal and transverse side strain gauges from a 4-mm thick panel 

impacted at IKE of 21.1 J (1.5 m height) 
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Figure 4.5.9 Photographs of a failed 4-mm thick panel (411.5m) containing impact 
damage (IKE 21.1 J, 1.5 m height) 
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Figure 4.5.10 Individual strain response curves of (a) longitudinal and transverse 
central and (b) longitudinal and transverse side strain gauges from a 4-mm thick panel 

impacted at IKE of 41.7 J (2.52 m height) 

Figure 4.5.11 Photograph of the cross section of a failed 4-mm thick panel (412.52m) 
containing impact damage (IKE 41.7 J). Interestingly, impact site could still be 

identified by the location of the shear cone. 
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5 Damage Tolerance determination 

Impact damage can significantly reduce the load bearing capabilities of a composite 

structure, in particular compressive properties such as strength, ultimate strain and 

stiffness. This reduction depends on parameters related to damage characteristics, 

specimen geometry and composite system. This chapter focuses on the effect of such 

parameters on the different metrics used for damage tolerance assessment, with special 

emphasis on the residual compressive strength (RCS). 

5.1 Factors affecting residual compressive strength 

The compressive behaviour of panels with preconditions has been studied in Chapter 4. 

In this section, the compressive strength retention factor (CSRF) of panels with 

embedded delamination, local change of geometry and open hole are compared with 

panels with impact and quasi-static damage. In this way, it is possible to ascertain the 

significance of individual preconditions on the ultimate compressive failure. 

5.1.1 Effect of compressive response on RCS 

Figures 5.1.1(a-b) summarises the results from Chapter 4 of local buckling (mode-l), 

global buckling (mode I to II) and failure loads of all the tested 2-mm thick panels in 

terms of transverse damage size and damage area. The overall trend of the local 

buckling (mode-I) loads is seen to be more or less constant, irrespective of shape, 

delamination size, or the other preconditions. The overall trend of the panel 

compression stiffness data in this stage shown in Figure 5.1.2 also show little 

degradation, though the variation of the data appears in a narrow band with an increase 

of damage size. Therefore the preconditions of whatever nature had little effect on the 

local buckling (mode-l) loads. Similar findings were observed in [91] where the strain 

field in the delaminated region prior to buckling was unaffected by the presence of 

delaminations. The global buckling (mode I to II) load data also appear in a narrow 

band and show the size-dependent degradation trend in Figures 5.1.1 (a-b). When the 

transverse damage size is less than about 25% panel width or the damage area is less 

than about 455 mm2
, the global buckling (mode I to II) loads seem to be insensitive to 
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the preconditions and thus their reduction is small. However, beyond those respective 

thresholds, the degradation of the global buckling (mode I to II) loads and RCS values 

becomes noticeable but still in a slow trend. At the 60% panel width or the largest 

damage area, a 24% reduction was found for elliptical delaminations and 35% for 

circular delaminations in Figure 5.1.1(a-b). The greater reduction for the circular 

delaminations corresponds to the bigger delamination areas at the same transverse size. 

Three artificial delaminations of the same size for the present 16-ply laminates seem 

(symbols with an over-laid plus sign) to represent the worst conditions. Figure 5.1.1 (a

b) also includes the results of buckling (mode-l), global buckling (mode I to Il) and 

failure loads, for 2-mm thick panels with impact-induced damage. Impacted panels had 

a constant trend of local buckling (mode-l), which is a little surprising, since the interior 

damage in these panels could degrade extensional stiffness. Panels with impact-induced 

damage had a decreasing trend of global buckling (mode I to 11) and failure loads 

respect to the area of delamination. Such trend was not in a way different from that of 

the artificially preconditioned panels. 

Figures 5.1.3(a-b) summarise the results of local buckling (mode-l), global buckling 

(mode I to 11) and failure loads of all the tested 4-mm thick panels with artificial 

embedded delamination(s), in terms of transverse damage size and damage area. Figure 

5.1.3(a) uses the delamination transverse width on the x-axis, mixing single and 

multiple delaminations with the same abscissa. To visualize the effect of delamination 

number, Figure 5.1.3(b) was plotted using the cumulative delamination area, which is 

the result of multiplying projected delamination area by the number of defects 

embedded. Failure location on the panel was taken in account to determine whether a 

panel had failed during the pre-buckling stage (failure at either the loading or far end) or 

postbuckling (mode-11) stage (failure at the mid-section). 

On the one hand, the failure of panels that failed during the pre-buckling stage was 

similar to those of 4-mm thick intact panels. The failure occurred in end-crushing, as it 

was the case for panels with small delaminations, up to 1257 mm2
, which includes all 

elliptical delaminations and single circular delaminations up to 40-mm diameter. On the . 

other hand, the failure of panels that failed during the postbuckling (mode-II) stage at 

the mid-section was markedly different than intact panel failure. The ultimate failure 
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was governed by the ILSS concentration at the mid-section, due to the panel global 

deformation. This was reflected in a more predictable trend, than the one exhibited by 

first set of panels. The failure patterns were similar to those of 2-mm thick panels. 

Buckling (mode-l) started locally at the delamination centre, remaining constant 

indistinctly of delamination size, a similar feature than 2-mm thick panels. Postbuckling 

(mode-IT) was present in panels with large multiple delaminations, and just prior to the 

final failure. Both global buckling (mode I to 11) and failure loads showed a steady 

decreasing trend with the increasing of delamination number and area. For the global 

buckling (mode I to 11) load the critical area was 3770 mm2
, starting a steady reduction 

of 15% and 23% when increasing from 40 to 60-mm delamination size, for symmetrical 

and asymmetrical distributions respectively. The degrading trend for the ultimate failure 

started at 1257 mm2
, with a maximum reduction of CS of 39% and 33% for 60-mm 

multiple circular delamination, symmetrical and asymmetrical distributions 

respectively. 

A particular local weakening of the frontal thin sublaminate was detected from the SO 

readings of 4-mm thick panels with asymmetric through-the-thickness (TTT) 

distribution of delaminations. This phenomenon was catalogued as frontal bulging and 

occurred between the local buckling (mode-l) and the global buckling (mode I to II) 

loads, as shown in Figure 5.1.4. The panels that presented it were the one with the 

largest single delamination (C60QS) and all the multiple delaminated panels (C20x3AS, 

C40x3AS, C60x3AS). Although it did not affect the overall failure of the panel, it 

evidenced both the presence of unbalanced sublaminates and asymmetric delamination 

TTT distribution. The trend of the frontal bulging respect to the delamination area is 

decreasing, as shown in Figure 5.1.4. 

Figure 5.1.5 (a-b) summarises the results of local buckling (mode-l), global buckling 

(mode I to II) and failure loads of all tested 2-mm and 4-mm thick panels with impact 

damage in terms of IKE. The local buckling (mode-I) stress did not follow a constant 

trend, as a consequence of the buckling deformation right from the beginning of panels 

impacted at high energies. This was a difference respect to panels with embedded 

delamination (Figure 5.1.3) and to 2-mm thick panels with impact-induced damage 

(Figure 5.1.1). The bulging of delamination on the back side followed a decreasing 
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trend, similar to the one from panels with asymmetric distribution of delaminations 

(Figure 5.1.4). It was a phenomenon linked with the asymmetric distribution of damage 

inside the panel. The influence of this effect on panel behaviour can be related to the 

size of damage and with the level of eccentricity that this damage has inside the panel. 

Therefore panels impacted with higher IKE developed delamination bulging at lower 

compressive loads than panels with lower IKE. Also thick panels seemed prone to 

develop delamination bulging more than thin panels. In this study, 2-mm thick panels 

did not develop delamination bulging, whereas 4-mm thick panels with large damage 

did. Finally, global buckling (mode I to II) and failure loads followed a similar trend, 

which suggest that failure was closely related with the shifting of buckling mode, as it 

was also observed in panels with artificial delamination. 

5.1.2 Effect of damage characteristics on RCS 

Discussion in the previous section seems to suggest that the global buckling (mode I to 

II) stresses of 2-mm thick panels with large damage are close to, if not equal, the 

baseline compressive strength, as shown in Figure 5.1.1. This is also likely to be true for 

4-mm thick panels with multiple delamination as shown in Figure 5.1.3, the RCSs from 

individual panels that failed in the mid-section region seem to correlate with respective 

global buckling (mode I to II) stresses. Therefore, the preconditions that affect global 

buckling (mode I to II) stress are likely to degrade RCS. 

Delamination shape and orientation 

In this section the effect of a single delamination on RCS is examined through the 

variation of delamination shape (circular and elliptical) and orientation of elliptical 

delamination for both 2-mm [104] and 4-mm thick panels. 

It is clear from Figure 5.1.6(a) for 2-mm thick panels (open symbols) that delamination 

shape did not have a noticeable effect on CSRF when the transverse size of 

delaminations is small, say, less than 20 mm. However, when the transverse 

delamination size is large or greater than 40 mm, horizontal elliptical delaminations 

caused just fractionally less amount of degradation than circular ones, although their 
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respective areas for the same transverse size are three times less, as shown in Figure 

5.1.6(b). However, when comparing the preconditioned panels using the damage area, 

the decreasing trend is much more clear, for 2-mm thick panels. The damage area 

threshold for 2-mm thick panels is around 314 mm2
• Beyond this figure, the damage 

area is significant enough to cause some reduction in the CS. 

The variation of the major-axis orientation of elliptical delamination did not have a 

noticeable effect on CSRF, as shown in Figure 5.1.7(a). For elliptical delaminations 

oriented vertically, there was a steady reduction in CSRF for transverse damage sizes 

larger than 10-rnm, whereas for the horizontal case, the reduction was present for sizes 

larger than 20-rnm. At the transverse damage size of 20 mm, the delamination area (942 

mm2) of the vertical ellipse is actually nine times greater than that of the horizontal one 

and is three times greater than the circular one. Thus its corresponding CSRF (open 

triangle symbol) shows moderate degradation as expected. However, the opposite seems 

true when the orientation of major axis of elliptical delaminations is examined in Figure 

5.1.7(b). At the same delamination area, respective CSRFs of elliptical delaminations 

being either parallel (vertical) or perpendicular (horizontal) to the loading direction 

exhibit roughly the same amount of degradation, although the transverse size of 

horizontal elliptical delaminations is three times greater than that of vertical elliptical 

delaminations. 

It was expected that elliptical delaminations with horizontal orientation would have 

greater stress concentrations at the two ends of major axis associated with greater 

curvature than the vertical orientation. The results are not conclusive in this respect. 

Examining Figure 5.1.7(b), no evidence is found about the orientation effect in CSRF 

reduction. Instead there was one decreasing trend in the reduction of CSRF and it was a 

function of the damage area only. Consequently, the size of the delamination in the 

width direction is not a good measure of the amount of damage, since it masks the real 

extent of the damage area. Additionally, the previously defined damage area threshold 

of 314 mm2 for circular delamination (Figure 5.1.6(b)) is also valid for the CSRF 

reduction for elliptical delamination. 
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Examining Figure 5.1.6(a-b) for 4-mm thick panels (filled symbols), it can be seen that 

the shape of a single mid-plane delamination had no effect on the respective CSRFs at 

any transverse size, apart from the largest size (60-mm) in circular shape, with a 10% 

reduction. In the other cases, the damage area was not large enough to affect the CSRFs, 

this finding is supported by the fact that all these panels with single delamination (apart 

from the 60-mm circular shape) failed prematurely in end-crushing, as it is shown in 

Chapter 4. The threshold value for the damage area is determined as 1257 mm2
, for a 

single embedded delamination at the mid-plane in the TTT direction. Beyond this value 

the CSRF reduces if the damage area increases. 

Delamination number and through-the-thickness (TTT) location 

In this section the effect of a single and multiple circular delaminations on RCS are 

examined for 4-mm thick panels. In addition, the effect of the TTT distribution of 

delaminations on RCS is also studied. 

The effect of delamination number is shown in Figures 5.1.8(a-b). It is observed that 

that the CSRF of panels with multiple delaminations (triangle symbol) is on average 

28% less than the CSRF of panels with single delamination (circle symbol), irrespective 

of delamination size. Therefore, the projected delamination area cannot fully describe 

the extent of damage. If the internal damage state is known, the cumulative 

de lamination area is a much reliable indicative of the damage extent, as shown in Figure 

5.1.8(b). The cumulative area is defined as the sum of areas from individual 

delaminations. Examining data beyond the single delamination threshold previously 

found (1256 mm\ it is clear that there is a decreasing trend in CSRF with respect to 

cumulative area. Such trend started with the panel with a 60-mm single delamination 

and continued with the panels with multiple delaminations. There was no damage 

threshold for panels with multiple delaminations; even delaminations of the smaller 

diameters (20-mm diameter) were enough to degrade the CSRF. 

Shifting from symmetric to asymmetric distribution of delamination did not have any 

significant effect on the CSRF. For 4-mm thick panels in Figure 5.1.8(a-b ), two 

different TTT distributions of three artificial delaminations were found to have no 
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anticipated effect on respective CSRFs. As a matter of fact, the panels with three 

symmetric delaminations seemed to have suffered fractionally more than the panels 

with three unsymmetric delaminations. This was expected as the thickest sublaminate 

consisted of 16 plies in the former and of only 10 plies in the latter. The additional 

contributing factor could be from the extension-shear and extension-bending couplings 

as all four sublaminates in the symmetric arrangement were asymmetric and 

unbalanced. All these results clearly confirm that it is the combined effect of projected 

damage size/area and intensity that dictates RCS. 

Local change of geometry characteristics 

Figure 5.1.9 summarises the compressive strength of all 4-mm tested panels with local 

change of geometry. Compressive failure strength of panels with constant dome 

curvature exhibited a steady decreasing trend with the increment in dome in-plane 

diameter. This may be attributed to the higher flexural stress at the centre for panels 

with larger eccentricity (i.e. dome depth). On the other hand, compressive failure 

strength of panels with constant dome depth had a minimum value for the intermediate 

dome diameter, while reaching a maximum in both the largest and the smallest defect. 

This behaviour is clearly due to the superposition of two different trends. The first one 

is inversely proportional to the dome diameter and it is related to the area of geometrical 

damage, the more the area of the geometrical damage is, the more reduced is the panel 

ultimate compressive strength. The second trend increases proportionally with the 

radius of curvature (i.e. diameter), the larger the radius of curvature is, the closer the 

panel is to the complete flatness, reducing the ILS along the dome boundary and 

increasing the load bearing capabilities of the panel. 

Types of preconditions 

CSRFs of 2-mm thick impact-damaged panels are examined along with that of panels 

with artificial delamination, both single and multiple, in Figure 5.1.10(a), as impact 

damages usually contain multiple delaminations. Again the CSRF data of the impact

damaged panels exhibit a very similar trend to that of the single delaminations with the 

same transverse size or damage area threshold. Moreover, the overall CSRF data band 
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seems slightly narrower, with the data of the impact-damaged panels appearing as the 

lower bound of the band. In particular, panels with three identical delaminations 

suffered slightly more than the impact-damaged ones at either the same transverse size 

or damage area. One (CR20X3S) was embedded with three 20-mm circular 

delaminations whereas the other (EH40X3S) had three 40-mm horizontal elliptical 

delaminations. As in both cases, the four sublaminates were non-balanced and 

asymmetric so that a Poisson's ratio mismatch of the sublaminates induced by the 

couplings may have contributed to the degradation, as also discussed in [86]. CSRFs of 

the impact-damaged panels were reduced by as much as 40%. The similar result of 16-

ply laminates with seven circular artificial delaminations was reported in [90]. In 

addition, these results also show that the delamination number is as important as the 

delamination size when the CSRF of panel CR20X3S came out lower than that of panel 

CR60 with a single 60-mm delamination. 

For 4-mm thick panels, the CSRFs of panels with impact-induced (or quasi-statically

induced) damage is examined along multiple artificial delaminations in an asymmetric 

TTT arrangement, local change of geometry in the means of a circular dome (constant 

curvature) and panels with open hole in Figure 5.1.10(b). Only these preconditions were 

considered because the damage produced by impact or quasi-static loading is 

characterised by multiple delaminations, asymmetrically distributed in the TTT 

direction, as seen in Chapter 3. Additionally in Chapter 4 it was observed that the 

compressive behaviour of thick impacted panels was a combination of characteristics 

from panels with multiple delaminations in an asymmetric TTT arrangement and panels 

with local change of geometry. 

A reduction of the CSRFs in 4-mm thick panels with different preconditions is related 

to the compressive failure mode and the severity of the effect on the compressive 

response. Two trends in CSRF vs. damage area were observed from Figure 5.1.10(b). 

The first one offers a higher bound of CSRF and corresponds to panels with artificial 

delamination. The second trend exhibited a sharper initial reduction, offering a lower 

bound of CSRF and it corresponds to panels with open holes. These two trends can be 

explained based on the difference in compressive failure. On the one hand, panels with 

artificial delaminations large enough to cause a reduction of CS had a characteristic 
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compressive failure linked with the shifting in buckling mode-l to mode-11, that follows 

a similar decreasing trend as explained in Chapter 4. On the other hand, the compressive 

failure for open holes was linked with stress redistribution due to the reduction in cross 

sectional area. 

The trends for panels with local change of geometry and impact damage were a 

combination of the two trends described above. On the one hand, small domes caused a 

reduction in the CS similar to multiple artificial delaminations. However for the larger 

sizes of domes (i.e. large eccentricity) the central region of the panels no longer carried 

a substantial amount of compressive load (as explained in Chapter 4 ), and the panels 

tended to behave more like a panel with open holes as shown in Figures 5.1.9 and 

5.1.10(b). On the other hand, panels with impact-induced damage featured 

characteristics from artificially delaminated panels and panels with local change of 

geometry. At low IKEs, with small delamination area, the shifting in buckling mode-l to 

mode-11 precipitated failure. However, the effect of geometric change due to the impact 

event became critical for the larger IKEs, thus the panel failure was increasingly 

triggered by stress concentration. This probably justifies why the panel impacted at the 

largest IKE did not fail at the mid-section but in end-crushing (panel 412.52). 

5.1.3 Effect of panel thickness on RCS 

In a qualitative sense, doubling the panel thickness seems to increase flexural rigidity 

and buckling stress by eight times. This contributed to a two major effects. One was that 

the difference in the mechanisms that govern damage generation during transverse 

loading. For thin panels, damage was dominated by membrane effects and it mainly 

consisted of a localised shear cone around the impact site. For thick panels, the damage 

was more dominated by ILSS, consisting of a main large delamination near the mid

section alongside a less dominant shear cone. The second effect was the significant 

difference in the compressive behaviour of individual panels, as seen in Chapter 4, to 

such an extent that the character of the response of 4-mm thick panels was no longer the 

same than 2-mm thick panels. That is, the 4-mm thick preconditioned panels simply 

failed with end crushing when contained either a single delamination of any size or 

shape, or three circular delaminations of 20-mm diameter in any TTT arrangement. In 
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addition, with the increase of panel thickness, the increased presence of transverse shear 

deformations could result in added flexibility, which may be substantial. 

The thickness effect on the post-impact compressive response is summarised in Figure 

5.1.5(b) by the local buckling (mode-l), global buckling (mode I to 11) and failure loads. 

The stress was normalised using the compressive strength of the respective intact panel. 

Since delamination area was used to show the extent of damage, 2-mm thick panel data 

were grouped close to the y-axis, having smaller damage areas than 4-mm thick panels. 

The trends in local buckling (mode-1), global buckling (mode I to 11) and failure stress 

of 4-mm thick panels are extrapolations of the trends from 2-mm thick panels. 

Additionally failure modes were similar for all the impacted panels, all of them failed at 

the mid-plane during the postbuckling stage. 

Figure 5.1.11 shows the combined results of 2-mm and 4-mm thick panels, in which 

normalised data for each panel thickness are indicated by one symbol without 

distinguishing types of the preconditions. It is interesting to note that the 2-mm thick 

panel data seem to appear in a small cluster whereas the 4-mm thick panel data spread 

out quite a bit at a particular transverse damage size or damage area as expected. This is 

because the intensity of delaminations has a much greater effect on 4-mm thick panels 

than on 2-mm thick panels. The results in terms of damage area seem to be biased 

against 2-mm thick panels when damage area is relatively small. However, when a 

damage area is relatively large, both 2-mm and 4-mm thick panels suffered about 40% 

reduction in CSRF, providing that the damages were contained within respective panels. 

Findings in the literatures in [17, 49, 79, 80, 126] are not completely consistent but 

more CAI strength data seem to favour thicker panels. Nevertheless, it must be 

remembered that the baseline compressive strength of the thicker panels can be 

underestimated due to premature crushing failure at one of the loaded ends, as in the 

present investigation. Consequently, CSRF of the thicker panels may well be 

overestimated. 
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5.1.4 Effects of impact and quasi-static tests parameters on RCS 

The main impact variables such as IKE, absorbed energy (AE), impactor-nose shape 

and maximum transverse force have a direct correlation with the extent of damage, 

resulting in a reduction of CS. This section studies this relationship for 2-mm and 4-mm 

thick panels. 

Impact energy level 

The top frame of Figure 5.1.12 shows the CSRF diagram in terms of delamination area 

for 2-mm and 4-mm thick panels. This figure shows that the behaviour of 2-mm and 4-

mm thick panels with impact-induced damage may be considered as a single trend. 

However this diagram masks the difference in the AE vs. damage area trends between 

thick and thin panels, as observed in the central frame of Figure 5.1.12. Such difference 

lies on the fact that flexural stiffness determines the damage size along with the IKE 

level, as explained earlier. The relationship between damage area and absorbed energy 

is initially linear for both 2-mm and 4-mm thick panels, as discussed in Chapter 3. 

However, beyond 1.34 J/mm (correspondent to panel 210.625m, IKE 9.9J) the damage 

area does not seem to show the same increase rate with IKE for 2-mm thick panels, 

whereas for 4-mm thick panels the damage area carries on with the increasing trend. 

Beyond this energy level, 2-mm thick panels suffered fibre breakage (Chapter 3) and 

increased the proportion of IKE that was absorbed. This is reflected on the CSRF 

diagram when it is plotted in terms of the normalized absorbed energy, in the side frame 

of Figure 5.1.12. The initial reduction in CS for both sets of specimens, 2-mm and 4-

mm thick panels, was similar, but beyond the mentioned energy level (1.34 J/mm) the 

CS did not reduce further than 35% for 2-mm thick panels. On the other hand, 4-mm 

thick panels carried on with the CS reducing trend up to 51% corresponding to an 

energy level of 2.75 J/mm (panel411.5m, IKE 21.1J). 

The relationship between IKE and AE is highly dependent on the panel flexural rigidity 

as shown in Chapter 3. For 2-mm thick panels, the initial linear trend of AE was only 

21% of the IKE, whereas for 4-mm thick panels the proportion was 55%. Therefore, 

when IKE is used as a measure of damage extent, the thickness should be specified as 
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well as the proportion ofiKE that goes into AE. Figure 5.1.13 shows the CSRF diagram 

in terms of the normalized IKE for both 2-mm and 4-mm thick panels. The top of the 

diagram is the same than in Figure 5.1.12. However, the central frame of Figure 5.1.13 

uses the normalised IKE instead of the AE to show the linearity of IKE with the 

delamination area. The thicker panels contain larger delamination areas for the same 

normalised IKE level than the thinner panels, resulting in a lower CSRF as shown in the 

side frame of Figure 5.1.13. 

Loading rate and impactor-nose shape 

This section studies the effect of the applied transverse force and the effect of the 

impactor nose shape on CSRF using the CS results from panels with damage induced 

either by impact or by quasi-static transverse loading and using either hemispherical or 

flat-ended impactor nose shape. 

Impact and quasi-static tests results could be considered as equivalent due to the 

similarity in damage mechanisms and in the deflection-load response from the panel, as 

shown in Chapter 3. Additionally the amount, location and type of damage that 

occurred in impact and quasi-static loading tests correlated well with applied force. 

When CSRF is plotted in terms of the transverse force, the difference between the two 

types of loading (impact and quasi-static) is negligible as shown in Figure 5.1.14(a), 

which presents the CSRF results in terms of maximum transverse force. The applied 

transverse force measured for impact panels has a decreasing trend that also covers the 

data of the quasi-static loading force when the hemispherical-ended indenter was used. 

The impactor nose shape determines contact pressure distribution and the onset of 

damage, as discussed in Chapters 1 and 3. Thus the equivalence between impact and 

quasi-static load induced damage is valid providing that a similar indenter is used in 

both tests. If the hemispherical-ended indenter is replaced by a flat one, the force relates 

differently with the damage content and consequently with the CSRF. The CSRF trends 

for flat and hemispherical indenters are shown with dashed lines in Figure 5.1.14(a). 
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Figure 5.1.14(b) contains the CSRF for both quasi-static and impact damaged panels in 

terms of delamination area. The effect of the impactor-nose shape is evident; there are 

two different decreasing trends of CSRF when increasing the damage size. The first 

trend corresponds to the panels loaded with the flat-ended indenter and it has a less 

reduction with a 40% for the largest delamination. The second trend includes the 

damages induced by a hemispherical-ended indenter both in quasi-static and impact 

loadings. A larger reduction in CSRF of about 60% is exhibited by the largest 

delamination area. The change of local curvature of the panel around the hemispherical 

indenter seemed to have more dramatic effect on the CSRF than the flat indenter, at 

similar delamination areas. 

5.2 Different metrics for damage tolerance assessment 

The damage tolerance is determined by the degree of retention of mechanical 

properties, such as strength and ultimate strain. This section investigates the 

relationships between the different metrics used to express the damage tolerance, based 

on the compression of intact and preconditioned panels (Chapter 4) in terms of the 

extent of damage. 

5.2.1 Damage measures 

The extent of damage can be represented by the damage area, IKE and depth of surface 

dent. A state of damage represented by one of these parameters is related to a reduction 

of CS as discussed in the firs part of this chapter. The reason that all three seem 

necessary is that neither of the first two can accurately represent the damage state. In the 

case of the projected delarnination area, it does not quantify the effect of number and 

TTT distribution of internal delaminations, neither individual shapes nor delamination 

orientation. Nevertheless it is costly and time consuming to get information about the 

internal delamination distribution, so the projected delamination size is often the only 

measure of damage available. The additional advantage of area is that other 

preconditions such as artificial embedded delarnination and open hole can be easily 

represented in an accurate way. 
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In the case of IKE, different strength retention factors can be linked with the same 

energy level, depending on the mass/incident velocity combinations. Also the panel 

flexural rigidity determines the mechanism governing damage generation during 

transverse loading, affecting the proportion of IKE that is absorbed in addition to the 

damage area (Chapter 3). This is reflected on the variation of CS reduction for similar 

IKE levels on panels with different rigidities, i.e. different panel dimensions and 

composite systems (Chapter 4). 

In the case of dent depth, it offers an immediate tool for damage assessment in 

particular for preventive maintenance purposes. However, the dent depth does not 

necessarily have a relationship with the delamination area, as shown in Chapter 1. 

Additionally, the CS reduction due to the effect of surface topology is the consequence 

of different mechanisms of compressive failure than in the case of internal 

delaminations (Chapter 4). Therefore the use of dent depth to measure impact damage is 

limited, in particular when the major damage is predominantly internal and invisible. 

5.2.2 Tolerance assessment metrics 

In conventional damage tolerance assessment, mainly RCS and residual compressive 

strain are assessed in terms of delamination area, IKE, AE or force. Other material 

properties such as in-plane stiffness could also be evaluated, but it is not always feasible 

to use it due to differences in compressive failure mode. This study includes the ratio of 

initial threshold force to maximum transverse force as an additional indicator of the 

panel post-impact load bearing capabilities [13, 127]. 

Compressive strength/strain retention factor 

Figures 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 show the variation of strength and strain retention factors in 

terms of damage area for 2-mm and 4-mm thick panels, respectively. The strain was 

determined in two different ways. One used the mean strain reading from the gauge at 

the far-field location and the other used the strain derived from the axial displacement 

reading (measured by a LVDT) of the loading moving head. After comparing the strain 

with the strength data, it was observed that if damage does not affect the far-field 
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location (i.e. the gauge is truly in the far-field) then the strain reading is a precise 

measure of the strength reduction. On the other hand, axial strain retention factor is not 

always a good indicator of the damage tolerance, in particular when the compressive 

failure is in premature end-crushing. Such type of failure indicates that the damage did 

not interact with the compressive load. 

Retention factors derived both from far-field and axial strains are shown in Figure 

5.2.1(a) for 2-mm thick panels with embedded delamination. Far-field strain retention 

factor (filled symbols) followed the same trend of the strength retention factor (open 

symbols) for both types of delamination, circular and elliptical. Strain retention factor 

data are within 13% and 8% of the strength retention factor for circular and elliptical 

delaminations respectively. However if the axial strain from the displacement (partially 

filled symbols) is used instead of the far-field strain, the strength retention factor trend 

is either overestimated by up to 23% for circular delamination or underestimated by up 

to 14% (elliptical delamination). It seems that far-field strain is more precise than axial 

strain for estimating the retention factor. 

In the case of 2-mm thick panels with impact damage in Figure 5.2.1 (b), the trend of the 

residual far-field strain was much higher than the residual strength data, up to 41% 

overestimated. Although the material damage (internal delamination and fibre breakage) 

did not reach the far-field location, it suggests that the far-field stiffness was reduced by 

the damage. On the other hand, if the axial strain is used instead of the far-field strain, 

the retention factor is underestimated but by a closer value, up to 27% of the strength 

retention factor. The difference between the compressive strain retention factor and 

CSRF is due to the higher sensitivity of strain towards the presence of local change of 

geometry. This also explains the marked difference between axial and far-field strain 

retention factors. The effect of local change of curvature was reflected only on the axial 

strain because SGs at locations away from the impact site were unaffected, as it was the 

case for the far- field strain. 

Figure 5.2.1(c) shows a comparison of all the preconditioned 2-mm thick panels in 

terms of the axial strain retention factor. There is a clear division between data of 

impact damage and artificial delamination. Impact damage in terms of strain retention 
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factor seems to be much more detrimental than single artificial delaminations when 

compared to CSRF. Thus impact-damage data provide a lower bound whereas single 

artificial-delamination data give an upper bound. Discussion of both compression 

tolerance metrics can be found in [128, 129]. The effects of damage characteristics on 

RCS can be presented by compressive strain retention factor in the case of 2-mm thick 

panels, because all the 2-mm thick panels failed in the mid-section region. For the same 

reasoning, axial strains are used for only few 4-mm thick panels as a large number of 

them failed in end crushing so that validity of axial strain measurements is deemed to be 

questionable. Similar difficulty associated with using far-field strains was reported in 

[17, 28], although no information on the tested panel failure modes was provided. 

Figures 5.2.2(a-d) show the variation of strength and strain retention factors for 4-mm 

thick panels in terms of damage area. The majority of the panels failed at the mid

section. Retention factor of panels with multiple embedded delarninations in an 

asymmetric distribution is shown in Figure 5.2.2(a). Similar to 2-mm thick panels with 

circular delamination, comparing strength with strain data, the retention factor was 

underestimated by the far-field strain up to 28% and overestimated by the axial strain up 

to 16%. 

Figure 5.2.2 (b-e) shows the retention factor derived from axial strain, far-field strain 

and strength for panels containing local change of curvature (constant curvature 

approach) and open hole. On the one hand, the axial strain retention factor followed the 

trend of the strength data remarkably well for the panel with local change of geometry 

and overestimated the strength data in the case of panels with open holes without any 

apparent reason found to explain such behaviour. On the other hand, the far-field strain 

retention factor was only close to the strength data for small damage areas. For the 

larger areas, the concept of retention factor was not applicable any longer since the 

location chosen for far-field was not truly far-field, being directly affected by the stress 

concentration around the region with damage. For panels with local change of 

geometry, the apparent far-field strain retention factor was 61% lower than the 

correspondent strength data. For panels with open hole, the effect of damage in the far

field location was so dramatic that the apparent strain retention factor changed sign for 

the largest hole diameter, being 119% lower than the strength data. 
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Strain retention factor of 4-mm thick panels with impact damage did not correlate well 

with strength data, as shown in Figure 5.2.2(d). On the one hand, the far-field strain 

retention factor underestimates the strength retention factor. The far-field strain was 

affected by two factors. One was that the influence of stress redistribution around 

damage, particularly significant for large delaminations with local change of curvature 

(i.e. high IKEs). The other factor was that global buckling (mode-11) developed as a 

result of the interaction between compressive loading and internal delaminations 

alongside topology change. Since this was not an issue for the far-field strain of the 

intact panels, the strain retention factor determined in this way was affected 

significantly. On the other hand, the axial strain and strength retention factors were 

close only for two panels (delamination area of 1697 and 7854 mrn2
). In the other two 

cases (914 and 5468 mm2
) the difference between strength and axial strain retention 

factor was considerable, 18% and 29% for the smaller and the larger damage area 

respectively. No justification was found for such behaviour, apart from data scatter. 

Initial threshold to maximum force ratio 

In a recent study [13, 127], an observation of experimental results indicated that the 

RCS of a panel with damage induced by transverse loading is proportional to the 

amount in which the transverse peak load has exceeded the initial threshold force for the 

onset of delamination. Initially, the damage resistance of a transversely loaded is 

determined by the onset of delamination easily identifiable on a force-history or force

deflection plot. After this load level the amount of induced damage seemed to depend 

on the transverse peak load reached. Guided by the same idea, the ratio of peak 

transverse loads to the initial threshold force for delamination onset was obtained from 

force-history and force-deflection curves in Chapter 3 and compared with the CSRF in 

Figures 5.2.3(a-b) for 4-mm thick panels with impact and quasi-static indentation 

damage. 

In the case of panels with impact damage, the trends of force ratio and CSRF in terms of 

damage area were remarkably close, as seen in Figure 5.2.3(a). The force ratios and the 

CSRFs were very close, in particular for damage areas larger than 913 mm2
• In the case 
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of quasi-static loading in Figure 5.2.3(b ), the estimation of CSRF done by the force 

ratio was poor for partially loaded panels (until the onset of delamination) and slightly 

better for panels fully loaded (until transverse failure). For the former, the value of the 

force ratio at the onset of delamination was obviously unity, but the delamination area 

was 206 and 4734 mm2 for hemispherical and flat-ended respectively. As a result, the 

RCS was reduced, but the effect was not picked up by the force ratio. For the latter, the 

force ratio underestimated the CSRF. This was attributed to an increase in peak load not 

reflected in the reduction of CS. The fact that the delamination area had reached the 

panel boundaries and the fact that the excessive friction forces induced at the stage of 

laminate perforation become significant at substantially large deflections support this 

assumption. 

5.3 Concluding remarks 

The preconditions that approximated better the CSRF of panels with impact damage 

were artificial delamination and hemispherical-shaped domes. 4-mrn thick panels with 

multiple (x3) delaminations of large size had a reduction of CS of about 40%. Panels 

with localised curvature change had a reduction of CS of 55%. These two results can be 

compared to the final reduction in CS due to impact damage of about 50%. 

The effect of damage area on the RCS is cumulative, particularly for 4-mrn thick panels. 

The difference between single and multiple (x3) delaminations of the same projected 

area was around 30%. Therefore it is necessary to assess the TTT size distribution of 

internal delaminations when feasible. Similarly, this difference in 2-mrn thick panels 

with single and multiple delaminations was around 25%. 

The difference between CSRF and compressive strain retention factors was significant, 

due to the additional effect of local curvature. A difference of up to 60% between CSRF 

and compressive strain retention factors was present in 4-mm thick panels with impact 

damage. Similarly the difference in compressive strain retention factor between flat 

panels with artificial delaminations and panels with impact damage was around 40%. 
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6 Analytical Models for Predicting Residual Compressive Strength 

The effect of impact damage and its individual mechanisms on the compressive strength 

reduction has been experimentally studied in previous chapters. However a complete 

understanding of the damage tolerance on the basis of experimentation would be very 

expensive. Therefore development of an analytical model for predicting the residual 

compressive strength (RCS) becomes very desirable. The first section of this chapter 

presents an overview of previous work, concerning analytical and empirical predictions 

of the RCS. In the second section, an analytical model is developed on the basis of 

equating the compressive strength retention factor (CSRF) to the ratio of initial 

threshold force to maximum transverse force. 

6.1 Overview of previous work 

The theoretical prediction of the residual compressive strength (RCS) is still under 

development due to the complexity of impact-induced damage (Chapter 3), despite the 

large body of experimental observations and data regarding the post-impact 

compressive strength behaviour of composite panels. Theoretical investigations have 

been devoted to predicting the influence of low-velocity impact on the in-plane 

compressive strength of composite laminates. Four main approaches have been 

identified, namely blister model, model of ply strain mismatch, soft-inclusion model 

and empirical predictions. 

6.1.1 One-dimension and two-dimensions blister models 

The major damage mechanism induced by impact loading is delamination, as it was 

shown in Chapters 3 and 4. Consequently many authors have based their analytical 

models only on internal delaminations. The sublaminates created by internal 

delaminations can be studied separately in terms of compressive behaviour, stability and 

failure. For a single delamination a thinner sublaminate is called the blister whereas the 

other thicker sublaminate is called a solid substrate. Such thin blister is usually less stiff 

than the substrate and more prone to buckling. Depending on the blister's geometry, the 

analytical models can be divided into one-dimensional (1-D) and two-dimensional (2-
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D). This type of blister models was originally developed by [130]. Other further 

developments could be found in [131, 132]. These models studied both a general case of 

the buckling of two sublaminates of equal thickness and a particular case of a thin 

sublaminate acting as a blister attached to a very thick substrate. Also the effect of the 

sublaminate thickness on the buckling load was studied and some specific results were 

tabulated, as shown in [131]. Additionally, a special postbuckling solution was derived 

for the panel displacements [132]. The results of these studies are compiled in [133]. 

Delarnination propagation of the blister models was studied through the associated 

energy release rate. In [132, 134, 135] the compressive axial load of a delaminated 

beam was assessed using the energy release rate criteria. The critical fracture load 

becomes significant for certain delamination depths. The major limitation of all the 1-D 

blister models was the assumption of the longitudinal propagation of delamination. In 

contrast a realistic delamination in compression tends to propagate in the width 

direction as mentioned in [81, 87, 91-94, 136, 137]. 

Refinement was made by extending the 1-D models to the 2-D. However, the buckling 

of circular sublaminates was treated as a special case of the 1-D models in [138, 139]. 

The basic assumption was that the buckling deformation of the base plate was small 

compared to that of the delarninated layer as well as to the thickness of the plate, so the 

sublaminate behaved as a 2-D blister. It was found that the size and depth of the 

delamination significantly affected the critical buckling load. However the delamination 

growth was still aligned with the load direction, in opposition to the experimental 

observations. Consequently this model provided a good prediction only in the case of 

panels with a through-the-width delamination. 

The limitation of exclusive longitudinal growth of delamination is removed by using 2-

D blister models [ 140]. In this model the sublarninate buckled prior to propagation and 

the stress state at the tip of the crack drove the crack growth in both directions. 

However the determination of the buckling load of 2-D sublarninates was more complex 

than the 1-D case. The growth conditions and behaviour of the delamination were 

studied by breaking the overall problem into an elastic stability problem and a fracture 

problem. The sublarninate stability was determined using a solution based on the 

Rayleigh-Ritz (R-R) method. Then the fracture criterion was applied to the buckled 
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sublaminate, to determine whether or not the delamination had propagated. A similar 

model was presented in [141]. However, failure and delamination propagation are not 

necessarily linked, as observed experimentally in Chapter 4. Rather than triggering a 

catastrophic failure, the presence of a delamination reduces the global stability of the 

panel, reducing particularly the global buckling (mode I to 11) load. The panel failure 

was linked to shifting in buckling mode-l to mode-11 more than delamination 

propagation. 

The determination of the sublaminate stability using the R-R method was studied in 

[142] for various shapes such as circular, strip, rectangle and elliptical blisters. An 

additional finite element analysis (FEA) was carried out to compare the results of both 

models. Generally, the R-R method uses a basic function for the transverse deflection of 

the sublaminate, and through minimization of the potential energy its coefficients are 

determined. It was found to be simple, inexpensive and accurate, except for highly 

anisotropic delaminated regions. The effects of delamination shape and orientation, 

material anisotropy and lay-up on buckling strains were examined. 

Some of 2-D blister models were extended for the RCS prediction in [36, 143, 144]. 

That was carried out in five basic analytical steps. The first step was to simulate the 

characteristic damage state (CDS) as a sublaminate with ply stacking sequence and 

thickness representing an average of those appearing in the real CDS. Secondly, a 

sublaminate stability analysis was performed using damage diameter as an independent 

variable characterising the planar size of the CDS. This was done using a corrected 

version of the model presented in [142]. The correction took in account the asymmetry 

of sublaminates layup. Thirdly, the effective reduced stiffness of the impact damage 

zone was calculated using the results from the sublaminate stability analysis. Fourthly, 

the in-plane stress concentration associated with the reduced stiffness was determined, 

using FEA to account for size of damage/width interactions. Finally, the fifth step was 

the application of a maximum-strain failure criterion to predict CAI, based on the stress 

state determined in the fourth step. A similar methodology was presented in another 

model [145] with the difference that the damage/width interactions (41
h step) were 

worked out using a closed form expression rather than FEA. 
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Failure is generally more sequential and less catastrophic, especially when there are 

more than two sublaminates. A sequential failure model was developed in [85] to find 

failure loads of individual sublaminates in an iterative manner until global failure was 

predicted. Three different calculations were done for every iteration, namely global 

buckling load, local buckling load [142] and compression failure load. These three 

values were then compared to determine which sublaminate has failed. The failed 

sublaminate was retired and the calculation was repeated, using a 'reduced' laminate 

with reduced stiffness. A similar sequential model was presented in [57] where each 

individual sublaminate was analysed for compressive failure through laminate theory 

and for stability through buckling analysis. Once a sublaminate buckled, it was assumed 

that it did not carry any load and the calculation was repeated for a reduced laminate, 

until a ultimate failure of the laminate was reached. This model showed remarkably 

good predictions. In [86] two issues were studied in addition to the analytical sequential 

model. One was the possible bending-stretching coupling behaviour of the delaminated 

region and the other one was the effect of Poisson's ratio mismatch between the 

delaminated and the base region. Both effects were observed experimentally in Chapter 

4. 

6.1.2 Soft inclusion and open hole models 

The relationship between the damage state and the soft inclusion is, in the majority of 

the models, an empirical relationship that depends on the specimen configuration and 

on the laminate properties. To estimate the RCS of panels with impact damage with a 

soft inclusion model is necessary to link the IKE with the geometry of the inclusion by 

examining experimentally the damage characteristics. Nevertheless, the degree of 

precision that these models can provide is high, despite the simplifications and 

analogies that are assumed. 

Impact loading creates a region of reduced stiffness. Some studies have focussed on the 

local change of mechanical properties to predict the RCS. The damage region has been 

modelled a 'soft inclusion', meaning a region with reduced stiffness [77, 146, 147]. It 

has also been modelled as an open hole of equivalent size to the damage region, as seen 

in [50, 99, 148]. The presence of a region with reduced stiffness creates a stress 
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rearrangement and concentration in the surroundings of the impact site during 

compression. This can eventually trigger failure, as shown experimentally in [147, 149]. 

The stress and displacement field around a soft inclusion can be analysed similarly to 

panels with open holes [150], defining a stress/strain concentration factor (SCF) that 

relates the intact far-field properties to the ones of the damaged region [123]. The SCF 

has been determined analytically [146, 151] and experimentally [149]. 

The stiffness reduction of the damaged area was represented by a semi-empirical 

expression [77]. The expression coefficients and the parameters of the soft inclusion 

were determined from experimental results and damage characterisation. Subsequently, 

the stress and displacement fields were obtained using the inhomogeneity model shown 

in [146]. The stresses along the inhomogeneity were compared with a critical value for 

compressive failure, so that the prediction of the RCS was based upon the concept of 

stress concentration. 

The impact damage region can also be modelled as an equivalent open hole. Initially a 

model was developed [124] for predicting the compressive kinking failure of laminated 

coupon specimens containing an open hole. This model was later extended for impact 

damage in panels [50] to predict the RCS. Despite the difference in compressive failure 

and damage mechanisms between panels with impact damage and open hole (Chapters 

3 and 4), the concept of the equivalent hole diameter was introduced to link impact

induced damage and open hole. In the model predictions the damage width used as 

equivalent hole diameter was mainly obtained from X-radiographs, by measuring the 

size of the darkest region and excluding the outer, lighter regions. The theoretical 

predictions agreed with the experimental results, with an error in most cases less than 

10%. The concept of equivalent hole diameter was further elaborated in [99, 148]. 

Based on damage characterisation it was assumed that the entire fibres within the 

elliptic contour of the developed dent could no longer sustain any load, therefore the 

damage region was simplified as an elliptic hole, where the major and minor axes were 

equal to the damage width and the initial dent diameter respectively. Then the stress 

distribution was calculated using the complex potential method and the classical 

lamination theory. Finally a lay-up independent failure criterion was used to predict the 

RCS. The model predictions showed good agreement with a wide variety of materials. 
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6.1.3 Semi-empirical and empirical models 

Generally, semi-empirical and empirical models have an expression for predicting the 

RCS of impacted panels. This expression have to be calibrated every time for a specific 

material and laminate configuration, therefore its precision relies on a strong 

experimental basis. The use of such models has to be carefully confined to the intended 

scope, in particular for fully empirical predictions. 

A semi-empirical method was developed based on the assumption that the 

tensile/compressive strength degradation of a laminated plate containing multiple 

delaminations is proportional to the flexural stiffness degradation [152, 153]. This 

model used the concept of bending stiffness mismatch coefficient M developed in [21] 

(for two ply laminates) and its proportionality to the extent of delamination. The RCS 

was estimated as a function of the impact energy U and the bending mismatch 

coefficient M by using an extended formula that covered laminates with n-ply and 

multiple internal delaminations, all of them grouped in a new term m. The resulting 

expression had two unknown coefficients d and a that were determined experimentally. 

These predictions had good agreement with experimental results, showing a strong 

dependence on the lay-up configuration 

(6.1.1) 

In [76] a basic relationship was formulated in terms of the RCS, O"R, the untouched CS, 

O"u, the impact energy E, the critical energy for initiation of strength reduction, E;c and 

the limiting energy beyond which RCS decreases only marginally, EL. Two linear 

equations were used to describe this relationship over two energy ranges. The critical 

values and coefficients, m1 and m2, were obtained from the experimental data 

O"R = (E- E,Jm, + O"u for E;c < E <EL 

O"R =(E-EJm2 +O"RL forEL<E 
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An exponential relationship was formulated in [154] to relate the impact energy U with 

the reduction of CS. The coefficients of the model, Uo and a; were calibrated using 

coupon specimens. 

(6.1.3) 

The empirical model presented in [155] has the widest scope, due to the large amount of 

experimental work that is backing up the formulas. In this model, an empirical 

relationship between the CAI strength and the impact parameters was obtained from 

extensive data correlation. A total of six parameters were used, namely laminate layup, 

full-penetration stress, laminate thickness, material toughness, impact energy and 

impactor size parameter. The failure stress, Oj, was expressed as 

(6.1.4) 

6.1.4 Limitations of previous analytical models 

It has been shown that the majority of the previous analytical (non-empirical) models 

are based on the compressive behaviour modelling of a damaged panel. They try to 

determine the stress state at critical locations and analyse the failure on each ply. 

However, the development of such stress-based models has some limitations. A first 

limitation is imposed by the simplification of impact damage as internal delaminations. 

It disregards other types of damage such as matrix cracks and local change of geometry 

that may have a significant effect on the RCS for high IKEs. A second limitation lays 

on the difficulty to include all the parameters involved in the complex relationships 

between IKE, AE and the damage state, such as the flexural rigidity of the panel and the 

governing damage mechanisms. A third limitation is dictated by the difficulty of 

modelling the compressive response of damaged panels after local buckling (mode-l). 

Since only some basic cases offer an analytical (closed form) solution, the majority of 

cases require numerical approximations, hence depending on model refinement to get 
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an acceptable degree of precision. Finally, there is a limitation on defining the 

compressive failure as the direct result of delamination propagation. As seen in Chapter 

4, not always compressive failure can be linked to delamination propagation or global 

buckling. There are also particular factors such as delamination size, damage 

mechanisms and panel dimensions that determine the type of compressive failure. 

6.2 Proposed model 

The model proposed in this section is based on the experimental observation [13, 127] 

of the existing similarity between the ratio of initial threshold force to transverse peak 

load and the CSRF. This similarity was also observed Chapter 5 for 4-mm thick panels. 

The model does not analyse either the compressive response nor the compressive failure 

of panels containing damage. 

6.2.1 Initial threshold force calculation 

The threshold force for the onset of delamination has been obtained [30, 42] on the 

basis of an extension of a 1-D beam fracture model to a 2-D circular plate. The 

expression was 

(6.2.1) 

where E is the Young modulus, h is the plate thickness, Guc is the critical energy 

release rate in mode 11 and vis the Poisson' s ratio. However a more accurate expression 

can be obtained if the derivation is based on strain energy release rate of a 2-dimension 

circular plate. In general, an energy balance for a panel transversely loaded without 

fibre shear-out, is given by [156] 

(6.2.2) 
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in which EQsE denotes the external work performed by the transverse force, EIKE = IKE 

is the incident kinetic energy, EAE= AE is the absorbed energy, ERE= RE is the rebound 

energy or stored elastic strain energy, Erne. Eod and Epct are the energies dissipated as 

matrix cracks, onset of delamination and propagation of delamination, respectively. The 

last two terms were grouped in the critical energy release rate term Guc multiplied by 

the delamination area A. Assuming that the energy dissipated by the creation and 

propagation of delamination is significantly higher than by matrix cracks, Eq. (6.2.2) 

can be rearranged as 

(6.2.3) 

If the delamination propagates an infinitesimal area dA, the energy balance can be 

rewritten as 

(6.2.4) 

Figure 6.2.1 shows the particular case of a thin circular plate of thickness h, containing 

a concentric delamination of radius at at the middle plane. The delamination is growing 

from a radius at to a radius at + da, creating a new infinitesimal concentric area, shown 

by the shaded region in the figure. Consequently, Eq. (6.2.4) with the infinitesimal 

second order terms neglected becomes 

dEQSE -dERE dEQSE -dERE 

Guc= n((a,+daY-a~r 2Jra1da 
(6.2.5) 

The energy terms in Eq. (6.2.5) are given by the force-displacement relationships before 

and after the propagation of delamination. If both stages are referred to as 1 and 2 in 

subscript respectively, a change in work performed by external forces is given by 

(6.2.6) 
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And a change in elastic strain energy (i.e. rebound energy) is given by 

(6.2.7) 

Substituting Eq. (6.2.6-7) into Eq. (6.2.5) leads to 

~[Z:(Pxo),]2 -~[Z:(Pxo)J 
G ==---------~--------uc 2 d 11'a, a 

(6.2.8) 

The critical load for delamination propagation can be obtained from Eq. (6.2.8) and the 

respective expressions for the central deflection in terms of applied force. From 

Appendix B, the central deflection 8 of a clamped plate of radius a 2 with a concentric 

circular delamination of radius a 1 at the mid-plane is given by 

(6.2.9) 

in which D' is the flexural rigidity of the intact plate defined in Eq. (3.1.3). The 

expression for deflection in Eq. (6.2.9) can be used in the energy balance expression in 

Eq. (6.2.8) to predict the critical load value for delamination propagation. Before 

delamination propagation, the first term of Eq. (6.2.8) becomes 

["'(Pxo)] =~[a; -a;+ 4a;(3+v)] 
L... '' 1671' D' D'(1+v) 

(6.2.10) 

After the infinitesimal propagation of delarnination da, the second term in Eq. (6.2.8), 

after neglecting the high order terms, becomes 
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["'(Pxo) J =~[ai -(a, +daY+ 4(a, +daY(3+V)] 
L.. 1 2 161Z" D' D'(l+v) 

= P
2 [ai -(a: +2a1da) 4(a: +2a1daX3+v)] 

... 161Z" D' + D'(l+V) 

Combining both Eq. (6.2.10) and (6.2.11) with Eq. (6.2.8) yields 

Rearranging the above yields 

G _ P
2 

[ 4(3+v) 1] 
ne- 321Z"2 D'(l+v) D' 

thus the critical force for delamination growth is given by 

pcritical = 
32D' 1Z"

2G11c 
4(3+v) _

1 
(l+v) 

(6.2.11) 

(6.2.13) 

(6.2.14) 

Table 6.2.1 Prediction for critical transverse load for crack onset in a circular plate 

Property 
D' 

Plate thickness, h 
Engng. flexural modulus, E 

Units 
GPa.mm3 

mm 
GP a 

Equation 
3.1.3 

3.1.16 

16 plies 
39.30 
2.048 
53.12 

32 plies 
314.40 
4.10 

52.92 
Radial Poisson's ratio, v, 0.31 0.31 

Critical energy release rate, G11c J!m2 940 940 
Initial threshold force, P1hresh kN 6.2.1 2.04 5.76 
Initial threshold force, P 1hresh kN 6.2.14 1.13 3.20 

Experimental impact avg.", Pthresh kN 1.53 3.88 
Experimental QSI avg.b, P1hmh kN 1.07 3.64 

• The average result is derived from force history data of impact tests in Chapter 3. 
b The average result is derived from load-displacement curves of quasi-static 

transverse loading using hemispherical-ended indenter in Chapter 3. 
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Table 6.2.1 shows predictions of critical loads for delamination propagation in 16- and 

32-ply QI laminates, using both Eq.(6.2.1) and Eq. (6.2.14). The flexural modulus E and 

the flexural stiffness D' are shown in Table 3.1.5 in Chapter 3, whereas the critical 

strain energy release rate for mode II, Guc, is taken from [104]. The agreement between 

the experimental and predicted values is fortuitous, as two major assumptions were 

involved in the derivation for simplicity. One was that matrix cracking had a negligible 

contribution to the energy balance. The other one was that there was only one 

delamination located at the mid-plane. 

6.2.2 Force-based model for predicting CSRF 

This section shows an attempt to develop an analytical model on the basis of the ratio of 

the initial threshold force for delamination onset to the maximum transverse force. The 

link to RCS was an experimental observation in [13, 127] and Chapter 5. It postulated 

that the percentage by which the peak transverse loads exceeded the initial threshold 

forces is not only a good measure of the amount of damage but also a good indication of 

the residual strength of laminate plates. However, this relationship seemed to be valid 

only for relatively thick panels with thickness of 4 mm (Chapter 5) and 10 mm up to 25 

mm in [127]. In the case of the thinner laminate, 16-plies, there was little resemblance 

between the CSRF values and the force ratio, probably due to the difference in the 

mechanisms governing the damage generation. 

The basic assumption of the present model is that the CSRF and the ratio of initial 

threshold force to maximum force can be considered equivalent, for P max > Prhresh 

P,,,.,, "' (}'CA/ = CSRF 
p max O'o 

(6.2.15) 

Where acAI is the compressi ve strength of the panel after impact, and a0 is the 

compressi ve strength of an intact panel. In the case of P max < Prhresh. there is not internal 

damage in the panel and the CSRF value is equal to 1. On the one hand, the initial 

threshold force, P,,.,,,,., is worked out using Eq. (6.2.14). On the other hand, the 
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maximum force, P max, can be obtained based on the AE of the plate during transverse 

loading. 

Figure 6.2.2 shows a schematic load-displacement transverse response both in loading 

and unloading, with the enclosed area hatched representing the AE by the panel 

(Chapter 3 and [41]). On the one hand the area under the loading path A-B-C represents 

the energy transfer from the impactor to the laminate, either elastic or dissipation in 

internal damage and local indentation. This energy can be measured using the area 

under the curve A-C. Initially, the panel response (A-B) is elastic up to the delaminating 

onset. After this load level (B-C) the force-displacement curve reflects damage growth, 

with drops in flexural strength due to the appearance of thinner sublaminates. On the 

other hand the unloading path C-D represents all the elastic energy that the damaged 

laminate is passing back to the impactor, as rebound energy (RE). The unloading 

response of the panel is determined by the membrane and flexural stiffness of the 

damaged laminate. The IKE, AE and RE are related by the energy balance in Eq. 

(6.2.2). 

The peak load (P max) can be estimated using the elastic transverse response of the 

damaged laminate and the RE, provided that the peak load and the load for maximum 

displacement are relatively close. The transverse elastic response of a panel with 

multiple delaminations is mainly membrane governed, as a result of the low flexural 

stiffness of individual sublaminates. Thus, the elastic response can be approximated by 

the membrane response only, without considering negligible flexural contributions. For 

a damaged panel the transverse force-displacement response (Eq. (3.1.19b)) can be 

approximated by 

(6.2.16) 

in which km is given by Eq. (3.1.13b) in Chapter 3. The RE is the area under the curve 

determined by the path C-D in Figure 6.2.3, so that it can be expressed in terms of Eq. 

(6.2.16) as 
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X X 

RE= JPdw= Jkmw~dw (6.2.17) 
0 0 

The unknown in Eq. (6.2.17) is the maximum displacement x corresponding to the 

maximum force. Solving the Eq. (6.2.17) for x it yields 

(6.2.18) 

Therefore, the maximum load is given in Eq. (6.2.16) by replacing wo = x as 

( )

3/4 

k 4RE =P 
m k max 

m 

(6.2.19) 

Finally, the prediction of CSRF in Eq. (6.2.15) can be expressed now in terms of the 

initial threshold force and the maximum force in Eqs. (6.2.14) and (6.2.19) respectively 

CSRF = 1 ; for P max < Prhresh 

; for P max > Prlzresh (6.2.20) 

The predicted values are plotted in Figure 6.2.3(a-b) as function of the IKE and of the 

RE. In the case of IKE, the prediction was based on the assumption that the proportion 

of AE energy was 55% so the RE was 45% of the total IKE, as found experimentally in 

Chapter 3 for 4-mm thick panels. Figure 6.2.3(a-b) also includes the experimental 

results of 4-mm thick panels with impact-induced damage for CSRF and the ratio of 

initial threshold to maximum force. The model estimates the ratio of initial threshold to 

maximum force well and it is expected to predict the CSRF with reasonable precision if 

there is a resemblance between CSRF and the force ratio. 
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The initial threshold, maximum force and CSRF values are listed in Table 6.2.2 for 

analytically estimated and experimental results. Both set of results for 4-mm thick 

panels show good correlation. Contrastingly, experimental results for the 2-mm thick 

panel were significantly different from the analytical estimation, as a result of the 

difference between the experimental force ratio and the experimental CSRF. 

Table 6.2.2 Experimental and analytical prediction results for initial threshold and 
maximum force ratio and CSRF 

Panel Energy Experimental results Analytical prediction 
IKE AE RE Initial Max. Force CSRF Initial Max. Force ratio 

thres. force ratio thres. force /CSRF 
J J J KN kN % % kN kN % 

41 0.5m 6.9 4.2 2.7 3.73 4.27 87.3 60.2 3.20 3.56 90.0 
41 l.Om 13.7 7.3 6.4 3.83 7.35 52.1 48.0 3.20 5.95 53.8 
41 1.5m 21.1 11.2 9.9 4.07 8.57 47.5 48.1 3.20 8.22 38.9 
4I2.52m 41.7 22.9' 18.8' 3.88 13.41 28.9 41.7 3.20 13.71 23.4 
21 0.5ii 7.9 2.1 5.8 1.53 4.73 32.3 80.8 1.13 5.05 22.4 

a AE for the panel41 2.52m was determined using the average absorption ratio of 
55% of the IKE, since the experimental result was missing 

The expression in Eq. (6.2.20) allows the calculation of the critical energy level for 

damage onset. If the CSRF is set to 1, the equation can be solved in terms of the RE 

(6.2.21) 

The critical level of RE for damage onset for 4-mm thick panels is 2.70 J, given by Eq. 

(6.2.21). If the absorbed energy is 55% of the total IKE, then the critical IKE for 

damage onset is 6.00 J. Fortuitously, this value correlates well with the experimental of 

6.14 J, found in Chapter 3. 

Figure 6.2.4 shows the effect of indenter size on the CSRF prediction trend. Increasing 

the indenter size is reflected in a reduction of the membrane stiffness via the loading 

area factor LAF (Eq. (3.l.l3b )). Thus, the CSRF and the critical energy for damage 

onset are also lowered when the indenter size is increased. The indenter size was varied 

only from 0% to 50% of the total plate radius. The model estimation of the CSRF has 
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reasonable precision within this range. A significant error is introduced for larger 

indenters, for two main reasons. The first one is that the derivation of the membrane 

stiffness for deflection in Chapter 3 only accounts the elastic energy stored in the outer 

part of the plate surrounding the indenter. When the indenter covers a significant area of 

the panel, the model underestimates an important amount of elastic energy stored under 

the indenter. In order to account this contribution, the membrane effect has to be 

worked out in a different way that is not covered in this study. The second source of 

error is that the initial threshold force value is determined assuming that the applied 

transverse load is concentrated at the panel centre for the simplicity in the derivation. 
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Figure 6.2.1 Circular plate of radius a2 with a concentric growing crack of radius at 
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Figure 6.2.2 Schematic force-displacement diagram indicating the loading path A-B-C 
and the unloading path C-D. The absorbed energy (AE) is the hatched area enclosed by 

the hysteretical loop. The rebound energy (RE) is the area under C-D 
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Figure 6.2.3 Analytical prediction for CSRF compared with the experimental initial 
threshold to maximum force ratio and experimental CSRF of 4-mm impacted panels in 

terms of (a) IKE and (b) rebound energy, RE 
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Figure 6.2.4 Indenter size effect on the analytical prediction of CSRF in terms of the 
rebound energy (RE) 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 

The use and design of composite structures has to consider the effect of impact damage 

on the residual compressive strength. Due to the complexity of impact damage, a clear 

understanding of the mechanisms leading to this reduction requires an alternative study 

of all the types of damage involved. In this thesis a three 'bounding' approach was 

taken to simulate impact damage, using simplified well-defined damages. The first one 

used open holes as the representation of ultimate material damages. The second one 

used embedment of artificial delaminations to experimentally simulate as many 

elements of impact damage characteristics as possible, including size, shape, number (of 

the same size), TTT distribution and TTT location. The third one considered the effect 

of local curvature change by introducing hemispherical-shaped domes of different 

curvatures and depths into panels. The effect of impact damage was expected to fall 

among these three bounds. Panels with the three preconditions described above plus 

panels with impact- and quasi-static transverse loading-induced damage were tested in 

compression. The respective compressive behaviour and failure were obtained 

experimentally by in-plane compressing 4-mm thick quasi-isotropic T700/LTM45-EL 

carbon/epoxy preconditioned of 150xl00 mm in a universal testing machine. The panel 

was fitted into a specially designed anti-buckling jig that provided simply supported 

boundary conditions on the unloaded edges. Epoxy potted ends were added to the 

loading ends to increase the contact area and prevent hinge-like rotation. In this way the 

loaded ends were effectively close to clamped condition but without clamping surface 

pressure. Load, displacement and local surface strains were monitored during the 

compressive test for subsequent analysis and cross-examination. Data of 2-mm thick 

panels with impact damage and artificial delaminations were available mostly from a 

previous study [104] and were also included in the analysis. 

The following conclusions could be drawn: 

(A ) The approximation of impact damage through artificial delamination proved to be 

extremely useful. The validity of this approach was examined by comparing 

compressive strain responses of impacted and preconditioned panels in Chapter 4. 

In the case of 2-mm thick panels, impact damage was well represented by a single 
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delamination of equivalent projected area. Both types of preconditioned panels 

followed the sequential behaviour of in-plane compression (or pre-buckling), local 

buckling (mode-l), global buckling (mode-l), global post-buckling (mode-II) and 

ultimate failure in the mid-section region. The validity of the approach was 

reinforced by the existence of a common damage threshold, at the 25% panel width 

or 455-mm2 damage area, irrespective of shape, orientation or nature of damages. 

(B ) The validity of simulating impact damage with artificial delamination had some 

noticeable limitations for thicker 4-mm thick panels. Panels with a single 

delamination had a completely different response from impacted panels with 

equivalent damage area. Moreover, these panels tended to behave like the intact 

panels, as they were crushed at one end. A reduction in CS was observed only 

when damage area became greater than 1257 mm2
, or when multiple delarninations 

of medium and large sizes were embedded. In addition, the compressive response 

and failure of artificially delaminated panels resembled those of panels with impact 

damage of the same area. Moreover, for these panels, the compressive behaviour 

characteristics were similar to that of 2-mm thick panels. 

(C) The compressive failure of panels with internal delaminations is not necessarily 

linked to delamination propagation. After the damage threshold for CS reduction, 

the compressive failure seemed to be related to the mode shifting (mode I to Il) at 

the global buckling load. As observed in Chapter 5 both RCS and global buckling 

(mode I to Il) followed a similar trend. However, global buckling (mode I to Il) 

was not necessarily a synonym of delamination propagation. The delamination 

propagation was estimated in Chapter 4 on the basis of panel deformation 

sequences in the longitudinal and width directions. Depending on the size of 

delamination, the delamination propagation may be influenced by the ILSS 

concentration at the edge of delamination due to the transverse deformation in 

conjunction with the longitudinal buckled shape. An observation of the Poisson's 

ratio data provided a good indicator of delarnination propagation. 

(D ) The area of delamination tends to follow a linear relationship with the IKE for low 

and intermediate energy levels. Within this IKE range the simulation of impact 
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damage through artificial delamination was accurate. However at higher IKEs, 

other types of damage became more dominant (as shown in Chapter 3) such as 

local curvature change and fibre breakage. In particular local curvature change had 

a significant effect on the compressive response of impacted panels at high IKEs, 

as shown in Chapter 4. The effect of local curvature change was also reflected on 

the lower residual compressive strain of impacted panels at high IKEs (Chapter 5) 

compared to the residual compressive strength. Residual strain tends to be more 

sensitive to local change of geometry than strength. Panels with artificial 

delaminations alone cannot completely simulate the features unless local curvature 

change is included. 

(E ) Impact damage induced at high IKEs was represented by material damage and 

local change of curvature. Panels with hemispherical-shaped domes (Chapter 4) 

provided basic information on the interaction between local curvature change and 

compressive load. Their compressive response and failure was governed by 

flexural stresses and ILSS concentration at the centre and along the boundary of the 

dome, respectively. The flexural stress was induced by the inherent eccentricity 

introduced with the hemispherical-shaped dome. The ILSS concentration was 

induced by the abrupt change of fibre direction that acted as a softer region in the 

panel, similarly to panels with open holes. 

(F) The damage initiation and propagation as well as the energy absorption 

characteristics during transverse loading (Chapter 3) were dependent on panel 

thickness. Relatively flexible 2-rnm thick panels had small projected areas of 

delamination with a dominant and localised shear cone induced by membrane 

effects. The energy absorbed by delamination was around 20% of the given IKE. 

On the contrary, damage of stiffer 4-mm thick panels was dominated by a large 

delamination near the mid-plane induced by high ILSS alongside a small shear 

cone. The energy dissipated by delamination was around 50% of the given IKE. 

(G ) Alongside the experimental observations, two analytical models were developed 

for the prediction of panel deflection and CSRF. The comparison between 

predictions and experimental results of panel deflection showed the importance of 
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the membrane stretching effect, particularly in thin panels. The influence of 

boundary conditions on the membrane response was not considered in the model. 

The comparison also showed that the effect of local indentation effect could be 

significant for thick panels. 

(H) The predictions of CSRF from the analytical model developed in Chapter 6 were in 

good agreement with CSRF of 4-mm thick panels. This may seem fortuitous, since 

major assumptions were made during the derivation. The model was based on an 

experimental observation of the correlation between the degree of reduction in CS 

and the ratio of maximum transverse load to initial threshold for damage initiation. 

In addition, the model provides a method to estimate the initial threshold force for 

damage initiation and the energy threshold for the reduction in CS. 

The main recommendations can be made for future research work in this area: 

(I) In the experimental aspect, the method to simulate impact damage with artificial 

delaminations can be further refined. The refinement should focus on multiple 

delaminations (more than 3) and their TTT distribution of different delamination 

sizes, simulating both damage states of thin and thick panels. Therefore not only 

the shear cone should be simulated but also a small shear cone alongside a large 

delamination near the mid-plane. The largest delamination could be located at 

various TTT locations to observe the effect on the compressive response and 

failure. 

(II ) The method of simulating impact damage can also incorporate the effect of local 

curvature change by embedding artificial delaminations and introducing 

hemispherical-shaped domes in the same panel. The resulting panel could 

resemble more panels impacted at high IKEs. However this will imply technical 

problems in the panel manufacturing that needs to be solved in advance. 

(III) The analytical model for predicting CSRF is still in embryonic state. There is a 

large potential to further develop the concept proposed in this thesis. A major 

issue would be to establish an analytical basis so that the force ratio (initial 
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threshold force to maximum transverse force ratio) can be linked to the reduction 

in CS. 

(IV) The relationship between panel transverse deformation (skewing), delamination 

size and propagation can be further studied, to find experimental and analytical 

relationships for a given composite system and panel geometry. This would 

entail the use of additional SGs in the transverse direction or Moire 

interferometry. An analytical relationship could be obtained through the 

combination of deformation simulation of a damaged panel, ILSS distribution 

and critical energy release rate for fracture. 
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Appendix A 

Panel dimensions were measured by using a digital calliper at several locations on 

panels. 

A.l Control panels 

Coordinates Thickness in mm 
X y Control 0 Control3 Control2 Control Control Control 

holes 1 a holes 2 a holes 3 a 

0 25 4.07 3.94 4.44 3.97 3.94 3.98 
0 50 4.07 3.88 4.44 3.97 3.99 4.03 
0 75 4.04 3.87 4.41 3.98 4.00 4.00 
0 100 4.05 3.87 4.41 3.98 3.99 3.96 
0 125 4.00 3.83 4.47 3.97 3.98 3.92 

100 25 4.10 3.94 4.43 4.00 3.94 3.98 
100 50 4.10 3.86 4.44 4.02 3.99 4.00 
100 75 4.09 3.88 4.45 4.01 3.99 4.00 
100 100 4.08 3.92 4.45 4.01 4.00 4.00 
100 125 4.06 3.89 4.47 3.97 3.98 3.91 

Average 4.07 3.89 4.44 3.99 3.98 3.98 
Standard dev 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 

Coordinates Length in mm 
X y Control 0 Control3 Control2 Control Control Control 

holes 1 a holes 2 a holes 3 a 

0 146.73 148.89 NA 149.64 151.83 151.36 
25 146.76 148.92 NA 149.64 151.81 151.26 
50 146.76 148.87 NA 149.66 151.80 151.16 
75 146.77 148.87 NA 149.63 151.81 151.11 
100 146.80 148.94 NA 149.65 151.78 151.04 

Average 146.76 148.90 NA 149.64 151.81 151.19 
Standard dev 0.03 0.03 NA 0.01 0.02 0.13 

Coordinates Width in mm 
X y Control 0 Control3 Control2 Control Control Control 

holes 1 a holes 2 a holes 3 a 

25 99.92 100.44 99.55 98.80 98.76 99.12 
50 99.93 100.27 99.66 98.76 98.80 99.15 
75 99.94 100.29 99.65 98.63 98.75 98.98 
100 99.95 100.23 99.67 98.47 98.60 98.94 
125 99.95 100.21 99.70 98.50 98.61 98.96 

Average 99.94 100.29 99.65 98.63 98.70 99.03 
Standard dev 0.01 0.09 0.06 0.15 0.09 0.10 

a Panels were made of T300/epoxy composite system rather than the usual T700/epoxy 
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A.2 Panels with single delamination 

Coordinates Thickness in mm 
X y C20MS C40MS C60MS C20QS C40QS C60QS 
0 25 3.79 4.10 4.09 4.05 4.23 4.30 
0 50 3.79 4.09 4.06 4.08 4.16 4.21 
0 75 3.78 4.12 4.08 4.17 4.20 4.20 
0 100 3.78 4.14 4.08 4.16 4.21 4.19 
0 125 3.78 4.17 4.09 4.20 4.19 4.18 

100 25 3.84 4.07 4.10 4.08 4.22 4.13 
100 50 3.86 4.08 4.13 4.10 4.23 4.15 
100 75 3.86 4.10 4.15 4.15 4.20 4.14 
100 100 3.84 4.12 4.14 4.18 4.21 4.12 
100 125 3.83 4.13 4.14 4.22 4.20 4.09 

Average 3.82 4.11 4.11 4.14 4.21 4.17 
Standard dev 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.06 0.02 0.06 

Coordinates Length in mm 
X y C20MS C40MS C60MS C20QS C40QS C60QS 
0 145.16 147.54 147.57 147.64 149.14 147.42 
25 145.18 147.58 147.61 147.63 149.14 147.44 
50 145.18 147.56 147.60 147.64 149.13 147.43 
75 145.17 147.57 147.57 147.63 149.15 147.44 
100 145.14 147.55 147.56 147.63 149.15 147.43 

Average 145.17 147.56 147.58 147.63 149.14 147.43 
Standard dev 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 

Coordinates Width in mm 
X y C20MS C40MS C60MS C20QS C40QS C60QS 

25 94.44 98.74 99.41 99.20 99.39 99.56 
50 94.43 98.64 99.42 99.18 99.35 99.55 
75 94.43 98.57 99.41 99.19 99.35 99.57 
100 94.38 98.59 99.42 99.20 99.33 99.52 
125 94.37 98.61 99.41 99.18 99.34 99.47 

Average 94.41 98.63 99.41 99.19 99.35 99.53 
Standard dev 0.03 0.07 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.04 
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A.3 Panels with multiple (x3) delaminations 

Coordinates Thickness in mm 
X y C20x3S C40x3S C60x3S C20x3AS C40x3AS C60x3AS 
0 25 3.93 3.87 3.96 3.83 3.92 3.80 
0 50 3.90 3.88 3.99 3.84 3.94 3.80 
0 75 3.90 3.90 3.99 3.85 3.92 3.80 
0 100 3.91 3.90 3.99 3.84 3.91 3.83 
0 125 3.94 3.91 3.94 3.86 3.91 3.88 

100 25 3.95 3.95 3.88 3.82 3.92 3.82 
100 50 3.95 3.97 3.89 3.84 3.90 3.82 
100 75 3.95 3.97 3.88 3.85 3.94 3.83 
100 100 3.95 3.99 3.88 3.85 3.91 3.84 
100 125 3.95 3.98 3.88 3.86 3.91 3.84 

Average 3.93 3.93 3.93 3.84 3.92 3.83 
Standard dev 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.02 

Coordinates Length in mm 
X y C20x3S C40x3S C60x3S C20x3AS C40x3AS C60x3AS 
0 149.00 148.75 148.57 148.18 148.84 147.62 
25 148.98 148.74 148.57 148.20 148.86 147.67 
50 148.96 148.75 148.58 148.20 148.86 147.65 
75 148.97 148.75 148.58 148.21 148.87 147.67 
100 148.96 148.75 148.60 148.22 148.87 147.68 

Average 148.97 148.75 148.58 148.20 148.86 147.66 
Standard dev 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 

Coordinates Width in mm 
X y C20x3S C40x3S C60x3S C20x3AS C40x3AS C60x3AS 

0 
25 98.52 100.67 100.42 100.23 99.92 100.27 
50 98.48 100.70 100.26 100.13 99.93 100.22 
75 98.43 100.69 100.23 100.20 99.96 100.22 
100 98.44 100.66 100.15 100.21 99.99 100.18 
125 98.81 100.62 100.25 100.31 100.01 100.15 
150 

Average 98.54 100.67 100.26 100.22 99.96 100.21 
Standard dev 0.16 0.03 0.10 0.06 0.04 0.05 
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A.4 Panels with local change of geometry 

Coordinates Thickness in mm 
X y CD20CC CD40CC CD60CC CD40DC CD60DC 
0 25 3.96 3.88 3.66 3.83 3.80 
0 50 3.95 3.99 3.75 3.91 3.86 
0 75 4.02 4.03 3.77 3.97 3.87 
0 100 3.99 4.00 3.74 3.92 3.85 
0 125 3.87 3.93 3.66 3.86 3.73 

100 25 3.95 3.82 3.61 3.82 3.84 
100 50 4.04 3.93 3.76 3.89 3.99 
100 75 4.10 3.98 3.81 3.90 4.00 
100 100 4.08 3.89 3.84 3.88 3.96 
100 125 3.97 3.71 3.87 3.80 3.84 

Average 3.99 3.92 3.75 3.88 3.87 
Standard dev 0.07 0.10 0.08 0.05 0.09 

Coordinates Length in mm 
X y CD20 CC CD40 CC CD60CC CD40DC CD60DC 
0 149.12 149.18 149.30 149.24 149.99 
25 149.10 149.11 149.13 149.25 150.01 
50 149.09 149.04 149.01 149.23 150.01 
75 149.06 149.00 148.93 149.16 150.07 
100 149.05 149.04 148.80 149.17 150.15 

Average 149.08 149.07 149.03 149.21 150.05 
Standard dev 0.03 0.07 0.19 0.04 0.07 

Coordinates Width in mm 
X y CD20CC CD40CC CD60CC CD40DC CD60DC 

25 99.72 99.53 99.84 99.80 100.07 
50 99.87 99.54 99.85 99.80 100.02 
75 99.88 99.47 99.88 99.75 99.72 
100 99.88 99.42 99.92 99.89 100.01 
125 99.60 99.50 99.93 100.09 100.07 

Average 99.79 99.49 99.88 99.87 99.98 
Standard dev 0.13 0.05 0.04 0.14 0.15 
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A.S Panels with impact-induced damage 

Coordinates Thickness in mm 
X y 410.5m 4Il.Om 411.5m 412.52m 
0 25 4.09 4.09 3.95 4.27 
0 50 4.13 4.11 4.00 4.30 
0 75 4.15 4.16 4.05 4.34 
0 100 4.18 4.19 4.07 4.32 
0 125 4.19 4.18 4.07 4.32 

100 25 4.00 3.93 4.08 4.07 
100 50 4.03 4.02 4.12 4.13 
100 75 4.03 4.02 4.14 4.14 
100 100 4.06 4.05 4.17 4.14 
100 125 4.07 4.07 4.18 4.16 

Average 4.09 4.08 4.08 4.22 
Standard dev O.o? 0.08 O.o? 0.10 

Coordinates Length in mm 
X y 410.5m 4Il.Om 411.5m 41 2.52m 
0 149.32 146.21 147.93 149.26 
25 149.35 146.21 147.92 149.23 
50 149.33 146.21 147.92 149.24 
75 149.30 146.21 147.90 149.27 
100 149.30 146.20 147.90 149.28 

Average 149.32 146.21 147.91 149.26 
Standard dev 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.02 

Coordinates Width in mm 
X y 410.5m 4Il.Om 411.5m 412.52m 

25 100.00 100.50 100.13 99.99 
50 100.0Z 100.49 100.07 99.69 
75 100.90 100.47 100.30 100.02 
100 99.92 100.49 100.26 100.05 
125 100.08 100.50 100.14 100.04 

Average 100.18 100.49 100.18 99.96 
Standard dev 0.40 0.01 0.10 0.15 
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A.6 Panels with quasi-static transverse loading damage 

Coordinates Thickness in mm 
X y QSIF QSIFHWii QSIH QSIHHW 
0 25 4.28 4.14 4.12 4.16 
0 50 4.32 4.19 4.16 4.14 
0 75 4.36 4.25 4.22 4.12 
0 100 4.35 4.31 4.19 4.11 
0 125 4.36 4.33 4.18 4.10 

100 25 4.14 4.17 4.33 4.33 
100 50 4.20 4.17 4.30 4.30 
100 75 4.34 4.20 4.34 4.26 
100 100 4.33 4.23 4.31 4.24 
100 125 4.28 4.23 4.35 4.21 

Average 4.30 4.22 4.25 4.20 
Standard dev 0.07 0.06 0.08 0.08 

Coordinates Length in mm 
X y QSIF QSIFHWii QSIH QSIHHW 
0 148.24 149.19 148.68 147.42 
25 148.16 149.19 148.69 147.46 
50 148.19 149.20 148.67 147.45 
75 148.16 149.22 148.68 147.47 
100 148.18 149.21 148.67 147.46 

Average 148.19 149.20 148.68 147.45 
Standard dev 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.02 

Coordinates Width in mm 
X y QSIF QSIFHWii QSIH QSIHHW 

25 100.68 101.12 100.79 100.69 
50 100.31 100.81 100.51 100.59 
75 100.50 100.97 100.47 101.02 
100 100.46 100.62 100.19 100.83 
125 100.74 100.86 100.29 101.20 

Average 100.54 100.88 100.45 100.87 
Standard dev 0.17 0.19 0.23 0.25 
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A.7 Panels with open holes 

Coordinates Thickness in mm 
X y HOLE20 HOLE40 HOLE60 
0 25 3.84 3.97 3.91 
0 50 3.85 3.95 3.78 
0 75 3.83 3.94 3.80 
0 100 3.82 3.93 3.80 
0 125 3.76 3.92 3.82 

100 25 3.97 3.99 4.05 
100 50 3.97 4.00 4.06 
100 75 3.96 3.99 4.01 
100 100 3.94 3.97 3.97 
100 125 3.92 3.95 4.00 

Average 3.89 3.96 3.92 
Standard dev 0.07 0.03 0.11 

Coordinates Length in mm 
X y HOLE20 HOLE40 HOLE60 
0 149.70 149.36 149.48 
25 149.68 149.37 149.45 
50 149.77 149.33 149.45 
75 149.88 149.35 149.46 
100 149.94 149.40 149.46 

Average 149.79 149.36 149.46 
Standard dev 0.11 0.03 0.01 

Coordinates Width in mm 
X y HOLE20 HOLE40 HOLE60 

25 99.42 100.58 100.22 
50 99.49 100.62 100.25 
75 99.41 100.61 100.31 
100 99.48 100.64 100.42 
125 99.52 100.60 100.71 

Average 99.46 100.61 100.38 
Standard dev 0.05 0.02 0.20 
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A.S Repeated tests 

Coordinates Thickness in mm 
X y C20MSii C20x3Sii CD60CCii CD40CDii 
0 25 3.97 4.00 3.69 3.78 
0 50 3.92 3.96 3.70 3.88 
0 75 3.95 3.98 3.74 3.88 
0 100 3.93 4.03 3.80 3.88 
0 125 3.94 4.05 3.75 3.84 

100 25 3.91 3.90 3.48 3.81 
100 50 3.93 3.91 3.65 3.89 
100 75 3.92 3.91 3.64 3.90 
100 100 3.95 3.94 3.61 3.89 
100 125 3.95 3.96 3.57 3.82 

Average 3.94 3.96 3.66 3.86 
Standard dev 0.02 0.05 0.09 0.04 

Coordinates Length in mm 
X y C20MSii C20x3Sii CD60CCii CD40CDii 
0 149.72 149.73 149.21 149.09 
25 149.73 149.72 149.20 149.10 
50 149.71 149.72 149.21 149.09 
75 149.72 149.71 149.21 149.10 
100 149.73 149.71 149.26 149.12 

Average 149.72 149.72 149.22 149.10 
Standard dev 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 

Coordinates Width in mm 
X y C20MSii C20x3Sii CD60CCii CD40CDii 

25 99.66 100.30 100.03 100.35 
50 99.64 100.26 100.06 100.36 
75 99.64 100.18 100.16 100.36 
100 99.40 100.21 99.82 100.28 
125 99.41 100.22 100.14 100.32 

Average 99.55 100.23 100.04 100.33 
Standard dev 0.13 0.05 0.14 0.03 
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A.9 Two-mm thick panels 

Coordinates Thickness in mm 
X y 210.5 ii 2QSIHHW 2EH40x3S 2C20x3S 
0 25 1.90 1.96 1.86 1.86 
0 50 1.96 2.00 1.84 1.88 
0 75 2.00 2.02 1.86 1.88 
0 100 2.02 2.02 1.86 1.88 
0 125 2.02 2.02 1.90 1.88 

100 25 1.87 1.86 1.95 1.82 
100 50 1.91 1.89 2.00 1.85 
100 75 1.94 1.91 1.99 1.88 
100 100 1.95 2.08 1.96 1.85 
100 125 1.98 1.95 1.91 1.87 

Average 1.96 1.97 1.91 1.87 
Standard dev 0.05 0.07 0.06 0.02 

Coordinates Length in mm 
X y 210.5 ii 2QSIHHW 2EH40x3S 2C20x3S 
0 147.09 149.50 149.72 149.89 
25 147.10 149.56 149.42 149.50 
50 147.11 149.56 149.27 149.34 
75 147.10 149.50 149.40 149.46 
100 147.10 149.47 149.53 149.50 

Average 147.10 149.52 149.47 149.54 
Standard dev 0.01 0.04 0.17 0.21 

Coordinates Width in mm 
X y 210.5 ii 2QSIHHW 2EH40x3S 2C20x3S 

25 99.60 100.49 100.26 100.22 
50 99.79 100.37 100.23 100.07 
75 100.06 100.30 100.20 100.06 
100 99.89 100.25 100.27 100.05 
125 100.02 100.24 100.29 100.D3 

Average 99.87 100.33 100.25 100.09 
Standard dev 0.19 0.10 0.04 0.08 
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AppendixB 

8.1 Deflection of a clamped intact plate with a distributed load over a concentric 

area 

8.1.1 Small deflection analysis 

Timoshenko [ 1 09] obtained the central deflection of a simply supported plate under a 

distributed load on a concentric area. In the following the same method is followed to 

obtain an analogous expression for a clamped composite plate. The governing equation 

of a symmetric orthotropic thin laminated plate in bending is expressed by [109] 

Du w.= + 2(D,2 + 2D66 )w,.uyy + D22 w,yyyy = -q (B.l.l) 

A proven solution for circular anisotropic panels with uniformly distributed load is 

( 2 2 y w(r)= q a -r 
64D' 

(B.l.2) 

Radius r is related to the Cartesian coordinates by? = :x? +/.To satisfy Eq. (B.l.l), 

the equivalent flexural stiffness [109, 117] is given by 

(B.l.3) 

For different loading cases, the deflection expression might not have an exact solution, 

when composite anisotropic materials are analysed instead of isotropic materials. In 

reality composite materials undergoing non-uniform loading deflect in a non

axisymmetric way [157]. Nevertheless in the quasi-isotropic lay-up case, an expression 

using the equivalent flexural stiffness with isotropic analysis can be adopted with 

reasonable accuracy, as demonstrated by [157]. Consequently, the analysis carries on 

using D' as the equivalent flexural modulus. 
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Plate deflection under any axisymmetric distributed load is found by the superposition 

of the concentric ring load case, repeated for different values of radius b, as shown in 

Figure B.l.l. The deflection of the outer unloaded region b<r<a of a clamped plate 

loaded by a distributed force P along a concentric ring of radius b, is given by 

(B.l.4) 

For the inner loaded region of the plate O<r<b, a deflection is given by 

(B.l.5) 

Superimposition of the above deflections for different values of radius b can be 

obtained through the integration over the load application area, as shown in Figure 

B.l.l. The deflection can be worked out for two regions in an independent way, on the 

one hand the unloaded region of the plate and on the other hand the central and loaded 

region of the plate. For the integration, the force P distributed over an infinitesimal area, 

so that the distributed load is q=PI(27lbxdb). 

Deflection expression for the outer unloaded region of the plate 

Superimposing the outer deflections produced by all the ring loads within the loading 

area, we obtain a valid expression valid over the outer unloaded part of the plate from 

Eq. (B.l.4) for c<r<a as 

(B.l.6) 

If the load function for the external distributed load q(r) is considered constant (i.e. 

there is no influence of the nose-shape), the integration gives, for c<r<a 
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(B.1.7a) 

After evaluating Eq. (B.1.7a) within the integration range and replacing the distributed 

load by q=PI( ;rc2
) for c<r<a, it yields 

(B.1.7b) 

This equation can be rearranged in terms of the Loading Area Factor (LAF) defined in 

Chapter 3, as 

w(r)= r:~H~-(:rJ(l+(:)')+log(r/a{(:)' +2(:)')] (B.1.7c) 

Deflection expression for the central loaded region of the plate 

Obtaining an expression for the deflection over the loaded sector of the plate, O<r<c, is 

more complicated; because both inner and outer deflections have to be considered on 

the integration. The disturbing term is related to Eq. (B.l.4), since it tends to infinite 

when the radius of application tends to zero. Therefore, for simplicity, only the central 

deflection is obtained. The central deflection Wmax(O) at the centre of the panel is 

obtained by setting r to 0 in Eq. (B.l.5) and superimposing the central deflection by 

integrating 

(B.l.8a) 

Multiplying by band considering the load function q(r) as constant, it yields 

' w(O)= 4~, J[b 3 log(b/a)+l/2(a 2b)-l/3(b')}ib 
0 

(B.1.8b) 
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After integrating Eq. (B.l.8b) and using q=PI( ml) we have 

[ ]

b-e [ ] q b4 b4 a2b2 b4 
- P c 2 3c2 a 2 

w(O)=- -log(b/a)--+--- =- -log(c/a)--+-
4D' 4 16 4 8 b•O 47rD' 4 16 4 

(B.1.9) 

This expression can be rearranged as 

w(O)=-- 1+ (c/aY log(c/a)-- =--xLAF Pa
2 

{ [ ( 3)]} Pa
2 

167rD' 4 167rD' 
(B.l.lO) 

Eq. (B.1.10) expresses the central deflection of a plate uniformly loaded over a 

concentric area, as shown in Figure 3.1.17. The term in curly brackets was defined in 

Chapter 3 as the Loading Area Factor, LAF. 

B.1.2 Large deflection analysis 

The deflection equation is defined using the method of virtual displacements [109], in 

terms of strain energy due to bending and strain energy due to membrane stretching as 

(B.l.11) 

In the following part of the analysis expressions are derived for each individual term in 

Eq. (B.l.ll), focusing on the membrane stretching effect term. First, the strain energy 

due to bending is defined from 

dV = -i(M x w.xx +MY w.yy )dxdy (B.l.12a) 

If the classical laminate theory is used, together with a change of the coordinate 

systems, Eq. (B.1.12) can be rewritten as 
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dV =.!.{(Du w, + D12 .!.w ,)w, +(D,2w, + D22 .!.w ,).!.w ,}drdfJ (B.1.12b) 
2 · r ' · ' r · r ' 

Integration over all the plate area gives the strain energy due to bending for circular 

plates 

The second term V1 in Eq. (B.l.ll) is for the strain energy due to membrane stretching 

as 

a 

V1 = 2;r JI/2(N,e, + N,e,)rdr 
0 

(B.1.14) 

Using the classical laminate theory for a quasi-isotropic laminate with An = Azz, we 

have 

a 

V, =7r j((Aue, +A12e,)e, +(A12e, +Aue,)e,)rdr 
0 

The relationship between strain-displacement relationships is given by [109] 

u 
e, =

r 

(B.1.15) 

(B.1.16a,b) 

Definition of the displacement field u is approximated by a series and neglecting the 

high order terms 
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(B.l.l7) 

Combining Eqs. (B.l.16a,b&B.1.17) with Eq. (B.1.15) yields 

V1 =Mu J((u,, + 1/2 w,; Y + (u/ r Y ~dr + 2M12 J{u_, + 1/2 w,; Xu/ r )rdr (B.1.18) 
0 0 

For the outer part of the plate the deflection w(r) can be approximated by the small 

deflection analysis for the entire plate, as in Eq. (B.l.7c). This approximation regards 

the energy contribution of the region under the applied load as small quantity compared 

with the outer part of the plate, especially for a small indenter. 

Adding Eq. (B.l.l3) and (B.1.18) 

.. Mu J({u., +1/2w,;Y +(u/rY ~dr+2M12 J{u_, +l/2w,;Xu/r)rdr 
0 0 

(B.1.19a) 

Using Eq. (B.l.7c) and its derivatives, we get a 4th degree polynomial expression for w0 

as given by 

(B.1.19b) 

where T1 and Tz are polynomial coefficients. Due to their length they are not fully 

expanded. After replacing distributed load q by PI( m/) and using the results from Eq. 

(B.1.19b), Eq. (B.1.11) yields 

(B.l.20) 
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The term T1 can be considered similar to the counterpart small deflection analysis given 

by Eq. (3.1.2) as 

T. = l61rD' 
I IAF 

(B.1.21) 

Terms Tz and T3 are obtained after a lengthy derivation. In the case of T3, it is equal to 

the square of plate radius a2
• The other term, T2 accounts the membrane stretching 

effect. It can be obtained by combining Eq. (B.l.ll) and Eq. (B.l.l9a) and grouping the 

coefficients for w; 

(B.1.22) 

The term inside the integral is defined in terms of the first derivative of the deflection w. 

Differentiating Eq. (B.1.7c) respect tor yields 

w., (r) = ~[4~ (log(r/a)-1/2- (c/ a)2 
)+ .!.(c/ aY] 

IAF a r 
(B.1.23) 

and replacing Eq. (B.l.23) into Eq. (B.1.23) we obtain 

T2w; =_!j__(M11 1/4 w~ 4 J[ 4~ (log(r/a)-l/2-(c/aY)+.!.(c/aY]
4 

rdrJ (B.1.24) 
dw0 IAF 0 a r 

Differentiating respect the central deflection w0, we have 

T2 w; = M 11 w; 4 "rl 4~ (log(r/ a) -1/2- (c/ aY)+.!. (c/ aY ]
4 

rdr 
LAF lla r (B.1.25) 

Therefore T2 is given by 
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(B.1.26) 

The solution of the integral is 

0.217 + (cfa)'[- 0.465]+ (c/ a}"[- 0.140]+ 

(c/ a)
6
[0.466- 2.259log(c/a)-1.240log2 (c/ a)+ .2.log3 (c/a)+_!.log4 (c/ a)]+ 

36 6 

(c/ a)8
[ 0.183 -1.139log(c/a)- 1~ log 2 (c/a)+ log 3 (c/ a)]+ 

(c/ aY0 [0.029 _2_ log(c/ a)-_!_ log2 (c/a)] + 
48 16 

(c/ a )12 
[ 0.003 + 9~ log(c/ a)]+ 

(c/aY'[--
1 

] 
1536 

(B.1.27a) 

The contribution from the high order terms to the final solution is small. If only the first 

two terms are taken in to account, Tz can be approximated by 

(B.1.27b) 

The central deflection can be expressed in terms of TI. T2 and T3 as 

161Z'D' 1 m\.11 1 J. ( I )2 [ ]}w3 
- 2---w0 + 

2 4 
p.217+ c a -0.465 0 =P 

a IAF a IAF 
(B.1.28) 
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B.2 Deflection of a clamped plate with a circular delamination at the mid-plane 

centrally loaded 

The plate loading conditions are shown in Figure B.2.1. For simplicity, the plate is 

assumed to be transversely loaded at the centre by a concentrated force. The deflection 

of a panel containing a single delamination at the mid-plane can be obtained by adding 

the correspondent deflections of the outer intact region and the delaminated region, 

indicated as BA and AO regions respectively in Figure B.2.1. Thus, the total deflection 

is given by 

(B.2.1) 

The deflection of an intact plate due to a central load is (Eq. 92 in [109]) 

(B.2.2) 

The contribution of the region BA to the central deflection is obtained by evaluating Eq. 

(B.2.2) at r = a1 

(B.2.3) 

where the flexural rigidity D' of the plate is defined in Eq. (B.l.3). On the other hand, 

the flexural rigidity DAo of one of the sublaminates of the region AO can be 

approximated by using the proportionality between the plate thickness and the cubic 

root of the flexural rigidity (rigorously speaking this proportionality is only true for 

isotropic materials). Assuming that the delamination is located at the mid-plane, then 

the flexural rigidity DAo can be approximated by 
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(B.2.4a,b) 

The deflection analysis for the delaminated region AO is similar to that shown in 

Chapter 3 of [109] for a clamped plate loaded at the centre by a concentrated force. The 

total deflection of the plate AO, WAo.rarat. is the superimposition of the deflection of a 

simply supported plate centrally loaded, WAo.ss. and the deflection produced by an 

applied moment M at the panel boundary, WAO.M· Thus. the deflection of the region AO 

is given by 

W AO.rarat (0) = WAo.M (0)+ WAo.ss (0) (B.2.5) 

where the subscripts M and SS stand for the applied moment and simply supported, 

respectively. The applied moment, M, can be obtained based on the slope continuity at 

radius a, between regions BA and AO. The slope (}is obtained by differentiating Eq. 

(B.2.2) respect to the radius 

dw ( ) - P (a2 ) -=8 r =--rln-
dr 47rD' r 

(B.2.6a) 

substituting r = a1. Eq. (B.2.6a) becomes 

(B.2.6b) 

The correspondent moment M applied at the boundary of the plate AO that produces the 

slope given in Eq. (B.2.6b) is obtained using the Eq. (46) in [109] 

1 8(a1)=-a1 
rx 

M 
(B.2.7) 
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Combining Eq. (B.2.6b) and Eq. (B.2.7) it yields 

(B.2.8) 

And solving for the applied moment M 

(B.2.9) 

The central deflection induced by M can be obtained through the expression derived in 

[158] (table 24, case 13) 

w Ao M (0) = M 
0
r

02 

(-
1 

+ ln(!!:_)J 
· 2D 1+v r0 

(B.2.10) 

Where D, Mo, ro, and a are the flexural rigidity, applied moment, radius at which 

moment is applied and plate radius respectively. Replacing by the corresponding values 

of moment M and radius a!. for the circular plate AO, Eq. (B.2.10) becomes 

(B.2.11) 

The second term in Eq. (B.2.5) corresponds to the central deflection of a simply 

supported plate loaded at the centre, WAo,ss(O). It can be obtained through Eq. (88) in 

[109]. However, the load used in this expression should be only half of the total applied 

load P, since two identical laminates are loaded simultaneously in the delaminated 

region BA. Deflection WAo,ss(O) is given by 

(o) ( P) a
2 

3 + v 
WAo,ss = Z 16JrD 1+v (B.2.12a) 
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Replacing with the values for plate AO at the centre r=O 

(O) Pa~ 3+v 
W AO,SS = 41l"D' 1 + V 

(B.2.12b) 

The total deflection of the delaminated region AO in Eq. (B.2.5) becomes 

" ( ) ( ) ( ) Pa~ 3 +V Pa1
2 (a2 ) 

UAO =WAOtotal 0 =WAOSS 0 +WAOM 0 =----+--Jn-
. ' ' 4JZD' 1 + V SJZD' a 

I 

(B.2.13) 

The total deflection of the complete plate, including regions BA and AO, is given by Eq. 

(B.2.1). Replacing with the deflection expressions (B.2.3) and (B.2.13) it yields 

" _ Pa~ 3+v Pa1
2 

1 (a2) P [ 2 2(1 21 (a2)J] u -----+--n- +--a -a + n-
total 4JZD' 1 + V 81l"D' a 161Z'D' 2 

I a 
I 1 

(B.2.14a) 

Rearranging Eq. (B.2.14a) yields 

0 _ P [a;- a1
2 + 4a~(3 +V)] 

total - 1611' D' D'(1 + v) (B.2.14b) 
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f------r 

Figure B.l.l Concentrically loaded plate: superposition of deflections 

z 

Figure B.2.1 Circular plate transversely loaded with a concentric crack at the mid-plane 
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Appendix C 

C.l Matlab script for analytical model of transverse deflection with indentation 

effect in Chapter 3 

C.l.l First function: data post-processing 

function[]=dispforce() 

%INPUT DATA 
%MATERIAL PROPERTIES for Graphite Epoxy system 

% km membrane stiffness GPa.mm'-1 
km=0.17202; 

% ki contact stiffness GPa.mm'(1/n) 
ki=47.2; 

% kbs bending and shear stiffness GPa.mm 
%Flat indentor kbs=5.2411; 
%Hemispherical indentor kbs=4.5592; 
kbs=5. 2411; 

% n exponential constant 
n=l. 83; 

% p applied force kN, initial value 
p=10; 

%Algorithm to plot the force-displacement graph 
dispforce=zeros(200,2); 
for index=l:200 

% disp displacement of the indentor mm 
disp=0+0.05*index; 
p=10; 
%Calling the main algorithm 
[force]=ecusolv(km,ki,kbs,n,disp,p); 
dispforce(index, :)=[disp force]; 

end 
dispforce=[O 0; dispforce] 
plot(dispforce(:,1),dispforce(:,2)) 
axis([O 10 0 60]) 
xlabel('Displacement mm', 'FontNarne', 'Times New Roman', 'FontSize',18}; 
ylabel('Load kN', 'FontName', 'Times New Roman', 'FontSize',l8); 
set(gca, 'Fontname', 'Times New Roman'); 
set(gca, 'Fontsize',l8); 
set(gcf, 'calor', [1,1,1]); 

grid on; 
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C.1.2 Second function: main algorithm 

function[pop]=ecusolv(km,ki,kbs,n,disp,p) 

% p initial value for x 
% exit conditions for the iterations 
tal = 0.001; 
Itera= 100; 

% 
% Newton-Raphson 
% 
ite=O; 
D=O; 
F=O; 

while ite<Itera, 
[D]=deriv(km,ki,kbs,n,disp,p); 
[F]=gzmodel(km,ki,kbs,n,disp,p); 
pn=p-F/D; 
if abs(p-pn)<tol 

ite=Itera; 
else 

ite=ite+l; 
end 
p=pn; 

end 

pop=p; 

C.1.3 Third function: calculation of first derivative 

function[D]=deriv(km,ki,kbs,n,disp,p) 

% derivative of function F 
% 
% 
delta=le-3; 
[F]=gzmodel(km,ki,kbs,n,disp,p); 

pd=p; 
if p<=le-30 

pd=p+O.OOl; 
else 

pd=(l+delta)*p; 
end 

[Fd]=gzmodel(km,ki,kbs,n,disp,pd); 

if p<=le-30 
D=(Fd-F)/0.001; 

else 
D=(Fd-F)/(p*delta); 

end 

pd=p; 
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C.1.4 Fourth function: main equation based on analytical model: 

function[F]=gzmodel(km,ki,kbs,n,disp,p) 

% function[F]=gzmodel(km,ki,kbs,n,disp,p) 
% Relationship between force and displacement, taking account of 
% indentation, membrane, shear and flexural response from the laminate 
% km membrane stiffness GPa.mmA-1 
% ki contact stiffness GPa.mmA(1/n) 
% kbs bending and shear stiffness GPa.mm 
% disp displacement of the indentor mm 
% p applied force kN 

F=-km*pA(3/n)/kiA(3/n); 
F=F+3*disp*km*pA(2/n)/kiA(2/n); 
F=F-(km*3*dispA2+kbs)*pA(1/n)/kiA(1/n); 
F=F+km*dispA3+kbs*disp-p; 

C.2 Matlab script for in-plane compressive failure prediction in Chapter 4 

function[P_applied,factor_m45,factor_O,factor_45,factor_90]=admatrices 
(plies) 

%function[]= admatrices(plies) 
%If plies = 32 then is a normal QI laminate 
45,0,+45,90)4s 
%If plies = 16 then is a normal QI laminate 
45,0,+45,90)2s 

%Extensional stiffness matrix A in GPa-mn 
switch plies 
case 32 

of 

of 

A=[224.88 67.42 0;67.42 224.88 0;0 0 78.73]; 
case 16 

32 

16 

A=[112.44 33.71 0;33.71 112.44 0; 0 0 39.36]; 
end 
%Inverting the matrix A in (kN/mm)A-1 
ainv=A"-1; 

%Transformed reduced stiffness matrix Q bar in GPa 

plies with layup: 

plies with layup: 

Qm45=[41.28 30.08 -29.68; 30.08 41.28 -29.68; -29.68 -29.68 32.84]; 
Q0=[127.88 2.84 0; 2.84 9.16 0; 0 0 5.60]; 
Q45=[41.28 30.08 29.68; 30.08 41.28 29.68; 29.68 29.68 32.84]; 
Q90=[9.16 2.84 0; 2.84 127.88 0; 0 0 5.60]; 

%Generating the mean strains 
%Force vector in kN 
if plies==16 

Py=-[0:1:100]./100; 
elseif plies==32 

Py=-[0:2:200]./100; 
end 
Px=zeros(size(Py)); 
Pz=zeros(size(Py)); 
P=[Px; Py; Pz]; 
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%Strain vector 
strain=zeros(size(P)); 
for i=l:length(Py) 

strain(:,i)=ainv*P(:,i); 
end 

%Stress for each ply in global panel coordinates, in MPa 
stress_global_m45=zeros(size(strain)); 
stress_global_O=zeros(size(strain)); 
stress_global_45=zeros(size(strain)); 
stress_global_90=zeros(size(strain)); 
for i=l:length(Py) 

stress_global_m45(:,i)=Qm45*strain(:,i)*1000; 
stress_global_O(:,i)=QO*strain(:,i)*lOOO; 
stress_global_45(:,i)=Q45*strain(:,i)*1000; 
stress_global_90(:,i)=Q90*strain(:,i)*l000; 

end 

%Stress in local ply coordinates, in MPa 
%Angles in rad 
am45=-45*pi/180; 
aO=O*pi/180; 
a45=45*pi/180; 
a90=90*pi/180; 
%Matrix T for angle transformation 
Tm45=[cos(am45)'2 sin(am45)'2 2*cos(arn45)*sin(am45); sin(am45)'2 
cos(am45)'2 -2*cos(am45)*sin(am45); -sin(am45)*cos(am45) 
sin(am45)*cos(am45) cos(arn45)'2-sin(arn45)'2]; 
TO=[cos(a0)'2 sin(a0)'2 2*cos(a0)*sin(a0); sin(a0)'2 cos(a0)'2-
2*cos(a0)*sin(a0); -sin(aO)*cos(aO) sin(aO)*cos(aO) cos(a0)'2-
sin(a0)'2]; 
T45=[cos(a45)'2 sin(a45)'2 2*cos(a45)*sin(a45); sin(a45)'2 cos(a45)'2 
-2*cos(a45)*sin(a45); -sin(a45)*cos(a45) sin(a45)*cos(a45) cos(a45)'2-
sin(a45)'2]; 
T90=[cos(a90)'2 sin(a90)'2 2*cos(a90)*sin(a90); sin(a90)'2 cos(a90)'2 
-2*cos(a90)*sin(a90); -sin(a90)*cos(a90) sin(a90)*cos(a90) cos(a90)'2-
sin(a90)'2]; 
%Local stress arrays 
stress_local_m45=zeros(size(strain)); 
stress_local_O=zeros(size(strain)); 
stress_local_45=zeros(size(strain)); 
stress_local_90=zeros(size(strain)); 
for i=l:length(Py) 

stress_local_rn45(:,i)=Tm45*stress_global_m45(:,i); 
stress_local_O(:,i)=TO*stress_global_O(:,i); 
stress_local_45(:,i)=T45*stress_global_45(:,i); 
stress_local_90(:,i)=T90*stress_global_90(:,i); 

end 

%Tsai-Hill criteria for each ply 
%Critical compressive strength values in MPa 
stress_lc=1032; 
stress_2c=130; 
stress_l2c=66.30; 
%Calculation of the failure factor 
factor_m45=zeros(size(Py)); 
factor_O=zeros(size(Py)); 
factor_45=zeros(size(Py)); 
factor_90=zeros(size(Py)); 
for i=l:length(Py) 
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factor_m45(i)=stress_local_m45(1,i)A2/(stress_lcA2)
stress_local_m45(l,i)*stress_local_m45(2,i)/(stress_lcA2)+ 
stress_local_m45(2,i)A2/(stress_2cA2)+stress_local_m45(3,i)A2/ 
(stress_12cA2); 

factor_O(i)=stress_local_O(l,i)A2/(stress_lcA2)
stress_local_O(l,i)*stress_local_0(2,i)/(stress_lcA2)+ 
stress_local_0(2,i)A2/(stress_2cA2)+stress_local_0(3,i)A2/ 
(stress_l2cA2); 

factor_45(i)=stress_local_45(1,i)A2/(stress_lcA2)
stress_local_45(l,i)*stress_local_45(2,i)/(stress_lcA2)+ 
stress_local_45(2,i)A2/(stress_2cA2)+stress_local_45(3,i)A2/ 
(stress_l2cA2); 

factor_90(i)=stress_local_90(1,i)A2/(stress_lcA2)
stress_local_90(1,i)*stress_local_90(2,i)/(stress_lcA2)+ 
stress_local_90(2,i)A2/(stress_2cA2)+stress_local_90(3,i)A2/ 
(stress_l2cA2); 

end 
P_applied=Py*lOO; 

%Postprocessing the outputs 
P_applied=P_applied'; 
stress_local_m45=stress_local_m45'; 
stress_local_O=stress_local_O'; 
stress_local_45=stress_local_45'; 
stress_local_90=stress_local_90'; 
factor_m45=factor_m45'; 
factor_O=factor_O'; 
factor_45=factor_45'; 
factor_90=factor_90'; 

%Saving the stress in local ply coordinates in text files 
stress_out=[P_applied stress_local_m45 stress_local 0 stress_local_45 
stress_local_90]; 

if plies==16 
save stress_l6.txt stress_out -ASCII 

elseif plies==32 
save stress_32.txt stress_out -ASCII 

end 

%Saving the tsai hill factors in text files 
output=[P_applied factor_m45 factor_O factor_45 factor_90]; 
if plies==16 

save tsai_hill_16.txt output -ASCII 
elseif plies==32 

save tsai_hill_32.txt output -ASCII 
end 
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AppendixD 

D.l Determination of extensional stiffness matrix A 

The reduced stiffness matrix is given by 

El VnEz 0 
1-vlzVzi 1-vlzVzi 

[Q]= VnEz Ez 0 (D.l.l) 
1-vlzVzi 1-vlzVzi 

0 0 G1z 

Substituting by the material properties given in Table 2.1.1, the reduced stiffness matrix 

becomes 

[

127.88 

[Q]= 2.84 

0 

2.84 

9.16 

0 

The transformed reduced stiffness matrix could be given by using Eq. (4.3.8) as 

[Q11 ]= Q11 cos• B+2(Q12 +2Q66 )sin 2 Bcos2 B+Q22 sin4 B 

[Q12 ]= (Q11 + Q22 -4Q66 )sin 2 Bcos2 B + Q12 (sin4 B +cos4 B) 

[Q22 ]= Q11 sin 4 B+ 2(Q12 + 2Q66 )sin 2 Bcos2 B+Q22 cos4 B 

[i21J= (Q11 -Q12 -2Q,,)sinBcos3 B+(Q12 -Q22 +2Q66 )sin 3 BcosB 

[i22J= (Q11 - Q12 - 2Q66 )sin 3 BcosB + (Q12 - Q22 + 2Q66 )sinBcos3 B 

[{2,,]= (Q11 + Q22 - 2Q12 - 2Q66 )sin 2 Bcos2 B + Q66 (sin4 B +cos4 B) 

(D.1.2) 

(D.l.3) 

As lay-ups were (-45°/0°/+45°/90°)2s for 16-ply laminates and (-45°/0°/+45°/90°)4s for 

32-ply laminates, the transformed reduced stiffness matrix are given by 
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[ 

41.28 

[Q]-45 = 30.08 

-29.68 

30.08 

41.28 

-29.68 

-29.68 GPa 
-29.68] 

for -45° plies 

[

127.88 

[Q]0 = 2.84 

0 

[

41.28 

[Q]45 = 30.08 

29.68 

[

9.16 

[Q]90 = 2.~4 

2.84 

9.16 

0 

30.08 

41.28 

29.68 

2.84 

127.88 

0 

32.84 

~ l GPa 
5.60 

29.68] 
29.68 GPa 

32.84 

~ l GPa 
5.60 

The extensional stiffness matrix A is given by 

for 0° plies 

for 45° plies 

for 90° plies 

(D.1.3a) 

(D.1.3b) 

(D.1.3c) 

(D.1.3d) 

(D.l.4a) 

where Zk and Zk.J are the distances measured from the mid-plane to the bottom and top 

surfaces of the k-ply. For laminates with constant ply thickness, Eq. (D.1.4a) can be 

rearranged by taking advantage of ply thickness tk for the convenience of computation 

as follows 

(D.1.4b) 

in which the ply thickness tk is 0.128 mm, as indicated in Chapter 2. Combining Eqs. 

(D1.3a-d) with Eq. (D.1.4b) yields 
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[

112.44 

[A]= 33~71 

[

224.88 

[A]= 67~42 

33.71 

112.44 

0 

67.42 

224.88 

0 

~ ] GPa-mm 

39.36 

for 16-ply laminate 

~ ] GPa-mm 

78.73 

for 32-ply laminate 

The corresponding inverted matrices (i.e. compliance matrices) are 

(D.1.5a) 

(D.1.5b) 

[ 

0.0098 

[A]-
1 

=[A']= - 0.~029 
-0.0029 

0.0098 

0 

~ ] (GPa-mmr1 for 16-ply laminate (D.1.6a) 

0.0254 

[ 

0.0049 

[A]-
1 

=[A']= -0.~015 
-0.0015 

0.0049 

0 

~ ] (GPa-mmr1 for 32-ply laminate (D.1.6b) 

0.0127 

0.2 Determination of bending stiffness matrix D 

The bending stiffness matrix is defined by 

(D.2.1a) 

Similarly to the extensional matrix 

advantage of ply thickn'ess as follows 

[A], Eq (D.2.1a) can be rearranged by taking 

(D.2.1b) 

After carrying out all the calculations, the bending stiffness matrices are 
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[

44.44 

[D)= 13.61 

-4.48 

[

336.96 

[D)= 101.58 

-16.93 

13.61 

30.50 

-4.48 

101.58 

277.21 

-16.93 

-4.48] 
-4.48 GPa-mm3 for 16-ply laminates 

15.59 

-16.93] 
-16.93 GPa-mm3 for 32-ply laminates 

117.38 

The corresponding inverted matrices (i.e. compliance matrices) are 

(D.2.2a) 

(D.2.2b) 

[D ]-1 = [D'] = -0.0111 0.0389 0.0080 (GPa-mm\1
, for 16-ply laminate (D.2.3a) 

[ 

0.0263 -0.0111 0.0044] 

0.0044 0.0080 0.0677 

[ 

0.0033 -0.0012 

[D j-1 = [D'] = ..1. 0.0012 0.0041 

0.0002 0.0003 

0.0002] 
0.0003 (GPa-mm3Y1

, for 32-ply laminate(D.2.3b) 

0.0057 
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